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FAMILY-EQUITY
SINCE 1756!
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is a German family-equity company.
Our approach combines the best of both worlds:
We are building a diversified portfolio with the professionalism
of a private equity investor. Yet at the same time, we are a family-owned
enterprise that adheres to the values of the “honourable businessman”.
Haniel is building a diversified portfolio with the objective of increasing value.
As a value developer, we pursue a long-term and sustainable investment strategy.
This is possible due to equity provided for an unlimited term by the
family shareholders. Haniel strives to achieve this economic goal in harmony
with ecological and social goals.
We have been headquartered in Duisburg-Ruhrort since our founding
in 1756. Here, new ideas have been conceived, realised and refined
for more than 260 years, and will continue to mould the future.
Thinking in generations, acting sustainably, shaping the future –
these values are what define our objective of being “enkelfähig”.
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FRANZ HANIEL & CIE. GMBH

FULLY NETWORKED AND MADE-TO-MEASURE

PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT
@HANIEL

You also find the Haniel Annual Report
and the Haniel Magazine online:
https://haniel-2018.corporate-report.net/en

The Haniel Holding Company continually refines its diversified portfolio:
Learn about which companies we seek, how we find them, and what role
Haniel’s family background plays in this process in the Online Annual Report
and in the Magazine. We also reveal the criteria that are important to us when
acquiring new investments and the digital projects that our divisions worked
on in 2018.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
EUR million

2017

2018

Change
2017 / 2018

See page

Revenue and profits
Revenue

4,138

4,683

+13%

28

Operating profit (EBITA)

253

301

+19%

29

Profit before taxes

235

–796

< –100%

30

Profit after taxes

248

–848

< –100%

30

Haniel cash flow

487

522

+7%

33

Cash flow from operating activities

462

380

–18%

34

1,168

342

–71%

34

50

60

+20%

34

Total assets

7,368

6,256

–15%

35

Equity

4,499

3,630

–19%

35

61%

58%

–3%-points

35

1,331

974

–27%

33

18,481

18,824

+2%

36

Cash flow

Capital expenditure
Dividend of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Statement of financial position

Equity ratio (in per cent)
Net financial position
Employees
Annual average number of employees (headcount)

DIVISIONS
BEKAERTDESLEE

100%

CWS-BOCO

82.19%

ELG

OPTIMAR

100%

100%

EQUITY INTEREST

EQUITY INTEREST

EQUITY INTEREST

EQUITY INTEREST

BekaertDeslee is a globally
leading specialist for the
development and manufacturing of woven and knitted
mattress textiles and readymade mattress covers.
www.bekaertdeslee.com

CWS-boco is one of the
leading international service
providers of hygiene and
workwear solutions.
www.cws-boco.com

ELG is a global leader in
the trading, processing and
recycling of raw materials for
the stainless steel industry
as well as high performance
materials such as superalloys,
titanium and carbon fibres.
www.elg.de

Optimar is a global leader
for automated fish handling
systems for use on ships, on
land and in aquacultures.
www.optimar.no
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LOOK BACK AT 2018
Haniel increases revenue and operating profit significantly

Financial investments drastically reduce profit before and after taxes
Good progress with integration of Initial’s activities
Foundation laid for growth course at ROVEMA and Optimar
	
Exit from METRO investment initiated; creates additional latitude
for future portfolio development
	
Financial resources of around EUR 1.4 billion available for additional
portfolio development
	
Diversity in innovation and digital projects is safeguarding the future

Management change at Haniel announced for 2019

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
ROVEMA

TAKKT

100%

EQUITY INTEREST

ROVEMA is a global leader in
the manufacturing of packaging machines and equipment
for a wide variety of products
and applications.
www.rovema.com/en

CECONOMY

50.25%

EQUITY INTEREST

TAKKT bundles a portfolio of
B2B direct marketing specialists for business equipment in
Europe and North America in
a single company.
www.takkt.com

22.71%

EQUITY INTEREST

CECONOMY is Europe’s leading platform for companies,
concepts and brands in
the sector of consumer
electronics.
www.ceconomy.de/en

METRO

15.20%

EQUITY INTEREST

METRO is one of the leading
international companies
in the wholesale and food
service sector.
www.metroag.de/en
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STEPHAN GEMKOW
Chairman of the Management Board

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

“FAMILY-EQUITY
MEANS:
WE BUILD
NETWORKS!”
DEAR SIR OR MADAM,
Over this past year, we took many steps to
ensure that Haniel will be able to continue
creating value for future generations. However,
we also met with strong headwinds. In addition,
competition for new companies is growing ever
more fierce. What was most disappointing for
Haniel was the performance of our two financial
investments, CECONOMY and METRO.

As a family-equity company, we take an active
role in shaping our equity investments and
intend to expand our portfolio by adding rapidly
growing, future-facing companies. Our objective
is to further significantly reduce cluster risks
and dependencies on individual sectors. In
light of the disappointing share price perfor
mances for METRO and CECONOMY, we were
compelled to test the two financial invest
ments for impairment. Ultimately, we were
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forced to adjust the value of our shares in the
two financial investments by about one billion
euros. This was a difficult, yet necessary, step
which overshadowed our operating performance
in 2018. Already by the end of spring, Haniel
had decided to begin preparing to exit from its
investment in METRO.
CWS-BOCO: A SUCCESS STORY
At the same time it was integrating Initial’s
activities, which had been acquired in 2017,
the CWS-boco division also implemented its
own restructuring of the Hygiene Solutions and
Textile Solutions divisions. With its manage
ment structures now streamlined, the focus
of the plan to further optimise CWS-boco lies
squarely on location and logistics structures,
IT systems and economies of scale in the area
of procurement. The growth initiatives are also
aimed at new offerings and the digitalisation
of the product portfolio – alongside measures
intended to continually improve the division.
NEW INVESTMENTS IN THE MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING SECTOR
It takes bold thinking to step into uncharted
territory – as we did when we acquired two
companies in the mechanical engineering sec
tor at the end of 2017. In 2018, we established
bespoke leadership and governance models
for ROVEMA, a recognised premium manufac
turer of packaging machines and equipment,
and for Optimar, a leading manufacturer of
high-quality, automated fish handling systems
for use on ships, on land and for aquaculture.
External Chairmen advise the management
teams as sparring partners. In this way, we
have laid the foundations for further growth
at Optimar and ROVEMA.

EUR 1.4 BILLION AVAILABLE
FOR PORTFOLIO EXPANSION
In recent years, we have placed ourselves on
a solid financial footing that is much broader
overall. Following the sale of the first tranche
of its shares in METRO, Haniel has approximately
EUR 1.4 billion in financial resources to continue
to shape its portfolio for the future. When
searching for new investments, we continue to
take a structured approach, and are cautious
in the increasingly competitive environment.
We make no false compromises when it comes
to our investment criteria. Business models are
only fit for the future if sustainability is not a
foreign concept to them and they already make
a positive contribution to the environment and
society through their sustainable actions, or
will be able to do so in the future. As a reflec
tion of this aspiration, we have been a member
of the UN Global Compact since 2014. We
support the principles of the UN Global Com
pact such as human rights, labour standards,
environmental protection and the fight against
corruption, and ensure that they are proclaimed
loud and wide.
HANIEL’S NETWORKS BOLSTER
THE DIGITAL MINDSET
Our digital initiative is a vital element of the
Haniel Group’s continued strategic develop
ment. Schacht One sets us apart from our
competitors for new companies. All divisions
are pursuing a large number of specific projects
which are based on their own respective Digital
Agendas. Many solutions are currently in the
pilot phase or have already been launched on
the market. Current examples include TAKKT’s
büromöbelonline and Optimar’s Commander,
a digital platform that enables customers to
digitally monitor and manage their products.
The digital transformation is also bringing
about changes from an organisational stand
point. For instance, ELG has further developed
EIE GmbH, its own digital unit. TAKKT now
bundles all of its web-based enterprises under
the newport Group, through which it networks
their ranges of services.
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Knowledge transfer and the exchange of ideas –
both within and outside the Haniel Group – are
an important aspect of the holistic approach to
digitalisation. Seminars and management train
ing sessions offered by the Haniel Academy,
events at Schacht One and special trips to
digital hotspots not only brought Haniel Group
colleagues together, we also benefited from the
network we have created through investing in six
selected venture capital funds and the targeted
investments in start-ups by our divisions. Our
diverse network helps us to further strengthen
the digital mindset within the Group so that we
can remain fit for the future.
OPERATING STRENGTH DIMINISHED
BY FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
Our sound operating basis has also enabled
us to continue to prepare our business for the
future. The course of business in 2018 showed
that we benefit from a diverse portfolio: revenue
has grown organically. ELG benefited largely
from higher average commodity prices, as well
as from rising tonnages. Growth at CWS-boco
was encouraging, both in the Textile Solutions
and in the Hygiene Solutions divisions. At TAKKT,
revenue also rose year on year. In 2018, we also
significantly increased our operating profit: the
increase in CWS-boco’s contribution was the
main factor in the growth in profit. TAKKT’s
operating profit was on par with that of the
previous year. Both ELG and BekaertDeslee
operated in a difficult market environment. As
a result of that environment, both companies
had operating profit that was down year on year,
despite having initiated countermeasures.
The impairment losses on our financial invest
ments in METRO and CECONOMY were the
reason for our profit before and after taxes being
down significantly in 2018.
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PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT MEANS
CONSTANTLY LEARNING
Today we have a broadly diversified portfolio
with six market-leading divisions. Our clear plan
is to expand that portfolio to up to ten invest
ments. We have positioned ourselves on the
market as a successful and reliable investor.
Following the vital phase of financial restructur
ing and the subsequent realignment of the port
folio, the foundations were laid for the Group’s
continued growth. Thus it is time to transfer
chairmanship of the Haniel Management Board
to my fellow Management Board member
Thomas Schmidt, with effect from 30 June 2019.
This is not the only reason I am confident that
2019 will be a year of positive momentum and
change for Haniel. In light of a large number
of economic, political and social issues, we are
well advised to continue to have a clear vision
for the future when taking action – in keeping
with our objective of being “enkelfähig”. This is
and will remain our goal. Portfolio development
is a permanent learning process, which can be
associated with setbacks and can cost us ener
gy. In our network, at any rate, we unleash much
positive energy. Together with my colleagues, I
would like to thank the employees at all levels
for their commitment in the past year! We would
also like to thank the shareholder committees
and the Supervisory Board for their constructive
cooperation and assistance along the way.

Duisburg, 5 March 2019

STEPHAN GEMKOW
Chairman of the Management Board
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THOMAS SCHMIDT

STEPHAN GEMKOW

DR FLORIAN FUNCK
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

THE MANAGEMENT
BOARD
STEPHAN GEMKOW
CHAIRMAN OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD
born 1960
Stephan Gemkow has been Chairman of Haniel’s Management Board and Chief Human Resources
Officer since 1 August 2012. He is responsible not only for overall strategy, but also for Corporate
Development/M&A, Human Resources, Corporate Legal, Internal Audit, Shareholders and
Communications. After spending the first years of his career as a management consultant for
BDO Deutsche Warentreuhand AG, the business graduate has held various management positions
at the Lufthansa Group since 1990, most recently spending six years as a member of the Executive
Board responsible for Finance and, since 2009, for Aviation Services as well. Gemkow is Chairman
of the Supervisory Board of TAKKT AG, a member of the Board of Directors of Flughafen Zürich AG,
a member of the Board of Directors of JetBlue Airways Corporation, New York, and a member of the
Board of Directors of the Amadeus IT Group, Madrid.

DR FLORIAN FUNCK
born 1971
Dr Florian Funck has been a member of Haniel’s Management Board since 1 September 2011. He is
responsible for Corporate Controlling, Corporate Finance, Corporate Tax and Corporate General
Services. As a doctor of business administration, he began his career at the Haniel Holding
Company in 1999. In June 2004, he was appointed to the TAKKT Managing Board in Stuttgart,
where he was responsible for Controlling and Finance. Funck is a member of the Supervisory
Boards of CECONOMY AG, METRO AG, TAKKT AG and Vonovia SE.

THOMAS SCHMIDT
born 1971
Thomas Schmidt was appointed to Haniel’s Management Board on 30 January 2017 and will be
involved in the portfolio management and enhancement process. He is also Managing Director of
the CWS-boco division. The engineering graduate began his career in 1996 with various positions
at the US group General Electric (GE). Schmidt subsequently moved to TE Connectivity Ltd. in
mid-2008, and became President of TE Industrial in July 2010.
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OPENNESS AND TRUST AT HANIEL

FRANZ M. HANIEL

REPORT
OF THE SUPER
VISORY BOARD

Chairman of the Supervisory Board

DEAR SIR OR MADAM,
By initiating the sale of the Metro shares in summer
2018, the Holding Company freed up additional resources
to continue to expand its portfolio. As a family-equity
company, we wish to renew our portfolio, expand it and
strategically develop our investments. We are optimis
tic about the steps already taken: both the successful
integration of Initial’s activities into CWS-boco and the
establishment of appropriate governance and manage
ment mechanisms at our most recent portfolio companies
ROVEMA and Optimar will make it possible to leverage the
potential for further added value.

in companies. Bernd Hergenröther, Fadi Kamal and Irina
Pankewitz no longer serve on the Supervisory Board.
I would like to thank all departing members for their
commitment and faithful collaboration.

Our activities continue to focus not only on our buy & build
strategy but also our digital transformation. All divisions
are pursuing specific projects which are based on their
own respective Digital Agendas. Some of their innovative
solutions are still in the testing phase, and some have
already hit the market. As Haniel has done with Schacht
One, ELG has formed its own digital unit and TAKKT bundles
all web-based business models into a newly created group
of companies. We welcome this dynamic as a prerequisite
for the investments’ ability to tackle the future.

In accordance with my duty as Chairman of the Super
visory Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, beyond the
normal meetings of the Board, I have also been in regular
contact with the Chairman of the Management Board
primarily, but also with the other board members. We
discussed important operational and strategic issues
affecting the Group. The Supervisory Board continually
and carefully monitored the group of companies’ manage
ment and business development based on regular written
and oral reports of the Management Board. We examined
in depth all the decisions requiring our consent in ad
vance of meetings and passed the necessary resolutions
at four regular meetings and one extraordinary meeting.
Two further resolutions were passed in writing. During the
meetings, we discussed not only potential investments
with the aim of developing the Group’s portfolio, but also
a change to the Group’s leadership tools. A further focus
was placed on the Group’s strategy, which was discussed
by the Supervisory Board at a separate retreat.

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED TO
THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
Last year, the Supervisory Board held its regular election.
The Shareholders’ Meeting elected Dr Stephan Glander to
succeed Dr Michael Schädlich as a shareholder represen
tative. In addition, Doreen Nowotne and Patrick SchwarzSchütte were elected as external shareholder represen
tatives. They will replace Dr Paul-Bernhard Kallen and
Thomas Geitner. Two new employee representatives, Lutz
Leischner and Dirk Patermann, were also elected. Further
more, Mario Büscher was elected to the Supervisory
Board beginning on 28 April 2018 but was succeeded by
René Albersmeyer on 1 February 2019 due to a change

At the inaugural meeting, Haniel’s Supervisory Board
re-elected me to serve as Chairman – in addition, Gerd
Herzberg und Dr Georg F. Baur were confirmed as Deputy
Chairmen. I am extraordinarily grateful for the trust
placed in me and look forward to continuing to work
together with the Supervisory Board to contribute to the
success of the Company.

The Audit Committee held four meetings in the 2018
reporting period. It monitored the accounting process
and the effectiveness of the internal control system, the
Internal Auditing office, and the compliance management
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system. Moreover, the committee examined and confirmed
the independence of the auditor of the financial state
ments and approved non-audit services. At its meeting on
19 March 2018, it resolved to recommend to the Super
visory Board that it propose to the Shareholders’ Meeting
that the previous auditor be reappointed.
CHANGE IN TOP MANAGEMENT
As in years past, the cooperation between the Supervisory
Board and the Management Board was characterised
by an atmosphere of great openness and mutual trust.
The Management Board informed us regularly about the
status of the Haniel Holding Company and the various
divisions – also with regard to important individual events.
One major turning point has been Stephan Gemkow’s
decision to relinquish his chairmanship of the Manage
ment Board at Haniel with effect from 30 June 2019, after
nearly seven years’ service in the role. We owe Mr Gemkow
a debt of gratitude. With an eye firmly on the future,
pragmatism and commercial courage, he brought the
Holding Company back to a sound financial footing and
laid the strategic foundations for a successful future. We
are exceptionally sad to see him go but also understand
that Mr Gemkow wishes to turn now to new challenges.
He will be succeeded by Thomas Schmidt, who has been
a member of the Management Board since January 2017
and who serves as Chairman of the management at
CWS-boco.
ANNUAL AND CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
S TATEMENTS APPROVED
PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungs
gesellschaft, Essen, audited the annual financial state
ments of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH and the report of
the Management Board for the 2018 financial year. The
auditors confirmed that the annual financial statements
and Report of the Management Board comply with legal
provisions and the Company’s articles of association.
The auditors issued an unqualified auditors’ report on

the annual financial statements and the report of the
Management Board. The auditors also issued an unqual
ified auditors’ report on the consolidated financial state
ments and the Group report of the Management Board.
The auditors participated in the Supervisory Board’s
meeting on the financial statements and in all meetings of
the Audit Committee.
The Management Board submitted the consolidated
financial statements, the Group report of the Manage
ment Board and the Group auditors’ report for 2018 to
the Supervisory Board for its examination. Following an
in-depth examination, the Supervisory Board approved
the consolidated financial statements and the Group
report of the Management Board. The Supervisory Board
also approved the annual financial statements of Franz
Haniel & Cie. GmbH and the Management Board’s profit
appropriation proposal. The annual financial statements
are thereby adopted and the consolidated financial state
ments approved.
THANKS FOR OUTSTANDING COMMITMENT
Following the transactions initiated in the past two years,
Haniel’s objective remains to have a portfolio of about ten
mid-sized companies. The focus is therefore on a systematic
search for attractive investments. The Supervisory Board
wishes to thank the Management Board and employees
for their commitment and hard work over this past year.
We look forward to continuing along the strategic path
we have chosen with them. We will continue to advise,
monitor and support the Management Board with great
care in the year to come.
Duisburg, 9 April 2019

FRANZ M. HANIEL
Chairman of the Supervisory Board

THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
SHAREHOLDER REPRESENTATIVES
FRANZ M. HANIEL | Chairman, Graduate engineer
DR GEORG F. BAUR | Deputy Chairman, Businessman
THOMAS GEITNER | Graduate engineer (until 28 April 2018)
DR STEPHAN GLANDER | Graduate chemist
(since 28 April 2018)
DR PAUL-BERNHARD KALLEN | Graduate economist
(until 28 April 2018)

EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES
GERD HERZBERG | Deputy Chairman,
Former trade union secretary (ver.di)
MARIO BÜSCHER | Business administrator for company
pension schemes (28 April 2018 – 31 January 2019)
RENÉ ALBERSMEYER | Regional Key Account Manager FM
(since 1 February 2019)
RALF FRITZ | Maintenance

DOREEN NOWOTNE | Businesswoman (since 28 April 2018)

BERND HERGENRÖTHER | Electrician (until 28 April 2018)

DR MICHAEL SCHÄDLICH | Graduate physicist
(until 28 April 2018)

FADI KAMAL | Design engineer (until 28 April 2018)

PATRICK SCHWARZ-SCHÜTTE | Businessman
(since 28 April 2018)
PROF. DR KAY WINDTHORST | University professor
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LUTZ LEISCHNER | Graduate mathematician
(since 28 April 2018)
IRINA PANKEWITZ | Textile cleaner (until 28 April 2018)
DIRK PATERMANN | Service consultant (since 28 April 2018)
HANS WETTENGL | Trade union secretary (IG Metall)
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CORPORATE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Distinct responsibility structures and cooperation based on partnership: These are the principles that
distinguish Corporate Governance at Haniel. One essential element is the strict separation of c orporate
management and control, in line with the requirements for exchange-listed companies. Both sides
maintain a trusting dialogue. The same applies for the Company’s communications with its partners
on the financial markets.

FREE FROM CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
One characteristic sets Haniel apart from many other
family-owned companies: Since the start of the 20th
century, managers from outside the family have been
responsible for Corporate Governance. No family members
work in the Haniel Group. Entrepreneurial decisions can
be made free from familial obligations. The family attaches
importance to sustainable growth and value enhance
ment. The steps to be taken along the way are at the
discretion of the Management Board, which confers with
the board of the Company. The basic structure of Corpo
rate Governance at Haniel thus adheres to the standards
set out in the German law governing stock corporations.
The roughly 720 shareholders are organised in the Share
holders’ Meeting. It meets once a year and elects from its
midst six shareholder representatives to serve five years
on the Supervisory Board. The shareholder representa
tives and six employee representatives on the Supervisory
Board help to shape the fundamental business policies of
the Company and influence the corporate strategy. The
Supervisory Board has equal representation as a co-deter
mined monitoring body; it is always chaired by a member
of the family. Shareholder and employee representatives
jointly appoint and dismiss members of the Manage
ment Board, monitor their work and support them in an
advisory capacity. Four members of the Supervisory Board
form the Audit Committee, which also has equal represen
tation. This Committee monitors the accounting process
and the effectiveness of the internal control system, the
Internal Auditing office, and the compliance management
system. Furthermore, the Committee discussed the inde
pendence and selection of the auditor and approved per
mitted non-audit services. In addition, there is a Personnel
Committee which discusses the composition of the Man
agement Board, Management Board remuneration and
other matters relating to the Management Board. Details
of the work of the Supervisory Board in the 2018 financial
year are contained in the Report by the Supervisory Board
starting on page 8. The Shareholders’ Meeting elects also
from its midst 30 members for the Advisory Board, which
facilitates communication between the executive bodies
of the Company (Supervisory Board and Management
Board) and the members of the family.

BINDING PRINCIPLES OF CONDUCT
The Haniel Holding Company itself, as well as through its
divisions, is active in many different economic and social
systems, and thus encounters differing cultural and national
standards as well as legal regulations. It is precisely this
that makes it essential that all employees at every level
of the Company share the same values of openness and
integrity. Essential components of the Haniel culture are
the principles of legality, incorruptibility and fair compe
tition. Haniel expressly commits itself to fair competition
in its Code of Conduct. The Code also contains principles
of conduct for employees of the Holding Company,
pursuant to which they neither offer nor accept favours,
reject all forms of discrimination, and disclose conflicts
of interest between their business and private affairs.
Such principles of conduct are in place Group-wide. The
compliance management system comprises preventative
measures designed to ensure compliance with statutory
and internal corporate rules and regulations. To that
end, Haniel has prescribed uniform minimum standards
throughout the Group. Compliance risks in the Group
are systematically captured and evaluated as part of the
compliance management system, and discussed between
the management of the divisions and the Management
Board of the Holding Company. Further elements of the
compliance management system include a hotline to
report potential compliance violations, training sessions
with quizzes on compliance-related issues and compliance
officers who serve as points of contact between the divi
sions and the Holding Company and who help to clarify
issues where there may be some doubt.
EASY ACCESS TO INFORMATION
For Haniel as a family-equity company, a solid equity base
plays an important role. In addition, Haniel also uses
borrowed capital in its financial strategy. To gain the trust
of potential investors and to maintain the appreciation of
its current investors, Haniel focuses on transparency and
fairness in its financial communication: All capital market
participants, including banks, investors and analysts, have
equal access to the information they need to assess the
Company’s performance. This applies in equal measure
to the family shareholders as providers of equity. The
corporate website represents a broad information plat
form where, among other things, the corporate group’s
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portfolio and strategy are elucidated. Haniel also publishes
its annual and half year financial reports there, as well as
the latest press releases.
In addition, presentations, information on the investment
strategy and additional separate and consolidated sub
group financial statements can be accessed online under
the “Creditor Relations” heading. A financial calendar
contains early announcements of important events for
the Holding Company and the divisions. Moreover, Haniel
publicly declares how the Holding Company is rated by

the credit rating agencies Moody’s and Scope. Haniel
submits itself to external ratings voluntarily in order to
be able to use all the available financing options. For
Haniel, transparent and fair financial communication is
inseparably connected with continuity. The Company
informs its partners at regular intervals and in a consis
tent manner about current developments. Thus, financial
reports are always published in the customary place and
in the customary form in order to make it easier for the
reader to find and analyse the information. Haniel draws
attention to any deviations from the preceding years.

GROUP ORGANISATION
The family and the Company – distinct responsibility structures
and cooperation based on partnership

FAMILY

COMPANY

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING

EMPLOYEES

ABOUT 720 FAMILY MEMBERS
• Meets once a year

ELECTS
MEMBERS

ABOUT 18,800 EMPLOYEES 1

ELECTS 4 FAMILY
AND 2 EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIVES

ELECT 6 EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATIVES
1

ADVISORY BOARD

SUPERVISORY BOARD

UP TO 30 MEMBERS

12 MEMBERS

•A
 ppointed for 5 years
• Communication between the family and
the executive bodies of the Company

• Chaired by a family member
• Helps to shape the fundamental
business policies of the Company
• Forms an Audit Committee
and a Personnel Committee

	
Annual average (headcount);
see also explanations on page 36.
The German employees elect the
employee representatives to the
Supervisory Board.

APPOINTS / DISMISSES / SUPERVISES / ADVISES

MANAGEMENT BOARD
OF THE HOLDING COMPANY
3 MEMBERS

ONLINE
Watch this film to learn more
about Corporate Governance
at Haniel.

11

DIVISIONS
AND FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
6 DIVISIONS
2 FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
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AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT AT EVERY STAGE OF ADDED VALUE

CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
As a family-equity company, Haniel’s objective is to systematically anchor Corporate
Responsibility (CR) within all phases of value creation. On the basis of a shared understanding of values and in a mutual dialogue, the Holding Company and the divisions
continually push forward with their commitment to CR.

SHARED CANON OF VALUES
THINKING IN GENERATIONS

Our history as a family enterprise that
has been successful for centuries shapes
our long-term thoughts and actions.

ACTING IN AN
ENTREPRENEURIAL MANNER

We stand out at all corporate levels
by acting in a forward-looking manner
with a pronounced desire to create.

CREATING VALUE

Our sustained value-enhancing corporate
management ensures our economic
success – which both obliges and enables
us to create social value.

ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY

We consider it our duty to bring
economic, environmental and social
objectives into harmony.

SHAPING CHANGE

SUPPORT OUR STAFF

We see change as an opportunity for
sustained growth – but instead of allowing
ourselves to be led by events, we actively
shape markets.

To enable our staff to contribute their
creativity and skills to corporate success
in the best possible manner, we both
challenge and encourage them by means
of trusting dialogue.

Increasing value, living values – for over 260 years,
Haniel has combined entrepreneurial drive with a
stable framework of values in line with this principle.
Accordingly, Corporate Responsibility is firmly
anchored in the Company’s DNA and is embodied
in equal part by the owner family as well as by the
management and the employees. The aim is to
combine economic success with responsibility for

 mployees, society and the environment, thereby
e
creating value for generations. The shared understand
ing of values is expressed in Haniel’s Code of Conduct,
which defines principles of conduct in business deal
ings at all levels. In its Code, Haniel commits among
other things to environmental responsibility, fair and
safe working conditions, combating corruption and
to compliance with internationally recognised human
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rights. In addition, we adhere to the principles set
out in the UN Global Compact. As a signatory to the
United Nations initiative, Haniel has committed to
uphold and spread the principles and ensure transpar
ent reporting. The divisions are also members of the
UN Global Compact or adhere to the principles under
pinning it; they have also issued their own codes of
conduct based on Haniel’s Code of Conduct.

RESPONSIBILITY AS A
FAMILY-EQUITY COMPANY
INVESTING SUSTAINABLY

The Haniel Holding Company is building a diversified
portfolio. The objective of active portfolio management
is to sustainably increase enterprise value. Haniel
strives to achieve this economic goal in harmony with
ecological and social goals. This approach is applied
along the entire value chain – from the investment
phase to portfolio management through to divestment.
The Haniel Holding Company has established a variety
of processes and tools for investment decisions and
integrated CR into its existing principles. When looking
into potential acquisition targets, social and ecological
criteria are also examined using Haniel’s investment
filter in order to enable it to assess the candidate’s
CR profile. Only those business models that are able
to make a positive contribution to sustainability in the
future are considered. The Holding Company decides
on the divisions’ investments and acquisition projects
on the basis of the Capital Expenditure and Valuation
Guidelines: These guidelines require all investments
and acquisitions which are subject to the requisite
approvals process be analysed in detail with respect
to the positive and any negative implications for the
CR strategy. The Holding Company’s decision-making
process relating to investments in financial assets also
takes CR aspects into account.
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CR AIMS AS AN OWNER

The Holding Company places its focus where it has the
greatest leverage: in developing and managing the in
vestments. Haniel lays down guidelines and principles
for CR management. Rules of procedure which set
out the framework for collaboration on the basis of
statutory provisions stipulate that the Holding Company
be involved in the development of the divisions’ CR
strategies. This is because it has an interest in all equity
investments prioritising those CR issues which are rele
vant to them on the basis of stakeholder expectations,
developing on that basis an individual CR programme
for each business model with objectives and measures,
and implementing them by establishing a CR organi
sation. At the management and departmental levels,
there are Corporate Responsibility officers and a regular
CR dialogue between the Holding Company and the
divisions. In addition, the Holding Company organises
the Group CR Round Table, where CR experts exchange
information and experience. Responsibility for coordi
nating CR activities at the Holding Company and within
the Haniel Group lies with Strategic Investment Con
trolling.
NEW MATERIALITY ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS

The results of CR management are presented in a
transparent, regular CR report. The Holding Company
and the divisions prepare this report on the basis of
the internationally recognised guidelines of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI). The publication of the next
GRI report for the Holding Company is planned for
mid-2019. Haniel will present the results of a new
stakeholder survey and materiality analysis which are
currently being carried out. Haniel also meets the
requirements set out in the European Union’s CSR
Directive and the corresponding German implementing
legislation, and publishes a separate report online for
the non-financial statement at
www.haniel.de/en/responsibility/
nonfinancialstatement2018
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CR ORGANISATION AT THE HANIEL GROUP
HANIEL MANAGEMENT BOARD

HANIEL CR OFFICERS

MANAGEMENT BOARD /
DIVISIONAL MANAGING DIRECTORS

DIVISIONAL CR OFFICERS

GOVERNANCE
bilateral

QUARTERLY MEETINGS

CR DIALOGUE

EXCHANGE
overarching

CEO MEETINGS

SUSTAINABILITY AT THE HANIEL GROUP
BekaertDeslee is a globally leading specialist for the
development and manufacturing of mattress textiles.
Assuming sustainability means offering safe, high-quality
products and ensuring that business activities are
environmentally friendly and socially responsible. It is
an essential part of BekaertDeslee’s basic values and
deeply rooted in the corporate culture. BekaertDeslee
defined its CR focus areas after conducting a stakeholder
survey. At the conclusion of this process, the company’s
activities were aligned accordingly and a roadmap was
drawn up: Under the leadership of the management,
an interdisciplinary team has since then prioritised and
initiated sustainability projects along the entire value
chain, and published a first CR report in mid-2018. More
information at www.bekaertdeslee.com/about/cr.

CR ROUND TABLE

For CWS-boco, one of the leading international
providers for hygiene and workwear solutions, reusabil
ity is part of the company’s corporate philosophy.
The division is committed to sustainable business
practices, to making efficient use of resources and
respect for people and the environment. A systematic
stakeholder management serves to ascertain the most
important issues around sustainability. The results are
evaluated from a strategic viewpoint and approved by
management. In mid-2017, within the CWS-boco Group
a joint venture with Rentokil Initial was formed, ren
dering it necessary to review and update the division’s
CR strategy: In 2018, the division defined focus areas
in the course of an international stakeholder survey,
set corresponding action areas, derived appropriate
KPIs and established an overarching governance struc
ture. Information about CWS-boco’s commitment to
sustainability can be found in the CR interim report at
www.cws-boco.com/en-US/sustainability.
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For more than 50 years, ELG has been active in
the recycling and global trading of raw materials –
particularly in the market segments stainless steel
and superalloys. This means that sustainability is
naturally anchored in ELG’s business model and cor
porate philosophy. Promoting responsibility among
employees, ethical business practices and strong
partnerships with stakeholders are also a focal point
of operations. ELG therefore carried out a stakeholder
dialogue, which demonstrated which sustainability
issues are of particular importance for the company
and its stakeholders. The various topics were brought
together under priority areas. Many of the measures
carried out under these priority areas were initiated
by local management, with CR officers in head office
coordinating, monitoring progress and communicating
developments. Find out more in the CR report at
www.elg.de/en/sustainability.html.
Optimar, the manufacturer of automated fish handling
systems, has been a part of Haniel’s portfolio since
December 2017. Fish handling with care – the company’s
corporate philosophy expresses two focus areas: firstly
animal welfare, secondly food safety of fish products.
While automating fish processing activities, Optimar
ensures appropriate handling and killing practice. A
further advantage of robotisation lies in lower hygiene
risks, since the number of touch points between sea
food and people is reduced. At the same time, Opti
mar’s technological solutions provide full traceability
of the individual processing steps, which is crucial for
sustainable fishing. The company believes there is a
strong correlation between long-term profitability and
responsible business practices. This attitude is reflected
in Optimar’s Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Standards. Find out more at www.optimar.no.
Following its acquisition by Haniel in November 2017,
premium manufacturer of packaging machinery and
equipment ROVEMA identified its core sustainability
issues under the leadership of the management and
based on the company’s corporate strategy, which it
summarised into four focal points: Save Energy, Safe
Food, Sustainable Packaging and Supply Chain. The
activities under these focal points are aimed at pro
moting the sparing use of resources and protecting
the quality of food. Progress is monitored and commu
nicated by a CR officer. Find out more at www.rovema.
com/en/engineering/sustainability.
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At TAKKT sustainability and profitable growth go
hand in hand. The B2B direct marketing specialist
for office equipment’s SCORE ‘Sustainable Corpo
rate Responsibility’ programme lays the foundation
for coordinating sustainable business management
activities across all segments and for implementing
those measures in day-to-day operations. TAKKT has
developed a sustainability strategy for the years to
come: the core issues were identified in a stakeholder
dialogue, assigned weightings and corresponding mea
sures were initiated to implement them and achieve
goals. Having an established system of indicators is
an important instrument to ensure that progress is
measurable and transparent. For more information
in the sustainability report, go to www.takkt.de/en/
sustainability.
The CECONOMY and METRO financial investments
continue to pursue their commitments independently
from Haniel and each have their own CR organisa
tion and strategy. CECONOMY facilitates life in the
digital world. Its approach to sustainability focuses on
strategic topics which are closely linked to the value
chain of its largest investment, the MediaMarktSaturn
Retail Group. Find out more at www.ceconomy.de/en/
sustainability.
METRO’s objective is to generate added value for its
c ustomers, while concurrently reducing negative
impacts. At METRO, sustainability encompasses every
individual aspect of behaviour and is firmly integrated
into the corporate strategy. In order to live up to its
objective the financial investment has embedded sus
tainability in its core business. The retail group describes
its broad CR commitment along the value chain at
www.metroag.de/en/company/responsibility.
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FOCUS ON EMPLOYEES
ENCOURAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

As a family-owned company, the Haniel Holding Company
assumes responsibility for its employees and takes care
to ensure that they are able to develop their skills and
realise their potential. The Haniel Academy provides
momentum for the further development of employees
within the Group and serves as a platform where
experience can be exchanged. Its role is to support the
professionalisation, development and networking of
the Group’s employees – for instance with the “Haniel
Leadership Curriculum”. The tailored development
programmes assist ambitious Haniel Group employees
with potential along their path from their first leader
ship role through to top management, and prepare
them for new entrepreneurial challenges. In addition,
the “Haniel Management School” provides experienced
executives with a format that examines not only current
management methods and concepts but also issues of
the future. The Haniel Academy’s curriculum is primarily
designed for specialists and managers of the Group and
addresses internal requirements and current manage
ment trends.
EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES

The ideas, abilities and commitment of employees
are crucial to the Group’s success. Haniel main
tains regular dialogue with employees, which is
characterised by openness and mutual respect. The
Group has established a variety of formats to that
end. For instance, personal development interviews
and continuous feedback between employees and
their superiors ensure individualised, targeted con
tinuing development. During the annual dialogue, the
employee’s strengths and potential for development
are identified and development measures, including
participation in seminars and programmes at the
Haniel Academy, are agreed. At Haniel, all employees are
given the opportunity for professional and individual
development – regardless of their gender, age or
nationality.

RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYER

The aim of company health management is to safe
guard the health and productivity of employees. The
Haniel Holding Company offers, among other things,
a series of preventative check-ups and sport offerings
such as fitness classes or back and spine exercise
courses. In addition, the Haniel Academy offers
seminars on health and stress management. In 2018,
the focus was once again placed on the provision
of healthcare for employees over 50. In addition, an
online portal went live in May, where all employees
can sign up for internal and external health, nutrition
and sport classes – some of which are subsidised. More
than half of the employees have signed up since then.
Haniel helps its employees to strike a balance between
their professional and private lives, and gives them
a high degree of flexibility. A variety of working time
models enables employees to bring their profes
sional activities into harmony with their respective
life situations. These include flex-time and part-time
models as well as partial early retirement models.
Employees who work in an area where telecommuting
is a possibility can work from their home office on an
alternating schedule. In addition, they are granted paid
leave to care for family members. Haniel has entered
into a partnership with a family service that provides
individual advice to employees to meet their diverse
needs.
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT
HAND IN HAND FOR MORE SOCIAL INNOVATION

In keeping with Haniel’s values, the companies of the
Haniel Group are actively committed to creating added
value for society and the environment – in those areas
where its competencies make this possible. The Hold
ing Company sees itself as a “corporate citizen” and
has traditionally provided not only financial but also
material and conceptual support to promote education
and culture, as well as a sense of responsibility for its
hometown, Duisburg. Since April 2016, Haniel has
been working with the KfW Foundation, the Prof. Otto
Beisheim Foundation and Social Impact gGmbH to
encourage innovation and a spirit of entrepreneurship
in the region: The first centre for social innovation
in North Rhine-Westphalia was founded at our head
quarters in Ruhrort. At the end of the year, we took a
different approach: In mid-December, the existing team
formed the start-up incubator on Franz-Haniel-Platz
under the name “Impact Factory”. The aim is to further
professionalise the incubator for companies seeking to
tackle urgent social challenges with their ideas.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
at Haniel, please see the separate report on the
non-financial statement pursuant to The German
CSR Directive Implementing Act in accordance
with section 289b HGB, the CR report and the UN
Global Compact progress report on the Company’s
website at www.haniel.de/en/responsibility.
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FRANZ HANIEL & CIE. GMBH

CREDITOR RELATIONS
01

A TRUSTING DIALOGUE
As a family-owned family-equity c ompany
the Haniel Holding Company is not listed
on a stock exchange – however, we do
have a capital-market orientation. This is
because stable access to borrowed c apital
plays a vital role in our conservative
approach to financing. Our cooperation
with lenders is characterised by a spirit
of equal treatment, openness and trust.
For that reason, our aim is to provide our
investors and financial service providers
with all relevant information on developments at the Haniel Holding Company in
a timely and comprehensive manner.

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
STABLE, FLEXIBLE FINANCING

Our long-term financing requirements are covered
through equity and subordinated loans from our share
holders. In addition, we obtain financing via the capital
market and through long-term, bilateral lines of credit.
A conservative market value gearing and balanced
cash flows at the Holding Company level are part and
parcel of financial management that is “enkelfähig”.
Driven primarily by the low valuations for our financial
investments, the market value of our portfolio fell.
Within the framework of our conservative financial
strategy, we continue to consider the level of net
financial liabilities of up to EUR 1 billion as appropriate
at present. We analyse this debt target regularly
depending on the development of the Holding
Company’s cash flows and the portfolio’s market
value. Net financial liabilities amounted to EUR 549
million as at 31 December 2018.
MARKET VALUE GEARING
%1

2018

12

2017

15

2016

1

14

Net financial liabilities held by the Holding Company / gross market value of the
portfolio held by the Holding Company at spot rates

TOTAL CASH COVER
Factor 2

2018

1.8x

2017
2016

2

1.5x
1.1x

Operating cash inflows of the Holding Company (particularly from equity
investments)/total operating cash outflows of the Holding Company
(particularly Holding Company expenses and interest) and dividend payments
from the Holding Company to the shareholders
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03

RATING

INSTRUMENTS

OBJECTIVE: A STABLE INVESTMENT-GRADE RATING

SECURING LIQUIDITY FOR THE LONG TERM

For secure and attractive access to the capital
markets, we would like to provide our investors an
external opinion as to our creditworthiness in the
form of a rating; this is also important for the relevant
analyses. Our objective is to permanently maintain our
investment-grade ratings, and we believe that we are
equipped to do so going forward.

In order to cover our liquidity needs in the long term,
we use a diversified borrowing mix that includes bank
and capital market financing. We take care to ensure
that we have a balanced maturity structure for the
financial instruments we conclude and that we have
sufficient free lines of credit. We regularly renew our
bilateral, committed lines of credit without financial
covenants. Haniel issues commercial paper and bonds
on the capital market as a key component of its finan
cial strategy.

In 2018 Deutsche Bundesbank again classified Haniel
in a class synonymous with eligibility for central bank
collateral. Additionally, Haniel now has an investmentgrade rating from all commissioned rating agencies.

COMMERCIAL PAPER PROGRAMME

BAA3
MOODY’S INVESTORS SERVICE (MOODY’S)

Moody’s raised our long-term issuer rating from Ba1 to
Baa3 in April 2018, with a “stable” outlook.

BBBSCOPE RATINGS AG (SCOPE)

In February 2016, Scope rated our creditworthiness
with a long-term issuer rating of BBB- with a stable
outlook, and again confirmed this initial rating in
June 2018.

Issuers

Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Haniel Finance B. V.

Guarantor

Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

Programme volume (in EUR)
Arrangers

500,000,000
Deutsche Bank AG
Goldman Sachs International

Listings

—

HANIEL 0.000%
EXCHANGEABLE BOND
Term to maturity

2015 / 2020

Volume at issuance (in EUR)
ISIN

DE000A161GV3

BBBSTANDARD & POOR’S RATING SERVICES (S&P)

In April 2016, S&P lifted our long- and short-term issuer
rating from BB+/B with a positive outlook to BBB-/A-3
with a stable outlook, and confirmed this assessment
again on 29 January 2019. Prior to this, Haniel had ter
minated the assignment to create a rating from S&P.

500,000,000

GO TO THE CREDITOR
RELATIONS HOMEPAGE:
www.haniel.de/en/
creditor-relations
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Group report of the
Management Board
Revenue by region
EUR billion

Revenue by division
EUR billion

4.7
25%
42%
29%
3%
1%

Germany
Other Europe
Americas
Asia
Other countries

4.7
7%
24%
39%
3%
2%
25%

BekaertDeslee
CWS-boco
ELG
Optimar
ROVEMA
TAKKT
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Group structure and
business models
The Haniel Group combines six divisions and two financial investments. Franz Haniel & Cie.
GmbH functions as a strategic management Holding Company and is responsible for
portfolio management. The operating business is in the hands of the divisions which act
independently of one another and which each occupy a leading market position.
Holding Company designs the portfolio
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is a tradition-steeped German
family-equity company whose objective is to sustainably
increase the value of its investment portfolio over the
long term. Since the family shareholders have provided
equity for an unlimited term, Haniel can pursue a longterm investment strategy. This strategy is aimed towards
generating returns which permanently exceed the cost
of capital. Haniel strives to achieve this economic goal in
harmony with environmental and social goals. The Com
pany pursues this goal by following the guiding principle
of the “honourable businessman”. Moreover, capital and
management are separated as a matter of principle at
Haniel: Although the Company is 100 per cent familyowned, no shareholder works at the Company.
When structuring the portfolio, Haniel concentrates on
business models that are supported by global megatrends
and therefore have a high potential for increases in value
over the long term. Promising markets and business
models are analysed continually in order to detect growth
opportunities. For example, Haniel added two companies
to its portfolio at the end of 2017: ROVEMA and Optimar.
Haniel also supports the divisions with their further
growth, both organically and through acquisitions, by
using a buy&build strategy.

Haniel develops an individually optimised
 anagement and support approach for the
m
portfolio companies.

In the spring of 2018, Haniel decided to begin preparing
to exit from its investment in the METRO financial invest
ment. Following the signature of the agreement with the
firm, EP Global Commerce GmbH (EPGC), 7.3 per cent
of the ordinary shares issued by METRO AG were trans
ferred in an initial step. EPGC holds a call option giving it
the right to acquire up to 15.2 per cent of the remaining
Metro shares from Haniel. METRO now faces new pros
pects in a challenging market.

Holding Company as strategic catalyst
In addition to portfolio management, the Holding
Company is also responsible for the strategic guide
lines for the operating divisions – in this respect Haniel
considers itself as a strategic catalyst. Strategic ini
tiatives are agreed on in discussions with the divisions,
and then implemented by the divisions under their own
responsibility. The divisional management teams report
regularly on progress to Haniel’s Management Board. The
Haniel Holding Company is also responsible for selecting
and developing top executives for the divisions and offer
ing tools and selected services to the companies.
The social and economic significance of digitalisation
has prompted Haniel to use the opportunities it presents
as a growth lever. The divisions’ Digital Agendas, which
factor in the varying general conditions and business
models of each division, form the basis for this. Haniel’s
Schacht One digital unit provides relevant offerings, sup
port and networks. Haniel has also made investments
in various venture capital funds. Independent venture
capital activities by the divisions supplement the involve
ment in the start-up environment. Comprehensive train
ing programmes offered by the Haniel Academy covering
all facets of digital transformation and corresponding
dialogue and informational offerings by the Holding
Company round out Haniel’s approach. The intention
is to ensure that all divisions use their respective busi
ness models to contribute to increasing the value of the
investment portfolio over the long term.
Diversified business models
Haniel’s divisions act just as independently of one another
in their respective markets as the CECONOMY and
METRO financial investments. Except for BekaertDeslee
and Optimar, all divisions are headquartered in Germany.
The business models differ from one another with respect
to their sector, business drivers, customer structure and
strategy, which results in a significant diversification of
the Haniel portfolio.
BekaertDeslee is a globally leading specialist for the
development and manufacturing of mattress textiles.
From its headquarters in Belgium, the company oversees
a global network of 27 production locations in 19 countries.
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Additional strategic emphasis rests on raising operational
excellence, efficiency, optimising procurement processes
and ensuring continuous improvement. These initiatives
are vital to ensuring that the company will be able to
expand its market position in the long-term by offering

Consolidated financial statements

BekaertDeslee works together with its customers to
develop and produce mattress textiles to the customers’
standard of quality in terms of both design and product
features. The centralised development team is constantly
working to further refine products in order to enable the
company to offer its customer base a broad and innova
tive product range. Thanks to BekaertDeslee’s global pro
duction network, customers also benefit from extremely
short lead times.

The BekaertDeslee division aims to continue growing
through acquisitions and is focusing on expanding its
market position in Europe, the Americas, and the Asia-
Pacific region. BekaertDeslee is focused on continuously
improving its product quality, designs and delivery times.
Besides to organic growth in existing markets, it is con
stantly searching for opportunities to tap into new markets
to continue its growth. BekaertDeslee’s customers are
increasingly buying ready-made covers for mattresses.
For that reason, the company continued to systematically
expand its business with products characterised by a
greater depth of value added. Buyers in this segment
include the so-called “bed-in-a-box” companies, i.e.,
online mattress retailers.

Group report of the Management Board

Its product range primarily consists of woven and knitted
textiles and ready-made covers that are sold to mattress
manufacturers in the Americas, Europe, and the Asia-
Pacific region. BekaertDeslee profits from the continu
ous growth of the market for mattresses which is driven
by sustainable global megatrends such as population
growth, a growing awareness of the positive impact of
good sleep on human health and the increasing standard
of living in emerging markets.
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competitive prices while at the same time realising attrac
tive margins. BekaertDeslee’s strategy revolves around
the standardisation of production processes, which
enable the company to manage regional facilities as a
global “virtual” plant. BekaertDeslee’s global network
also enables it to continue to refine its product range
to suit changing customer requirements. Above all, the
procurement initiative will standardise the quality of the
yarns to be purchased and centralise their procurement
in order to generate economies of scale.
CWS-boco offers professional hygiene and workwear solu
tions. The division is one of the international leaders in
this field with activities in 16 European countries. Haniel
holds an 82.19 per cent interest in the highly innovative
company. The remaining 17.81 per cent of shares are held
by Rentokil Initial.
In 2018, CWS-boco successfully continued its efforts to
integrate Initial’s activities, which had been acquired
from Rentokil Initial in 2017. The company completed
the realignment of the divisional structure at the begin
ning of 2018. CWS-boco has established two divisions
across all countries: The Hygiene Solutions division
will provide washroom hygiene solutions and dust con
trol mats, while the Textile Solutions division’s service
portfolio will cover the renting and sale of textiles and
cleanroom, health and care products. The new structure
allows the company to address customer needs more
individually across Europe.
Since forming the joint venture, CWS-boco has not only
reached first milestones in procurement and IT, it has
also made progress in optimising its network of loca
tions and services as well as its administrative services.
CWS-boco focuses on the rental business. The offerings
range primarily from collections of workwear to pro
tective and safety clothing, modern hygiene solutions
such as towel, soap and fragrance dispensers, as well
as dust control mats. The textiles are properly prepared
in the division’s own laundries using environmentally
friendly processes, and the dispensers are regularly
serviced, both under long-term service contracts. The
rental business is supplemented by the sale from con
sumables, assorted washroom hygiene products and
workwear. In recent years, CWS-boco has also expanded
its offering in the cleanroom business. In this area, the
company offers its customers not only the profession
al preparation of cleanroom clothing but also advice,
training and technical assistance in selecting appropri
ate cleanroom clothing. It does so while meeting high,
certified standards, particularly with respect to steril
ity and the absence of particulates. CWS-boco further
developed its business with service offerings through
its own “Complete Washroom Solutions” unit relating
to high-quality public washrooms that are available to

users for a fee. Digitalisation and society’s increasing
awareness of hygiene are key trends driving CWS-boco,
for instance with its modular offering for washroom
solutions, the “Hygiene Experience Modules”. This
concept offers innovative products and services in the
washrooms sector, for example the use of the “CWS
SmixIN” faucet, which mixes water, air and soap. More
over, washrooms are being digitalised wholesale: key
parameters such as soap filling levels and the number
of hands washed are tracked. CWS-boco’s customers,
companies of various sizes and industries, benefit from
a comprehensive s ervice offering as well as sustainable
products and processes. Customers can optimise their
carbon footprint through CWS-boco’s reusable strategy
and its preparation of textiles in a manner that saves
resources. This sustainable approach is a cornerstone of
the business: CWS-boco Germany was awarded the gold
rating, the highest award from the international scoring
platform EcoVadis, for the fourth time in a row.
In addition, CWS-boco is constantly investigating further
opportunities to expand its offering, such as in the field
of preventative fire safety. The division offers CWS Fire
Safety – regionally to begin with – which provides a full
range of services in this area. The company is tapping
additional potential by taking over regional companies
that supplement and expand the existing service net
work. Besides that, the specialist for hygiene and work
wear is working to introduce a new ERP system and to
digitalise its business models.
The ELG division is a global leader in the trading, pro
cessing and recycling of raw materials for the stainless
steel industry as well as high performance materials
such as superalloys, titanium and carbon fibres.
With 53 locations in North America, Europe, Asia and
Australia, the division has one of the industry’s largest
global networks.
ELG’s customers receive the material in exactly the
composition they need for further processing – just in
time and in accordance with the high quality standards
as certified by the customer. The product line primarily
comprises stainless steel scrap and superalloys. Super
alloys concern high-alloy, nickel-containing scrap and
titanium scrap; business with this scrap is conducted
under the name ELG Utica Alloys. ELG delivers secondary
raw materials that are checked for quality and adapted
to the customer’s needs. The recycling business is a
material part of the service spectrum: production waste
is recycled and returned to the customer in optimal
quality within a closed-loop cycle.
ELG laid the groundwork for dynamic growth through
acquisitions and capacity expansion in the past. In order
to continue to be able to satisfy the needs of its cus
tomers in the future, the company intends to further
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Other than the trading in and recycling of stainless
steel scrap and superalloys, ELG is also active in
the carbon fibre business segment, the recycling of
c arbon fibres. The material is reinforced with carbon
fibre and is extremely strong and light, which makes a
large number of applications attractive. In December
2018, ELG C arbon Fibre and the Mitsubishi Corporation
agreed to form a joint venture: subject to approval by
the supervisory authorities, Mitsubishi UK will acquire
25 per cent of shares in ELG Carbon Fibre. The joint
venture will provide ELG Carbon Fibre with access to
p otential customer groups and will enable it to further
accelerate the continued development of its product
portfolio. In addition, ELG Carbon Fibre will receive finan
cial resources to further expand while its access to key
markets in Asia and North America will be strengthened.
The Optimar division is a global leader for automated
fish processing systems for use on ships, on land and
in aquacultures. These systems are installed as turnkey
projects, either independently or in connection with
third-party components. Moreover, as a full service
provider Optimar offers complementary products and
services – from remote diagnostics and online service
through to spare parts, maintenance and retrofitting.
Aside from its headquarters and manufacturing facility
in Ålesund on Norway’s west coast, Optimar operates
other locations in Norway, the United States, Spain and
Romania. The company delivers to international customers
in more than 30 countries.
The market for automated fish handling systems benefits
from several long-term megatrends and therefore offers
great potential. The rising demand for protein by a grow
ing world population, a higher level of prosperity and
ongoing automation within industrial value chains are

Optimar offers its customers innovative solutions –
including, if necessary, an end-to-end range of products
and solutions from a single source, from transport to
handling through to palletising. Its products can be
supported by supplementary project and IT solutions
as required. This enables customers from the fishing
industry and aquaculture operators to optimise their
production processes and thus also the quality of their
products. Optimar’s solutions take up less space and
thus help improve systems capacity utilisation on ships
while shortening processing times. At the same time,
more careful fish handling results in increased efficiency
for customers.
Optimar places great value in research and develop
ment. Ålesund, Norway – the location of company’s
headquarters – is an international fishing industry
cluster. Close contact with all relevant market players
ensures that Optimar can quickly offer solutions to
issues faced by its own customers in the fishing industry
which also take into account environmental and consumer
interests. Take the development of OptiLice, for example:
this solution was developed by Optimar to handle pest
infestations affecting salmon populations without the
use of medication. Furthermore, developments in the
“Industrial Internet of Things” (IoT) – including combined
augmented reality concepts – help to increase efficiency
for Optimar’s customers and reduce their impact on the
environment. The “Commander” digital cockpit solu
tion maps the individual steps of the processes used in
onboard equipment. This makes it possible to resolve
issues remotely, minimise outages and thus prevent trips
back to port, that are unnecessary.
The ROVEMA division is a premium provider of packaging
machines and equipment with a broad product portfolio
and a global presence. It operates at eleven locations and
is present in more than 50 countries.
The packaging market overall and the market for vertical
packaging solutions in particular is supported by a num
ber of trends. The demand for ready-to-use foodstuffs
is rising, and Western consumption patterns are being
increasingly adopted in emerging markets. Packaging
serves increasingly as a marketing and differentiation
tool to increase sales. The significance of food safety is
growing and can often only be ensured by appropriate
packaging. Demand for high-quality products is increasing
worldwide, whereby a corresponding signal effect can be
attained by high-quality packaging. Additionally, ROVEMA
also sees opportunities in regional expansion as well as
the increasing automation and digitalisation in packaging
processes (Industry 4.0).

Consolidated financial statements

The EIE Services innovation unit bundles all initiatives
and projects relating to innovation and digitalisation.
The company is focusing not only on optimisation
o ptions along the value chain but also on business
m odel innovations in the secondary commodities seg
ment. External momentum comes from close integration
with the start-up scene. Together with Schacht One,
ELG has developed Remetal, an online platform for
scrap metal recycling which is aimed primarily at private
households, handymen and small enterprises. C ustomers
log on to the platform to schedule a time for the scrap
metal to be picked up. Remetal employees weigh the
scrap then and there and analyse its composition in
o rder to determine an exact price. Customers are paid
on this basis and Remetal takes care of recycling.

megatrends which are helping to propel the company’s
sustainable, dynamic growth. Moreover, ageing fishing
fleets offer further growth momentum.
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optimise its international presence. This will make it
possible to tap into additional procurement sources for
stainless steel scrap and superalloys and to win over
new customers in growth markets.
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From consulting and project design, through development
and construction, and on to installation and acceptance,
ROVEMA is in a close dialogue with its customers. The
company’s product portfolio includes solutions for the
entire spectrum of primary and secondary packaging:
dosing, vertical form fill and seal (VFFS), cartoning and
final packaging machines. New product, packaging and
machinery solutions are devised and developed at the
company’s own technical laboratory. This also ensures
rapid knowledge transfer from theory into practice.
Multifaceted service offerings round off the product
range. The company also offers trading, refurbishment
and service offerings for all facets of used, high quality
packaging machines. The vertical packaging machines
in the premium segment are made available for sale with
a modular design and a strong focus on service. The pri
mary fields of application for ROVEMA products to date
are in the safe and hygienic packaging of foodstuffs in a
wide variety of forms and consistencies: powders, chunky
products, frozen goods, and liquid products. An expansion
of applications beyond the food industry is possible and
is being pursued. ROVEMA’s diversified customer struc
ture includes multinational corporate groups as well as
regional specialists.
Ecological aspects such as waste prevention and the
sparing use of resources play a growing role. Thanks to
its position along the value chain and its product, packag
ing and machinery expertise, ROVEMA can work together
with customers to develop pioneering solutions. In 2018,
ROVEMA took a clearer position when it comes to sustain
ability. ROVEMA’s sustainability strategy covers the areas
of Sustainable Packaging, Supply Chain, Safe Food and
Save Energy. Examples from the product portfolio include
packaging using recycled films or renewable resources.
The reduction of transport volumes and longer sell-by
dates for foods show how ROVEMA machinery spares
resources and can improve its carbon footprint thanks to
sustainable packaging solutions.

The TAKKT division bundles a portfolio of B2B direct
marketing specialists for business equipment in Europe
and North America. Nearly every company follows an
essentially comparable business model, but with a
different focus with respect to customer groups, product
lines, regions or distribution channels. The sales brands
concentrate mainly on the sale of durable stable-priced
equipment as well as special items for recurring use
to corporate customers. The product range comprises
operating and warehouse equipment, office furniture,
transport packaging, display products as well as equip
ment for the restaurant sector and retail grocery trade.
In its sales approach, TAKKT follows a multi-brand
strategy that comprises multi-channel and web-focused
brands and which is based on the different requirements
of the respective customer groups. Multi-channel brands
focus on customers from mid-sized and larger compa
nies. To that end they combine a broad online offering,
from the online shop to customer-specific e-procurement
solutions, with the classic catalogue business and –
where sensible – with employees for telephone sales and
field representatives in an integrated approach. TAKKT
uses web-focused brands to address smaller and more
transaction-oriented customers in particular who exhibit
relatively lower demand. When a customer has ordered
the desired product via one of the channels, TAKKT offers
fast delivery and complementary services.
TAKKT is pursuing three strategic initiatives to achieve
organic, profitable growth. Firstly, it aims to digitalise
its core business. The company has developed a Digital
Agenda with six focus areas and initiated specific action
plans within these areas in all of the TAKKT Group’s seg
ments in order to implement the digital transformation
throughout the company. Secondly, in 2018 TAKKT estab
lished the new division, newport, and bundled the web-
focused brands Certeo, BiGDUG and Mydisplays under
one roof at TAKKT EUROPE. Thirdly, the TAKKT holding
company aims to take a more active role going forward,
thereby extending the activities by the individual busi
nesses to add value. For instance, this includes corporate
development, devising and implementing strategic initia
tives, selecting target markets, portfolio management, the
cross-divisional coordination of expert teams and expand
ing strategic human resources management. TAKKT will
establish small teams to work on operational excellence
and data & analytics excellence in particular.
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METRO Wholesale is active in 35 countries with local
wholesale companies and delivery specialists − among
others, METRO Lieferservice (delivery service), Classic
Fine Foods, Pro à Pro and Rungis Express. This business is
very well positioned in its markets − through both whole
sale sales as well as the growing presence in the delivery
business. In view of the changing buying habits among its
customers, the delivery business in wholesale sales and
multi-channel sales is being further expanded.
In 2018, METRO decided to sell its Real segment and to
focus exclusively on wholesale in the future. Real is one of
the leading hypermarket companies in Germany and offers
an extensive and wide-ranging product line for end users.
One further objective of METRO’s strategy is to support its
customers in further developing their business – including
in the area of digitalisation. The HoReCa Digital business
unit specialises in developing digitally-oriented solutions.
This also includes the METRO Accelerator Programmes for
Hospitality and Retail to promote innovative digital solu
tions for independent entrepreneurs in the hotel, restau
rant, catering and retail sector. METRO has offered the
support programme for business founders for nearly four
years now.

A benchmark for value contribution in the Haniel Group
is the Haniel value added (HVA). This indicator illustrates
whether the Haniel Group or its divisions are generating
results that at least cover the cost of capital. The cost of
capital comprises the yield required by debt and equity
providers and reflects the risk attributable to the Company’s
business activities. The return on capital employed
(ROCE) is also used as a yield indicator in addition to
Haniel value added. Recognised investments in non-cur
rent assets as well as the Haniel cash flow, in the sense
of a cash-earnings indicator, are used to manage liquidity.
The indicators used for Group management are also used
in the Haniel Group’s compensation systems.
Report on the non-financial statement released
The management approach of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH to
Corporate Responsibility (CR), consisting of the Haniel Group’s
CR organisation, CR targets as well as significant initiatives
by the divisions and the Holding Company in this area are
presented in the Corporate Responsibility section starting on
page 12 of this annual report. Comprehensive detailed infor
mation on sustainability is also available on Haniel’s website.
The separate voluntary report on the non-financial statement
pursuant to the CSR Directive Implementing Act (CSR-Richt
linie-Umsetzungsgesetz) pursuant to section 289b of the
German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, “HGB”) as
regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity information
can be found at the following website: https://www.haniel.de/
en/responsibility/nonfinancialstatement2018.

Consolidated financial statements

The METRO financial investment consists primarily of
the METRO Wholesale and Real segments. The M ETRO
Wholesale segment comprises the METRO / MAKRO
Cash & Carry wholesale markets and the delivery busi
ness. It is aimed primarily at commercial customers, in
particular hotels, restaurants and catering companies.

Value-oriented management system
Sustainably increasing shareholder value is at the core
of the activities of the divisions and the Haniel Holding
Company. In order to ensure that the conduct of all
participants is oriented on this goal, financial and non-
financial indicators are utilised within the divisions and
the Haniel Holding Company. At Group level, the Man
agement Board uses operating profit alongside revenue
to assess the development of the divisions. In 2018,
the Management Board decided to modify the defini
tion of the KPI operating profit in order to reflect the
increase in acquisition activities. Operating profit is now
adjusted to exclude the amortisation of intangible assets
from purchase price allocation because these expenses
result from business combinations and are therefore not
incurred in relation to the Group’s operating activities.
As previously, the profit before taxes is also used as
an indicator. This KPI is based on the operating profit,
adjusted by amortisation of intangible assets from pur
chase price allocation, the investment result and the
result from financing activities.
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With more than 2 billion customer contacts per year, the
CECONOMY financial investment is the leading European
platform for companies, concepts and brands in the field
of consumer electronics. CECONOMY’s companies aim to
provide guidance to customers and offer them solutions
for exploiting the possibilities of innovative technologies
in the best manner possible. With its two strong brands,
MediaMarkt and Saturn, the company is represented in
14 European countries, and is number one in consumer
electronics retailing in eight countries – measured
by sales, market share, selling space and number of
employees. Customers can use the offering on Media
MarktSaturn’s markets and online channels in any desired
combination at home and on the go. To enable that,
the advantages of modern technologies have been inte
grated in all locations – with more than 1,000 digitally-
optimised and multi-channel-capable markets in Europe.
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Haniel Group
Revenue and earnings performance
The Haniel Group posted double-digit sales
growth in 2018. In addition to ELG, in
particular Initial’s activities at CWS-boco,
which were included for a full year for the
first time, contributed to this growth – as
did ROVEMA and Optimar, the machinery
manufacturers acquired in the previous
year. While the Haniel Group significantly
increased operating profit, the result before
and after tax was significantly negative due
to the impairment losses on the two financial investments, METRO and CECONOMY.

GROWTH BY REGION
%

Euro zone
2018
2017

1.8
2.4

USA
2018
2017

2.9
2.2

Emerging and developing countries 1
2018
2017

4.6
4.7

China

Macroeconomic environment positive, outlook murky
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects the global
economy to grow by 3.7 per cent in 2018, almost as
strongly as in the previous year. The outlook became less
clear in the second half of the year primarily due to the
trade conflict between the USA and China.

2018

In the euro zone, the economy showed robust growth in
2018, with an increase of 1.8 per cent. The upturn lost
momentum beginning in the summer. Political uncertain
ties and the weakening of global trade slowed exports
and investment activity. In addition, weak automobile
production weighed on the German economy in particular
in the second half of the year. Once again, growth in the
entire euro zone was supported by consumer spending as
employment increased again.

commodities. China posted economic growth of 6.6 per
cent. The neighbouring countries in Southeast Asia also
benefited from China’s gain. However, the change in
interest rates in the USA proved challenging for those
emerging markets which have heavy USD-denominated
debt. As a result of country-specific structural deficits,
economic development collapsed in Turkey and Argentina
with rapidly increasing inflation. Brazil and Russia posted
slight growth again in 2018.

The economy in the USA grew rapidly in 2018 due to
stimuli from massive tax reductions and higher govern
mental expenditures. According to the IMF, growth was
2.9 per cent, following 2.2 per cent in the previous year.
Construction activity and industrial production were up
sharply. Consumer spending also again rose noticeably.
As expected, the Federal Reserve Bank cautiously raised
key interest rates in several steps.

Overall, the robust economic development in Europe and
the USA benefited the revenue and earnings performance
of the entire Haniel Group as a whole.

The IMF estimates that growth in the emerging and
developing economies remained lively in 2018 at an over
all rate of 4.6 per cent. The slower pace of global trade
was offset by the positive effects from higher prices for

2017

1

6.6
6.9

incl. China

Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Update, January 2019

Sound revenue trend for CWS-boco and ELG
The Haniel Group posted total revenue of EUR 4,683 mil
lion in 2018, which corresponds to a significant increase
of 13 per cent, which was also driven by acquisitions:
this increase was due in particular to higher revenue at
CWS-boco thanks primarily to the first-time full-year
inclusion of the joint venture established in 2017. The
revenue contributions from ELG, Optimar and ROVEMA,
as well as acquisitions in the TAKKT division, also added
to the result. By contrast, negative currency translation
effects from the US dollar reduced the Haniel Group’s
revenue.
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OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

+19%
2018
253

Operating profit increased significantly;
impairment losses on CECONOMY and METRO
financial investments weigh down profit
before and after tax.

than the previous year’s level. At BekaertDeslee, the chal
lenging market trend in the USA resulted in an operating
profit below that of the previous year. The ROVEMA and
Optimar divisions acquired in the previous year contributed
to the increase in the Haniel Group’s operating profit.

Operating profit increased significantly
Operating profit in 2018 was EUR 301 million, 19 per cent
above the previous year’s value of EUR 253 million. The
main profit boosters in 2018 were the increased contribu
tion from CWS-boco, which resulted predominantly from
the first-time full-year inclusion of Initial’s activities, lower
one-off expenses as compared to the previous year and
cost savings. TAKKT’s operating profit was on par with that
of the previous year. In a more difficult market environ
ment for trading in stainless steel scrap, the ELG division
generated an operating profit that was significantly lower

EBIT also up
As a result, EBIT of the Haniel Group increased by
12 per cent compared to the previous year to EUR 240
million. This increase was less pronounced than for operat
ing profit because the acquisitions from 2017 resulted in
higher amortisation of intangible assets from purchase
price allocations.

REVENUE
EUR million

+13%
2018
2017

4,683
4,138

Impairment losses at financial investments weigh
down earnings
Profit before taxes fell year on year, from EUR 235 million
to EUR –796 million. The significantly negative investment
result more than offset the significant increase in EBIT
and improved cash flows from financing activities.
The decline in the quoted share price of both the
Ceconomy and Metro shares in 2018 caused Haniel
to test both financial investments for impairment on
30 June 2018 and 31 December 2018. The review on
30 June 2018 showed a need to recognise a substantial
impairment loss. Over the course of the year, there was
an increase in the quoted price for Metro shares and
a continued decline in the quoted price for Ceconomy
shares. For 2018, this resulted in an impairment loss
in the amount of EUR –443 million for METRO and
of EUR –654 million for CECONOMY. Next to these
measurement adjustments, the pro-rata contributions
to earnings of both financial investments from 2018
flowed into the Haniel investment result, as did the net
disposal gain from the sale of 7.3 per cent of the shares
in METRO AG to EP Global Commerce. The earnings
contribution from the financial investments amounted to a
total of EUR –1,028 million, compared to EUR 80 million

Consolidated financial statements

2017

301
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Organically – i.e., adjusted for currency translation effects
and company acquisitions and disposals – revenue in
creased by 6 per cent compared to 2017. ELG benefited
largely from higher average prices for commodities, as
well as from rising tonnages. Growth at CWS-boco was
encouraging, both in the Textile Solutions and in the
Hygiene Solutions divisions. Organic revenue at TAKKT
also developed positively year-on-year, increasing by
3 per cent.
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debt are determined each year, as is their weighting. As in
the previous year, the weighted average cost of capital for
measuring HVA in 2018 was 7.8 per cent.

PROFIT BEFORE TAXES
EUR million

< – 100%

EUR million
2018

–796

2017

235

2017

2018

Return

314

–792

– Cost of capital

505

470

–191

–1,262

Haniel value added (HVA)
Return

in the previous year, in the course of which the demerger
of the METRO GROUP into the independent CECONOMY
and METRO companies was completed.
The result from financing activities during the report
ing period amounted to EUR –13 million. In the same
p eriod of the previous year, this figure had amounted
to EUR –61 million. The improvement was due in
p articular to income from the option component from
the exchangeable bond linked to ordinary shares of
C ECONOMY. Moreover, the Holding Company’s net finan
cial debt declined because the Haniel Holding Company
repaid a bond which matured in February 2018.
Profit after taxes down significantly year on year
The negative development for profit before taxes, com
bined with an increase in tax expenses, also resulted in
a significant drop in after-tax profit. This declined from
EUR 248 million in the previous year to EUR –848 million
in 2018.
PROFIT AFTER TAXES
EUR million

< – 100%
2018
2017

314

–792

/ Average capital employed

6,469

6,020

Return on capital employed (ROCE)

4.9%

–13.2%

HVA was EUR –1,262 million in 2018, significantly below
the previous year’s level of EUR –191 million. This was
due to the considerable impairment losses that were taken
on the CECONOMY and METRO financial investments.
The performance indicator ROCE reflects the return
realised on the average capital employed. The Haniel
Group’s ROCE declined through the lower –13.2 per cent
return generated in 2018, compared to 4.9 per cent in the
previous year. The return on the average capital employed
in the 2018 financial year was thus significantly below the
weighted average cost of capital of 7.8 per cent.
Regarding the value-oriented performance indicators, it
should be considered that both the available financial
assets as well as the financial investments earn structural
yields, which are below the total cost of capital. Against
this back-drop, the value-based portfolio development
remains a significant objective of the Haniel Holding
Company.

–848
248

Haniel value added negative
In addition to the revenue and earnings figures, the Haniel
Group also uses Haniel value added (HVA) and the return
on capital employed (ROCE) as value-oriented perfor
mance indicators 1. HVA expresses the value contribution
generated within a single year. The costs of equity and

1

For a detailed calculation of the HVA and ROCE indicators, see the explanations in the explanatory notes on page 112.
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Disappointing development of financial investments
Due to the impairment losses taken on the METRO and
CECONOMY financial investments, the investment result
came in considerably lower than forecast. As a result of
these impairment losses, the Haniel Group’s profit, both
before and after taxes, and as forecast on 31 August
2018, was significantly below the previous year’s level – in
spite of the improvement reached in the operating profit.
Consequently, the value-oriented performance indica
tors, return on capital employed (ROCE) and Haniel value
added (HVA) also came in significantly lower than fore
casted. The Haniel cash flow remained unaffected by the
impairment losses on financial investments and continues
to benefit from the positive development of the operating
profit. As expected, with EUR 522 million, it reached a
value above the 2017 level.
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Operating profit guidance attained
Adjusted for acquisitions and currency translation effects,
the Haniel Group attained an increase in revenue in the
single-digit percentage range as forecast, thanks in
particular to CWS-boco, ELG and TAKKT. As expected,
there were positive effects due to Initial’s activities which
were acquired by CWS-boco, as well as the ROVEMA and
Optimar acquisitions. The forecasted significant increase
in operating profit was attained as a result. Haniel again
benefited here from the diversification of its portfolio.
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Haniel Group
Financial position
Haniel also invested at the divisional level
in 2018: TAKKT acquired Britain’s leading
online office furniture retailer, Equip4Work,
as well as the Swedish direct marketer for
business equipment, Runelandhs. The sale
of first tranche of shares in METRO AG
contributes to the Group’s continuing solid
financial structure. After receiving an upgrade by the rating agency Moody’s, all of
the Haniel Holding Company’s ratings are
ranked investment-grade.

Balanced financial governance
The ultimate objective of financial management is to
cover the financing and liquidity needs at all times while
maintaining entrepreneurial independence and limiting
financial risks. The Holding Company prescribes principles
to the divisions to establish minimum organisational
requirements and to govern the structure of key financial
management processes, including financial risk manage
ment. These directives are documented in guidelines for
the treasury departments of the Holding Company and
the divisions. The Holding Company and the divisions use
this basis to identify, analyse and evaluate the financial
risks that each operating business is responsible for – in
particular liquidity, credit, interest rate and currency
risks – and take measures to avoid or limit these risks.
In addition, the Holding Company sets the financing and
financial risk management strategy and approves the
financial counterparties and financial instruments used,
as well as limits and reports.
While staying within these guidelines, the divisions man
age their own financing based on their own financial and
liquidity planning. Cash management is also the respon
sibility of the divisions. In order to leverage economies of
scale, the Holding Company and its finance companies
support the divisions and, together with partner banks,
offer cash pools in various countries. Combining central
directives with the autonomy of the divisions in terms of
their financing takes into account the divisions’ individual
requirements for financial management.

Trusting collaboration
As a family business with stable, but limited equity
financing, access to sources of debt capital are of high
importance to Haniel. Accordingly, a good reputation with
financial partners is essential. Significant aspects to this
include timely and open information from rating agencies
and business partners while observing equal treatment
of banks and investors. When this can be guaranteed, a
company can earn a high level of trust as a longstanding
and reliable business partner for banks and investors.
Investment grade ratings following upgrade
by Moody’s
Haniel submits itself to external rating assessments
voluntarily, thus ensuring broad access to capital
markets. Haniel’s ratings are all in the investment grade
class: in April 2018, Moody’s awarded Haniel a Baa3
rating. By upgrading this rating, Moody’s recognised the
good balance in Haniel’s portfolio and the low amount
of debt at the divisional level. Scope, the European rat
ings agency, classified Haniel as investment grade with a
BBB- rating, as did Standard & Poor’s with a BBB- rating,
which the rating agency confirmed again on 29 January
2019. Prior to this, Haniel had terminated the assignment
to create a rating from S&P. In 2018 Deutsche Bundes
bank again classified Haniel as eligible for central bank
collateral equal to an investment-grade rating. The aim
is to maintain an investment-grade rating permanently.
The requirements for achieving this are also considered
to have been met for the future.
The ratings are a result of Haniel’s sustained conserva
tive financial policy. This is distinguished by a moderate
target net financial debt level of up to EUR 1 billion at
the level of the Holding Company coupled with a solid
long-term financing structure. The ratings improvements
were also supported by the sound development of the
total cash cover and market value gearing, key figures
which are crucial to the rating. Total cash cover is calcu
lated as the ratio of proceeds from dividends and profit
transfers to payments for current costs incurred by the
Holding Company, as well as interest and dividends to
the Haniel family. Market value gearing represents the
relationship between net financial debt and the value of
Haniel’s investment portfolio: it amounted to 12 per cent
as at 31 December 2018, and was thus in a highly com
fortable range.
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Overall, the financial liabilities reported in the Haniel
Group’s statement of financial position were EUR 1,390
million as at 31 December 2018. Of that amount, EUR 749
million has a maturity of more than one year. Of the
EUR 641 million that is presented as current liabilities,
EUR 451 million is attributable to the exchangeable bond
linked to ordinary shares of CECONOMY. Although this
bond will not reach maturity until 2020, it is reported as
a current liability due to the right of the bondholders to
exchange the bond for shares, which can be exercised at
any time. Following the repayment of the bond issued by
the Haniel Holding Company which matured in February
2018, the value of outstanding bonds as at 31 December
2018 was lower than at the end of 2017 at EUR 451 mil
lion.
Moreover, the CWS-boco, ELG and TAKKT divisions have
also financed themselves on the market for promissory
loan notes in recent years and have a broad financing
base that includes bank lines of credit. As at 31 Decem
ber 2018, the value of promissory loan notes, commercial
paper and other securitised liabilities in the Haniel Group
was EUR 144 million – and thus below the level as at
31 December 2017. Besides that, the ELG division main
tains a program for the continual sale of trade receivables
to third parties.

1

The net financial position in the Haniel Group decreased
to EUR 974 million as at 31 December 2018, following
EUR 1,331 million as at 31 December 2017. The net
financial position equals the net financial liabilities less
the investment position of the Haniel Holding Company –
excluding current and non-current receivables from
affiliated companies. The reduction of the net financial
position is attributable in particular to the receipt of
financial resources from the sale of the first tranche of
Metro shares, while financial resources were tied up in
current net assets in particular due to the increase in
inventories.

Operating performance leads
to increased Haniel cash flow.

At the level of the Haniel Holding Company, around
EUR 1.4 billion is available to further develop and expand
the portfolio. This is calculated on the one hand from
the self-imposed limit for net financial liabilities of EUR 1
billion, and on the other hand from the Haniel Holding
Company’s net financial position, defined as net financial
liabilities less the financial assets, which showed a positive
balance of EUR 368 million as at 31 December 2018.
Haniel cash flow increased
The Haniel Group uses the performance indicator Haniel
cash flow to assess the strength of its liquidity position
in its current business activities. Haniel cash flow is first
and foremost available for financing current net assets 1
and investments. In 2018 Haniel cash flow increased from
EUR 487 million in the previous year to EUR 522 million,
despite the significantly lower profit after taxes. This is
because the impairment losses on the CECONOMY and
METRO financial investments are non-cash items.

Current net assets essentially comprise trade receivables and inventories less trade payables.

Consolidated financial statements

A further key pillar of financial management is the ability
to obtain funding on the capital market. To that end, the
Haniel Holding Company updates its commercial paper
programme at larger intervals.

Solid financial buffer
The net financial liabilities of the Haniel Group, i.e., finan
cial liabilities less cash and cash equivalents, declined
to EUR 1,274 million as at 31 December 2018 compared
to EUR 1,427 million at the end of 2017. The sale of first
tranche of 7.3 per cent of shares in METRO AG was the
primary contributor to the decline.

Group report of the Management Board

Broad-based financing
The Haniel Group’s financial management relies on diver
sification of financing: various financing instruments with
a variety of business partners ensure access to liquidity
at all times and reduce the dependency on individual
financial instruments and business partners. Overall, the
Haniel Group had used and unused credit facilities of
EUR 2.2 billion as at 31 December 2018. This exemplifies
the pursuit of security and independence.
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Cash flow from operating activities, which supplements
Haniel cash flow in depicting the change in current net
assets, amounted to EUR 380 million in 2018, and was
thus significantly lower than Haniel cash flow. This is
also attributable to the financial resources tied up in the
increase of inventories. In the previous year, cash flow
from operating activities amounted to EUR 462 million,
which was also less than the Haniel cash flow.
Haniel makes considerable investments in divisions
Cash flow from investing activities, that is the balance
of payments for investing activities and proceeds from
divestment activities, was EUR –116 million in 2018. In ad
dition to considerable investments in property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets, as in the previous year,
the Haniel Holding Company’s sale of shares in METRO
AG in particular resulted in positive cash flows. Payments
of EUR 342 million were offset by proceeds from divest
ing activities of EUR 226 million. In the previous year, the
cash flow from investing activities was EUR –303 million.
Payments in the amount of EUR 1,168 million – among
others, for the acquisition of the Initial companies – were
offset by proceeds of EUR 865 million. These proceeds
were attributable in particular to the decrease of financial
investments by the Haniel Holding Company.
EUR million

2017

2018
522

Haniel cash flow

487

Cash flow from operating activities

462

380

Cash flow from investing activities

–303

–116

Cash flow from financing activities

–353

–214

HANIEL CASH FLOW
EUR million

+7%
2018
2017

522
487

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
EUR million

–71%
2018

342

2017

1,168

Cash flow from financing activities in 2018 was EUR –214
million, following EUR –353 million in 2017. Considerable
resources were again thus used for the repayment of
financial liabilities. In 2018, a dividend of EUR 60 million
was paid to the shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH.
´´´´´´´´´´´´´´´´
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Haniel Group
Assets and liabilities

Current assets increased primarily as a result of the
sale of the first tranche of shares in METRO AG because
the financial resources received were invested in cur
rent financial assets. Correspondingly, current assets
increased from EUR 1,391 million as at 31 December
2017, to EUR 1,811 million as at 31 December 2018.
Besides that, the BekaertDeslee, ELG and TAKKT divi
sions in particular increased inventories in line with an
increase in business.

ASSET STRUCTURE
EUR million
7,368

6,256

Recognised investments down significantly
year on year
The Haniel Group’s recognised investments declined
from EUR 1,600 million in the previous year to EUR 351
million in the 2018 financial year. Following the acquisi
tion of the Initial companies and the new Optimar and
ROVEMA divisions, both the value and the number of
acquisitions in 2017 were significantly higher than in
2018. The recognised investments in the existing busi
ness for property, plant and equipment and other assets
increased because the Initial companies acquired in the
previous year increased the need for investments in 2018.

EQUITY AND LIABILITY STRUCTURE
EUR million
7,368

6,256

22%

19%
81%

Haniel utilised the financial resources to further reduce
debt. As a result of the repayment of a bond of Franz
Haniel & Cie. GmbH that matured in 2018, current
liabilities declined correspondingly from EUR 1,633 mil
lion as at 31 December 2017 to EUR 1,206 million as
at 31 December 2018. Because the divisions took out
long-term loans, non-current liabilities increased from
EUR 1,236 million as at 31 December 2017 to EUR 1,420
million as at 31 December 2018.

29% Current assets

17%

19% Current liabilities
23% Non-current liabilities

71% Non-current assets

61%
58% Equity

2017

2018

2017

2018

Consolidated financial statements

Total assets decreased
The Haniel Group’s total assets decreased from
EUR 7,368 million as at 31 December 2017 to EUR 6,256
million as at 31 December 2018. While non-current
assets declined, current assets increased. The reasons
for the reduction in non-current assets in particular were
the impairment losses recognised on the CECONOMY
and METRO financial investments on the one hand, as
well as the sale of the first tranche of shares in METRO
AG to EPGC on the other. Total non-current assets of the
Group amounted to EUR 4,445 million as at 31 December
2018, following EUR 5,977 million as at 31 December 2017.

Equity ratio remains high
The equity of the Haniel Group decreased from EUR 4,499
million as at 31 December 2017 to EUR 3,630 million as
at 31 December 2018. This was due in particular to the
negative profit after taxes. As a result, the equity ratio
declined from 61 per cent to 58 per cent. The continuing
high level of the equity ratio underscores the investment
potential of the Haniel Group.

Group report of the Management Board

The equity ratio of the Haniel Group r emained
high with lower total assets. Even after t aking
into account the impairment losses on the
CECONOMY and METRO financial investments, this underscores Haniel’s additional
investment potential.
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Haniel Group
Employees
The employee headcount at the Haniel Group
in 2018 was slightly above the p
 revious
year’s level, increasing by 2 per cent. In total,
the Group employed on a
 verage 18,824
people.

Headcount at the previous year’s level
The average number of employees in the Haniel Group
increased slightly in 2018, from 18,481 in the previous
year to 18,824. While the headcount at CWS-boco
declined, it increased in all other divisions.
BekaertDeslee had an average of 2,876 employees in
2018, following 2,677 employees in the previous year.
This increase resulted from the growth in the more per
sonnel-intensive business with ready-made mattress
covers and from the hiring of temporary workers to cover
capacity peaks.
As part of the integration of Initial’s activities into
C WS-boco, the planned measures to further optimise
the division’s structures and processes are increasingly
taking effect. As a consequence, the number of employees
declined from an average of 10,768 employees in the
previous year to 10,585 in 2018.
The headcount in the ELG division rose slightly from an
average of 1,240 in the previous year to 1,343 in 2018
due to the increase in output tonnage in the stainless
steel scrap business and an improved capacity utilisation
in the USA.
EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

+ 2%
2018
2017

18,824
18,481

Optimar increased capacities in connection with its
growth strategy – not only in production but also soft
ware development and automation technology. The com
pany had 375 employees when it was acquired at the
end of 2017; in 2018, that number rose sharply to 422.
ROVEMA had 649 employees when it was acquired in
the fourth quarter of the previous financial year. In 2018,
the packaging machinery and equipment manufacturer
benefited from consistently high customer demand. In
order to meet this demand, the division expanded its
capacities and hired new employees. The average number
of employees thus rose slightly to 676.
The average number of employees at TAKKT increased
in 2018 due to the acquisition of Equip4Work, a leading
online office furniture and equipment retailer in the United
Kingdom, and of Runelandhs, a Swedish direct marketer for
business equipment. While the number of employees was
2,566 in the previous year, it amounted to 2,718 in 2018.

Digital transformation places new
requirements on Human Resources.

Digitalisation is changing the corporate culture over the
long-term and affecting collaboration. It has a significant
influence on quantitative and qualitative human resource
requirements. The effects of digital transformation on
organisation and collaboration in the divisions vary greatly
depending on the business model. The Haniel Group
pursues a holistic approach to accelerate digitalisation
throughout the Group. The Haniel Academy, which trains
and develops managers and employees of the Haniel
Group, provides a number of offerings covering all manner
of issues related to digital transformation. In addition,
Haniel has established initiatives to promote dialogue and
provide information to address this trend and has also
established the Schacht One digital unit.

Consolidated financial statements

Abbreviated Corporate Governance Declaration:
Promote diversity
Haniel’s Management Board acknowledges that diversity
is a strategic success factor for the future viability of
Haniel. Depending on the department and location, there
are various offerings in the companies of the Haniel Group
that open opportunities for improving the compatibility
of career and family. These opportunities are being
further expanded. Shaping general conditions represents
a focus of activity here in particular, also in the light of
the German Act to Promote Equal Participation of Women
and Men in Management Positions. Appropriate actions
will therefore lead to a corresponding increase in the per
centage of women in the Haniel Group in the foreseeable
future. Nevertheless, qualification remains the decisive
criterion for staffing positions. As resolved by the Man
agement Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH in accordance
with, and in the same scope as an abbreviated Corporate
Governance Declaration pursuant to statutory require
ments for Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, the target levels for
the percentage of women for the Haniel Holding Company
until 31 December 2021 are 10 per cent for the first man
agement level below the Management Board and 6.25
per cent for the second management level. The minimum
quota for the Management Board is zero and the mini
mum quota is 8.3 per cent for the Supervisory Board.
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Holding Company Franz Haniel & Cie.
The Holding Company 1 has integrated
ROVEMA and Optimar, which were
acquired at the end of 2017, into the
Haniel portfolio. In addition, the exit
from the METRO investment was initiated.
The Holding Company also continued its
work to systematically implement the
digital transformation strategy. The rating
agency Moody’s recognised the changes
to the portfolio in April 2018 by issuing
an investment-grade rating.

Integration of ROVEMA and Optimar into the Haniel
Group
As a family-equity company, Haniel takes an active role in
shaping its equity investments and expanding its portfolio
by adding rapidly growing, future-facing companies. The
objective is to further significantly reduce cluster risks
and dependencies on individual sectors.

Haniel establishes flexible portfolio management
with new management and governance models for
ROVEMA and Optimar.

ROVEMA, a recognised premium manufacturer of packag
ing machines and equipment, has been a part of the
Haniel Group since 30 November 2017. Optimar, a leading
manufacturer of high-quality, automated fish handling
systems for use on ships, on land and for aquaculture,
has belonged to the Haniel Group since 20 December
2017. In 2018, Haniel established a custom-fit manage
ment and governance model for each company. Part of
this model involves placing Haniel representatives and an
external chairman on ROVEMA’s Supervisory Board and
Optimar’s Board of Directors. They lead the supervisory
boards as experienced industry experts and support the
management teams as sparring partners. They are also
responsible for reviewing business development regularly.
This sets the foundation for providing optimal support for
the further growth of Optimar and ROVEMA – as with all
other divisions – in keeping with the family-equity company’s
flexible approach to portfolio management.

Sale of Metro shares
In the spring of 2018, Haniel decided to begin prepar
ing to exit from its investment in the METRO financial
investment. After signing the contract with EP Global
Commerce GmbH (“EPGC”), 7.3 per cent of the issued
ordinary shares of METRO AG were sold in a first step.
EPGC holds a call option giving it the right to acquire
up to 15.2 per cent of the remaining Metro shares from
Haniel. METRO now faces new prospects in a challeng
ing market.

Haniel has EUR 1.4 billion available
to expand the portfolio.

Portfolio development remains in focus
Following the sale of first tranche of the Metro shares,
Haniel had financial resources of EUR 1.4 billion at its
disposal at year’s end 2018 to acquire additional business
activities. As a family-equity company, Haniel follows a
long-term investment approach with respect to acqui
sitions. Its focus lies on well-positioned medium-sized
companies which operate in attractive niches which can
expand their market-leading position with the help of
Haniel, contributing to the diversification of the portfolio.
Furthermore, Haniel gives preference to the acquisition of
controlling interests in non-listed companies, which can
also take place in stages. In line with Haniel’s objective
of being “enkelfähig”, particular emphasis is placed on
companies which are able to make a positive contribution
to long-term value creation through their sustainable
actions. Moreover to the acquisition of new business
segments, Haniel will also emphasise the expansion and
further development of the existing divisions as part of its
buy&build strategy.
In a challenging market environment, Haniel will continue
to find the right companies by patiently and prudently
weighing options as they arise.

	Incl. the Holding Company’s investment, financing and service companies. You can find the financial statements of the Franz Haniel & Cie. subgroup
under “Creditor Relations” at www.haniel.de/en.
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Digital transformation is driven forward
Haniel supports the digital transformation of the divi
sions and is thus pursuing its own objective of acting
as a sustainable value developer. Based on the Digital
Agendas which are developed and continuously updated
by the divisions, the transformation continues step
by step.
Haniel’s digital unit Schacht One coordinates, supports
and accelerates digital transformation. All divisions are
pursuing concrete projects that are based on their Digital
Agendas. Many of these projects are currently in the pilot
phase. To handle this heavy workload, Schacht One has
hired more staff and expanded its offices at the Zollverein
Coal Mine Industrial Complex. Schacht One’s network
expanded through participation in major events in the
digital and start-up sector and by organising its own
large-scale conferences and activities.

Knowledge transfer and the exchange of ideas – both
within and outside the Haniel Group – are an important
aspect of the holistic approach to digitalisation. This was
also the focus of the Haniel Leadership Lab, the Groupwide management conference. In addition, the Haniel
Holding Company supports Haniel Group employees
in extending their external networks in the digital and
start-up scenes, for example with organised networking
meetings at digital development hotspots. Moreover,
the Haniel Academy offers a comprehensive programme
of seminars on digitalisation, which is continually being
expanded.
Level of debt kept low
The net financial liabilities of the Haniel Holding Company
were reduced. Following EUR 1,040 million as at 31 Decem
ber 2017, they were EUR 549 million as at 31 December
2018. The Haniel Holding Company received financial
resources in 2018 from the dividend payments and profit
transfers of the divisions, the divisions’ repayment of
internal loans, as well as from the sale of first tranche
of Metro shares to EPGC. A portion of the remaining
financial assets was utilised to repay the full outstanding
amount of EUR 195 million on a bond that matured in
February 2018 with an original principal of EUR 400 mil
lion. Furthermore, the Holding Company paid off credit
facilities and commercial paper in 2018, and repurchased
EUR 40 million of the exchangeable bond linked to ordinary
shares of CECONOMY AG. As at 31 December 2018, the
financial assets of the Haniel Holding Company were
EUR 917 million higher than net financial liabilities.
On this basis, the Haniel Holding Company’s net financial
position – defined as net financial liabilities minus financial
assets – improved to EUR –368 million as at 31 Decem
ber 2018. Due to these available financial resources and
based on the self-imposed limit for net financial liabilities
of EUR 1 billion, Haniel thus has EUR 1.4 billion available

Consolidated financial statements

Value of portfolio reduced due to financial
i nvestments
The value of the investment portfolio is calculated as the
sum of the valuations of the divisions, the CECONOMY
and METRO financial investments, the financial assets
and other assets, less the net financial liabilities at
the Holding Company level. The listed division and the
financial investments are valued on the basis of threemonth average share prices, while the remainder of the
divisions are valued on the basis of market multiples,
and for the financial assets on the basis of fair values as
at the reporting date. In particular the sharp decrease in
the valuations of the CECONOMY and METRO financial
investments in 2018 have significantly reduced the value
of Haniel’s portfolio. It declined from EUR 5,624 million as
at 31 December 2017 to EUR 4,255 million as at 31 De
cember 2018.

Haniel’s investments in venture capital investment funds
give it a very strong basis for better understanding the
business models of start-ups and learning about innova
tive business models at an early stage. At 31 December
2018, Haniel had committed a total of EUR 42 million for
six different funds. The opportunity to network with startups through the investment funds can also stimulate in
ternal innovation processes and provide momentum in the
continued search for new equity investments. Moreover,
the Holding Company continues to support its divisions in
making their own investments in innovative start-ups.

Group report of the Management Board

Management change initiated at Haniel
On 18 December 2018, Haniel reported that the Chair
man of the Board of Management of Franz Haniel & Cie.
GmbH, Stephan Gemkow, intends to leave the Com
pany on 30 June 2019 by mutual agreement with the
shareholders. He will be succeeded by Thomas Schmidt,
who joined the Management Board of the Haniel Holding
Company on 30 January 2017 and is currently a Managing
Director of CWS-boco. He will lead the Company in future
together with Florian Funck.
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to further develop and expand the portfolio. Planned
repayments of loans to the divisions will create additional
latitude to expand the portfolio in the future. The Haniel
Holding Company also has firmly committed long-term
lines of credit of EUR 655 million available and is there
fore in a comfortable aggregate liquidity situation.
The debt target is regularly analysed against the develop
ment of the Holding Company’s cash flows and develop
ment of the portfolio’s market value. Even after the
planned acquisition of new divisions, Haniel will continue
to keep net financial liabilities at about EUR 1 billion,
appropriate for an investment-grade rating.
Ratings in investment grade
Haniel voluntarily submits to external rating assessments
with the objective of obtaining a stable long-term investment-grade rating. In April 2018, Moody’s issued Haniel
an investment-grade rating of Baa3. By upgrading this
rating, Moody’s recognised the good balance in Haniel’s
portfolio and the low amount of debt at the divisional
level. S&P confirmed its investment-grade rating with a
BBB- rating. This means Haniel was classified as invest
ment grade by all commissioned rating agencies in 2018.
S&P confirmed its rating at the beginning of 2019. Prior
to this, Haniel had terminated the assignment to create
a rating from S&P.

Responsibility with tradition
The CR commitment of the Haniel Holding Company is
based on two pillars. Firstly, Haniel assumes responsibility
for portfolio management as a family-equity company,
from the investment phase through to divestment,
steering the investments along the way: Using a strict
investment filter, Haniel assesses prospective acquisi
tion targets for ecological and social criteria – only
those business models which currently and prospec
tively make a positive contribution to sustainability are
deemed eligible. Once the company has been successfully
acquired and depending on already existing activities,
structures and processes are developed to anchor CR
into the core business.
Secondly, the Company has taken responsibility as a
“corporate citizen” of Duisburg and the region for more
than 260 years. A large number of initiatives and projects
are supported, primarily at the Group Headquarters.
Social commitment revolves around three focal points
which are continuously being refined: promoting educa
tion, site responsibility and employee commitment.
The Social Impact Lab Duisburg has further advanced
its projects in 2018 with Haniel’s support, supporting
56 teams as at 31 December 2018. 31 companies have
resulted from this incubator, 28 of which are still on the
market. In 2018, three of the promoted teams reached
the finals in supraregional, national and European
competitions: ichó, REC-Mobil and Heimatsucher. The
Duisburg Social Impact Lab has seen ichó spread its wings
to become a company in which major venture capital
funds have shown an interest. There was a realignment
at the end of the year: The previous team refounded the
start-up incubator at Franz-Haniel-Platz under the name
“Impact Factory”. The goal is a further professionalisation
of the incubator for companies that want to use their
ideas to counter pressing social challenges.
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You can learn more about Haniel’s commitment to
sustainability in the CR section starting on page 12.
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The Haniel Foundation is an additional material com
ponent of Haniel’s social commitment. It already
celebrated its 30-year anniversary in 2018. To date,
the Haniel Foundation has dedicated EUR 34 million
to support approximately 1,250 projects. It is among
the top five per cent of private foundations in Germany
providing the largest volumes of funding. As an educa
tional foundation, its work is concentrated on educa
tional opportunity and up-and-coming talents. Its work
in 2018 was characterised by the further development
of the “Education as Opportunity” project, which sup
ports disadvantaged students. The Haniel Foundation
also supports passing on the values of the honourable
businessman and sustainable entrepreneurship to young
management trainees.
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BekaertDeslee
BekaertDeslee’s revenue and earnings
trend was marked by the challenging
situation in the United States and rising
yarn prices in 2018. In addition, currency
translation effects also had a negative
impact. Adjusted for these effects, the
company’s 2018 revenue was on par with
the level recorded in the previous year.
BekaertDeslee has initiated measures to
modify its cost structures and pricing.
Nevertheless, BekaertDeslee’s operating
profit fell to EUR 21 million.

Business trend in America depresses revenue
BekaertDeslee generated EUR 318 million in revenue in
2018, compared with EUR 337 million in the previous
year. Organically – i.e., adjusted for acquisitions and
currency translation effects – BekaertDeslee’s revenue
reached the same level as in the previous year, however.
While business development in the United States was
significantly weaker due to a changing market and less
demand from major customers, demand for ready-made
mattress covers showed encouraging growth, particularly
in Europe. In addition, the division faced price pressure in
China due to the competitive environment in the low-cost
sector. Moreover, the weaker economic trend in Central
and South America also had a negative effect.
Within the product portfolio, the growing demand for
ready-made mattress covers continued to have a positive
influence on revenue development. Business with
REVENUE
EUR million

– 6%
2018
2017

318
337

REVENUE
by region

39 % Americas
43 % Europe
18 % Asia/Pacific

“bed-in-a-box” companies, which mainly comprised online
mattress retailers, rose sharply in Europe. Thanks to its
know-how, BekaertDeslee is able to satisfy their special
requirements for product features, such as the need for
mattresses to be wrinkle-free after having been folded
and rolled up for shipping. BekaertDeslee will continue
to systematically expand its business with products
characterised by a greater depth of value added.

Business increased with products featuring
a greater depth of value added, such as
ready-made mattress covers

Long-term trend toward upmarket materials
remains unbroken
BekaertDeslee continues to benefit from long-term
megatrends. The market for mattress textiles is charac
terised by a long-term trend toward the use of higher-
value materials, which is attributable in particular to an
increasing readiness to purchase higher-priced mattresses.
Specifically, these materials include knitted mattress
textiles. This is because these textiles make it possible to
realise not only sophisticated, three-dimensional designs
but also additional functions which improve the quality
of sleep.
US market environment weighs down
operating profit
The production costs for knitted and woven mattress
textiles depend significantly on the price of yarns. These
prices rose sharply in 2018. Thus far, BekaertDeslee has
only had limited success in passing the rising costs of
procuring yarns on to customers.
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EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

+ 7%
2017

Measures taken to increase earnings
In light of the earnings situation in the United States, the
division has implemented countermeasures and initiated a
programme aimed at optimising cost structures. Besides
that, BekaertDeslee continued to systematically imple
ment its Lean Manufacturing Initiative, which is also
designed to standardise, streamline and improve produc
tion processes.

Its new innovation centre in
Belgium offers ideal conditions
for product development.

Expansion of market position is a strategic objective
BekaertDeslee is a growth-oriented company that aims to
expand its global market position through both organic
growth and acquisitions. The strategy’s focus rests on
further exploiting potential in its core business, expand
ing its market share of ready-made mattress covers and
tapping into complementary product fields. In addition,
BekaertDeslee continues to systematically align its design
approach and product portfolio with customer needs. This
will be assisted by an improved sales organisation and
management. In this way, BekaertDeslee is adapting to
changing market requirements.
OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

– 45%
2018
2017

21
38

2,876
2,677

Focus on innovation and digitalisation
At its headquarters in Waregem, Belgium, BekaertDeslee
has established an innovation centre that will bundle the
development and design departments and other central
company functions under one roof. In this way, the com
pany has created even better conditions for innovation.
In 2018, BekaertDeslee worked on several projects relat
ing to its Digital Agenda with the Haniel Group’s digital
workbench, Schacht One. BekaertDeslee is working hard
on the market launch of SKIN+, one of its most innovative
products. SKIN+ is an innovative, probiotic technology
that is washed into textiles and naturally regenerates
the skin. The division’s future plans not only include the
exploration of new business models but also to develop
potential for digitalising production processes and
customer communications. The “BD Cloud”, an online
platform and app which enables customers to configure
mattresses on their own, was further refined thus
improving product visualisation.

Consolidated financial statements
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In 2018, BekaertDeslee’s operating profit fell year on
year from EUR 38 million to EUR 21 million. This was due
to the development of yarn prices as well as a declining
business in the USA in a difficult market environment.
Growth in business with ready-made mattress covers and
the realised efficiency gains were not sufficient to offset
this development.
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CWS-boco
The CWS-boco division rapidly reached
important milestones in connection
with the integration of Initial’s activities
acquired from Rentokil Initial in 2017.
The takeover of these activities increased
the company’s revenue to EUR 1,141
million, passing EUR 1 billion for the
first time. But CWS-boco also realised a
positive increase in revenue organically.
Operating profit increased significantly
to EUR 140 million.

Integration proceeds apace
CWS-boco successfully continued its efforts to integrate
Initial’s activities, which had been acquired from Rentokil
Initial in 2017. CWS-boco has developed and set up the
new organisation by combining and restructuring activities
and improving the efficiency of procedures. Since forming
the joint venture, CWS-boco has not only reached first
milestones in administration, procurement and IT, it has
also made progress in optimising its network of locations
and services.
In addition, with the creation of a new divisional structure
in 2018 across all countries, the company has established
two divisions: Hygiene Solutions, which offers solutions
for washroom hygiene products and dust control mats;
and Textile Solutions, which covers the workwear, clean
room, health, and health care products service portfolio.
The new structure makes it possible to address customer
needs more individually and more efficiently across
Europe.

47 % Hygiene Solutions
53 % Textile Solutions

Expansion of existing service offerings
and pilot-testing of new ones
CWS-boco seizes growth opportunities by expanding
existing business segments as well as tapping into new
ones. For example, the company is placing greater focus
on being a solutions provider for washrooms and further
developing the services on offer for all facets of operating
high-quality public washrooms. Under this concept, users
in the public space are offered holistic hygiene solutions
for washrooms with flexible fee models. Digitalisation
and society’s increasing awareness of hygiene are key
trends driving CWS-boco, for instance with its modular
offering for holistic washroom solutions. In 2018 CWS-boco
developed the Hygiene Experience Lab: a washroom of
the future in which innovative services and products
are tested from the user’s perspective. An example is
“CWS SmixIN”, an innovative water faucet used in the lab,
which mixes water, air and soap simultaneously. At the
same time, washrooms are being digitalised: key parameters such as soap filling levels and the number of
hands washed are tracked.

Successful integration of Initial’s activities:
first milestones achieved

REVENUE
EUR million

+ 18%
2018
2017

REVENUE
by division

1,141
970

Moreover, CWS-boco constantly reviews additional possibil
ities for expanding the service offering to include additional
services. With CWS Fire Safety, the division is now also
testing full service offerings in preventative fire safety.
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CWS-boco is working intensively to digitalise its products
and services to meet customer needs. The company con
tinued its work on various projects based on its Digital
Agenda with Haniel’s Schacht One digital unit. New solu
tions with flexible contract terms were tested using the
“matten.pro” online offering. For example, matten.pro
offers the ability to obtain dust control mats in a monthto-month rental service. The contracts can be entered
into directly online.
CWS-boco has initiated several projects to renew its IT
systems and strengthen the technical foundations for
its digital transformation. With respect to the ongoing
OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

>+100%
2018

140

2017

68

–2%
2018
2017

10,585
10,768

introduction of the ERP system, the company’s Hygiene
Solutions division has introduced the new ERP system
in Switzerland. For 2019, the plan is to introduce this
system in additional countries covered by the Hygiene
Solutions division, including Germany, and also to launch
the roll-out of a new ERP system in the Textile Solutions
division.
Revenue increased significantly; over EUR 1 billion
for the first time
At EUR 1,141 million, CWS-boco’s revenue in 2018 was
up by 18 per cent year on year. The encouraging in
crease was due mainly to the first-time inclusion of the
Initial companies for the full year. Yet revenue also grew
organically – i.e., adjusted for acquisitions and currency
translation effects – by 3 per cent as compared to the
same period of the previous year. CWS-boco increased
its revenue in both divisions. The Hygiene Solutions
division generated growth of 2 per cent and the Textile
Solutions division increased its revenue by 4 per cent
as compared to the same period of the previous year.
The division benefited from favourable macroeconomic
trends – particularly in Germany – as well as from positive
effects from the specialised sales and distribution
structure, the accompanying training programme and
improved customer service.
Operating profit shows significant growth
Operating profit increased from EUR 68 million in the
previous year to EUR 140 million. This was due to the
initial full-year inclusion of the Initial companies, as well
as organic growth and the first positive effects from
efficiency measures in connection with the integration.
Furthermore, lower one-off integration expenses in 2018
than in the previous year also had an effect.

Consolidated financial statements

New digital unit in Berlin

EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

Group report of the Management Board

Digitalisation accelerated
CWS-boco founded its own digital unit in Berlin in 2018.
From the location of “Jonny Fresh”, a Berlin start-up
that CWS-boco has supported since 2018 as strategic
investor, the portfolio company is now advancing the
digital transformation of business models. Thanks to its
well networked and customised logistics, Jonny Fresh
has established itself as a B2C platform that picks up
and washes private laundry and textiles. Jonny Fresh’s
expertise lies in systems architecture and the software
solution it uses. By making this investment, CWS-boco
obtains in particular insight into a purely online business
model with established customer interactions via an app.
This offers CWS-boco prospects for more flexible logistics
processes, among other things. The investment in the
start-up “Fit Analytics”, a sizing and data platform, was
also among the first initiatives of the digital strategy.
This provided CWS-boco with momentum for offering
individualised workwear to customers more quickly and
more efficiently via self-service.
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ELG
ELG’s market environment became
increasingly difficult in 2018. While ELG’s
revenue rose by 7 per cent due to price
increases, the operating profit of EUR 33
million was significantly below the 2017
level due to lower margins caused by
changes in market conditions in the
trade business with stainless steel scrap
as well as due to one-off effects.

Market environment increasingly difficult
Global production of stainless steel in 2018 was roughly
6 per cent higher than in the same period of the previous
year. On the one hand, growth was fuelled by new product
capacities for stainless steel in Indonesia. On the other
hand, production was expanded in China and other Asian
growth markets such as India. Production in Europe saw
only marginal gains, particularly because the introduction
of tariffs on steel and stainless steel imports in the USA
resulted in increased import pressure in the EU. In the
United States, these trade policies have thus far contributed
to a more positive market environment in the stainless
steel segment. However, both Europe and the USA saw
a surprisingly significant decline in the demand for com
modities by major stainless steel producers at year’s end.
Growing uncertainties dampen positive trend
Nickel, chrome and iron are the primary price drivers of
the stainless steel scrap processed by ELG, which is why
the price that the division obtains for its products is highly
dependent on the prices for these commodities. The price
for nickel climbed briefly to over USD 15,700 per tonne in
REVENUE
EUR million

+7%
2018
2017

1,811
1,696

REVENUE
by division

87 % Stainless steel scrap
13 % Superalloys

June. However, the trend was continually negative during
the course of the year due to uncertainties with respect
to weaker general economic conditions, the ongoing trade
dispute between the USA and China, as well as possible
effects on demand for commodities. For the year as a
whole, the nickel price was USD 13,114 per tonne, which
was 26 per cent above the previous year’s low level.
While the average price for iron was at a significantly
higher level as compared to the previous year, the price
for chrome in stainless steel scrap was lower.

Challenging market climate despite
higher prices for commodities

Positive development in the superalloys business
ELG Utica Alloys, ELG’s division specialising in superalloys,
also benefited from an improved market environment
in 2018 as far as prices and quantities were concerned.
Output tonnage increased in particular in the recycling
business, which is largely independent of prices for com
modities. The demand – primarily for titanium – from
the aviation industry continued at a high level. The
trade business also received a positive stimulus from
the increase in prices for commodities relevant for ELG
Utica Alloys during the course of the year.
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Partnerships strengthen business
In November 2018, ELG Carbon Fibre and the Mitsubishi
Corporation agreed to form a joint venture: subject to
approval by the supervisory authorities, Mitsubishi UK will
acquire 25 per cent of shares in ELG Carbon Fibre. The
joint venture will provide ELG Carbon Fibre with access
to potential customer groups and will enable it to further
accelerate the continued development of its product
portfolio. Moreover, ELG Carbon Fibre will receive finan
cial resources to further expand while its access to key
markets in Asia and North America will be strengthened.
OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

– 33%
2018
2017

33
49

+8%
2018
2017

1,343
1,240

In September 2018, ELG strengthened its market posi
tion in the stainless steel scrap segment on the Iberian
Peninsula by establishing a joint venture: the new company
was established between ELG, which holds 30 per cent of
the shares, and Iberinox, which has a 70 per cent interest.
ELG is striving for a complete takeover here. With four loca
tions in Spain, Iberinox has an attractive market presence for
the recycling of stainless steel scrap in Spain.
ELG innovation unit bundles resources
Since the beginning of 2018, the EIE Services innovation
unit has bundled all initiatives and projects relating to
innovation and digitalisation. The company is focusing not
only on optimisation options along the value chain but
also on business model innovations in the secondary com
modities segment. Solutions such as the “MyELG” app,
which improves the interaction with stainless steel scrap
suppliers, are already in use internationally. The most
recent digital projects include the online scrap market
place called “Remetal” and “MyELGdOPS”, a track&trace
system for recycling yards. This app renders the process
and processing status for the material transparent.
External momentum comes from close integration with
the start-up scene.

Consolidated financial statements

ELG Carbon Fibre’s joint venture with Mitsubishi
develops markets in Asia and North America.

EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

Group report of the Management Board

Revenue increased significantly, drag
on operating profit
The generally more difficult market environment slowed
business development at ELG. While ELG’s output
tonnage of stainless steel scrap was almost at the previ
ous year’s level, the output tonnage of superalloy scraps
at ELG Utica Alloys increased by 4 per cent. The higher
average price for nickel had a positive effect on revenue:
it increased by 7 per cent to EUR 1,811 million. The divi
sion generated an operating profit of EUR 33 million in a
difficult market environment. The decline was attributable
primarily to negative one-off effects in the current year,
while in the previous year one-off income had supported
earnings development. In addition, lower margins had
a negative impact on stainless steel scrap trading, as
did negative measurement effects on inventory items at
year’s end.
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Optimar
Optimar, one of the world’s leading companies for automated fish handling systems,
has been part of the Haniel Group since the
end of December 2017. The Norwegian company develops, manufactures and installs
onboard, onshore and aquaculture solutions. In 2018, Optimar recorded revenue
of EUR 123 million.

International positioning
The company – a manufacturer of high-quality automated
fish handling systems – installs machinery and equipment
as turnkey projects, both on a stand-alone basis and in
connection with third-party components. Optimar builds
these systems for use in a wide variety of environments,
and develops innovative solutions for any set of require
ments, whether they be used on ships (Onboard), on land
(Onshore) or in aquacultures (Aqua Culture). Moreover,
as a full service provider Optimar offers complementary
products and services – from remote diagnostics and
online service through to spare parts, maintenance and
retrofitting. The Norwegian company operates other
production locations in the United States, Spain and
Romania. Optimar delivers to international customers
in more than 30 countries.

Rising demand for protein, the continuing pace of
automation in the fishing industry and the need to
modernise the fishing fleet offer long-term support
for the business model.

Long-term megatrends as growth drivers
The market for fish handling machinery and equipment
benefits from several long-term megatrends and therefore
offers great potential. The rising demand for protein by a
REVENUE
EUR million

2018

123

growing world population, increasing prosperity and the
associated desire for high-quality foods, as well as ongo
ing automation within industrial value chains are trends
which will help to propel the company to sustainable,
dynamic growth. In addition, the need to modernise fish
ing fleets offers Optimar further growth potential.

An eye on growth: Board of Directors
strengthened with industry experts

Customers benefit from Optimar solutions
Optimar offers its customers products and solutions
along the entire primary value chain as an end-toend solution: from transport to handling through to
palletising. These products and solutions are supported
by supplementary project and IT solutions used to
monitor production processes. This enables customers
from the fishing industry and aquaculture operators to
optimise their production processes and thus also the
quality of their products. Optimar’s solutions take up less
space onboard and thus help improve systems capacity
utilisation while reducing processing times. At the same
time, fish are handled more carefully, and this results in
increased efficiency overall.
In 2018, Optimar introduced an innovation to its Opti
Lice product. OptiLice eliminates sea lice infestations
among salmon and trout – without using chemicals or
pharmaceuticals. The process works solely on the basis of
tempered water in combination with rinsing the fish – this
is progress for careful fish farming, for the environment
and for end consumers.
Digital cockpit solution for equipment maintenance
As part of the digital transformation of its business,
Optimar develops special offers and services. The
increasing use of data analytics and augmented reality
solutions makes it possible to better assist customers
in maintaining their equipment, even at high sea. This
helps to optimise operation times. The corresponding
Optimar cockpit solution “Commander” was launched in
2018. Furthermore, Optimar is working to develop optical
recognition systems to identify different types of fish in
order to increase the level of automation and accelerate
handling processes.
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OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

2018

3

+13%
2018
2017

422
375

Consolidated financial statements

Sound revenue trend
In 2018, Optimar generated revenue of EUR 123 million.
The business trend in the onshore and onboard segments
was positive. The share of more high-margin products in
the aquacultures segment was below expectations, how
ever. Operating profit suffered because of this and due to
the increased costs of completing orders. It amounted to
EUR 3 million in 2018.

EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

Group report of the Management Board

Tailored governance model supports growth
Optimar is pursuing a clear growth strategy which aims
to generate both organic and acquisition-driven growth.
To that end, a tailored management and governance
model has been developed for the company. The aim is
to provide the company with the best-possible support in
integrating into the Haniel Group as well as achieving its
targets for strong growth. The Board of Directors is made
up of Haniel representatives, employee representatives
and industry experts, and is led by an external Active
Chairman.
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ROVEMA
ROVEMA, a globally active premium
manufacturer of packaging machines and
equipment, has been a part of the Haniel
Group since the end of 2017. The company
has a presence in more than 50 countries and
is continuing to push forward with its positive development. Its revenue and earnings
figures are encouraging.

End-to-end packaging solutions offering
The premium manufacturer of packaging machines and
equipment offers a full range of products: from con
sulting and project design, through development and
construction, and on to installation and acceptance,
ROVEMA is in a close dialogue with its customers.
ROVEMA expands its expertise on the interaction of
products, packaging and the corresponding machines
continually. The company’s product portfolio includes
solutions for the entire spectrum of primary and secondary
packaging: Dosing, vertical form fill and seal (VFFS),
cartoning and final packaging machines. Multi-faceted
service offerings round off the product range. ROVEMA
is also active in the trading, overhaul and provision of
services for all facets of used, high quality packaging
machines.
An additional significant part of the business is providing
customers around the world with spare parts and new
components for machines already installed.
The primary fields of application for ROVEMA machines to
date are in the safe and hygienic packaging of foodstuffs in
a wide variety of forms and consistencies: powders, chunky
products, frozen goods, and liquid products. An expansion
beyond the current focus is possible and is being pursued.
Megatrends offer long-term support for the
business model
The packaging market overall, and the market for vertical
packaging solutions specifically, are supported by a number
REVENUE
EUR million

2018

110

of trends: global consumption of ready-to-use foodstuffs
is increasing, emerging markets are increasingly adopt
ing Western consumption patterns. Packaging serves
increasingly as a marketing and differentiation tool to
increase sales of the products offered. The significance of
food safety is growing and can often only be ensured by
appropriate packaging.
Sustainability as part of the business model
Ecological aspects such as waste prevention and the
sparing use of resources play a growing role in the
market for packaging. Thanks to its product, packaging
and machinery expertise, ROVEMA can work together
with the customer to develop pioneering solutions. In
2018, ROVEMA took a clearer position when it comes to
sustainability. ROVEMA’s sustainability strategy covers
the areas of Sustainable Packaging and Supply Chain,
Safe Food and Save Energy. Examples from the product
portfolio include packaging using recycled films or re
newable resources. The reduction of transport volumes
and longer sell-by dates for foods show how ROVEMA
machinery spares resources and can improve its carbon
footprint thanks to sustainable packaging solutions.

Focus on pioneering packaging solutions

Expansion of capacity enables further growth
One objective of ROVEMA’s clear growth strategy is to
significantly increase revenue over the medium term –
organically as well as through acquisitions. ROVEMA
laid the cornerstone for a substantial expansion and
modernisation of production capacities at the end of 2018
so that the strong growth can be supported optimally and
the high demand for ROVEMA packaging machines can
be covered. Supplementary space will also allow produc
tion processes to be designed more efficiently in future.
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OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

2018

11

+4%
2018
2017

676
649

Consolidated financial statements

Revenue and operating profit encouraging
Thanks to sustained strong demand in the baby food,
coffee and confectionery industries, ROVEMA posted
revenue of EUR 110 million in 2018. Operating profit
was EUR 11 million.

EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)

Group report of the Management Board

Innovation offers growth opportunities
ROVEMA has further growth opportunities in regional
expansion as well as the increasing automation and
digitalisation in the packaging processes. Further
more, ROVEMA’s position in the value chain and the
corresponding application knowledge of all facets of
products, packaging and machines give rise to numer
ous connecting factors to the digital transformation. For
example, in the previous year ROVEMA brought to market
P@ck-Control, the first control system with a fully-inte
grated robotics concept in control technology. ROVEMA
also presented the new Human Machine Interface (HMI)
in 2017. This user interface offers concise information
to render process parameters immediately available.
The new HMI user interfaces were sold more than 200
times in 2018. After receiving the Red Dot Design Award
in the previous year, in 2018 the company also won the
iF Design Award for the HMI. The quality and service
offered by the design and communication of ROVEMA
products were thus recognised once again.
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TAKKT
TAKKT invested further in digital transformation in 2018, expanded its portfolio, and
thus increased revenue by 6 per cent to
EUR 1,181 million. The division also grew
organically by 3 per cent. A lower gross
margin as well as planned higher expenses
for implementing the digital agenda had a
negative impact on operating profit. It nevertheless reached the previous year’s level.

REVENUE
by region

Acquisitions strengthen business
TAKKT established the newport Group in 2018 as a new
segment for younger, fast growing business models.
These companies are better focused on the needs
of smaller corporate customers, who have different
demands. At the beginning of the year, TAKKT also
acquired Britain’s leading online office furniture retailer,
Equip4Work, and integrated it into the newport Group.

product lists to users of online shops within a few milli
seconds. The portfolio thus includes seven start-ups.
TAKKT Beteiligungsgesellschaft also further expanded
its commitment to existing portfolio companies by offer
ing growth financing. Various TAKKT brands are working
together with the start-ups.

TAKKT Beteiligungsgesellschaft, the TAKKT investee
which was founded in 2016, is also part of the newport
Group along with its investments in innovative start-ups.
Its objective is to make strategic equity investments in
strong growth companies that specialise in the B2B direct
marketing segment or in services along the value chain
of the TAKKT companies. In 2018, the company invested
in the start-up odoscope. The technology developed by
odoscope renders possible the fully automated sending of
personalised and situation-relevant content and tailored
REVENUE
EUR million

+ 6%
2018
2017

1,181
1,116

23 % Germany
33 % Europe
without Germany
44 % USA and Canada

KAISER+KRAFT strengthened its market position through
the acquisition of Runelandhs, the Swedish direct
marketer for factory equipment, and thus expanded its
position as a leading direct marketer for business and
office equipment in Sweden.

British online office furniture retailer
Equip4Work and Swedish direct marketer for
business equipment Runelandhs acquired

Progress with digital transformation
TAKKT is further advancing the digital transformation
with Heiko Hegwein, the member of the Management
Board responsible for the newport Group and the digital
transformation. The digital transformation covers three
key activities: digitalisation of the entire value chain,
more flexible corporate structures and innovative busi
ness models. TAKKT has defined more than 100 mea
sures across all companies. Aside from restructuring the
organisation with the new division newport and investing
in start-ups via the TAKKT Beteiligungsgesellschaft, the
focus lies on investments in technologies and employees.
Among other things, TAKKT modernised its office envi
ronment and established new, interdisciplinary working
groups for more customer-centric work. The goal is to
influence communication and collaboration positively and
align them with the changed requirements of digitalisa
tion overall.
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+ 6%
2018
2017

Encouraging revenue increase
TAKKT increased revenue by 6 per cent to EUR 1,181
million. The acquisition of Equip4Work and Runelandhs
in 2018 as well as Mydisplays in 2017 had a positive
impact. By contrast, negative currency translation effects,
in particular from a weaker USD, were a drag on growth.
Organic revenue, i.e., revenue adjusted for currency transla
tion and acquisition effects, increased by 3 per cent com
pared to the previous year.
TAKKT EUROPE recorded organic revenue growth of
4 per cent. Growth rates in virtually every region were
encouraging. Ratioform, the provider of packaging solu
tions, posted significantly stronger organic growth than
KAISER+KRAFT, which is specialised in operating, ware
house and office equipment, and the newport Group,
which bundles the strong growth, web-focused business
models and TAKKT Beteiligungsgesellschaft under one roof.
The revenue trend at TAKKT AMERICA improved during the
course of the year. Organic revenue grew by 3 per cent.
The development of the individual divisions was mixed.
The NBF Group, the office furniture distributor, posted the
highest growth rate, while Displays2Go, which specialises
in display products such as ad banners, trade fair booths
and individually printed displays, as well as the Central
Group, whose focus is on restaurant equipment, also
OPERATING PROFIT
EUR million

– 1%
2018

133

2017

134

2,718
2,566

 enerated strong organic revenue increases compared to
g
the previous year period. Hubert, which specialises in the
sales of items for sales promotion as well as commodities
and equipment for the restaurant sector, posted further
revenue losses compared to 2017. The conclusion of a mas
ter agreement with a key account at more favourable terms
for the customer contributed to the loss. Besides that,
a test offer of free delivery, whereas the customer had
previously been charged freight separately, also weighed
down earnings. This test was discontinued. Hubert’s
European activities were ceased in the second half of
2018. Furthermore, TAKKT has decided to realign Hubert’s
US business, which will include a focus on more attractive
customer groups.
Freight and costs for digital transformation weigh
down operating profit
While TAKKT’s gross profit margin decreased year on year
despite sales-driven increases in absolute gross profit,
TAKKT’s operating profit amounted to EUR 133 million
in 2018 and was thus on par with the previous year’s
level. About half of the decline in the gross margin is
attributable to the effect from the acquisitions, which
generate a lower average gross margin than the Group
due to the product lines. In addition, higher freight costs
as well as a new master agreement with a key account
of the Hubert Group had negative effects on the gross
margin. TAKKT’s operating profit was impacted by several
factors: negative currency translation effects represented
one such influence. The acquisitions provided additional
contributions and a further positive effect resulted from
a real estate transaction in the USA. The positive busi
ness development of Mydisplays in 2018 resulted in an
expense that was part of the purchase price structure.
Moreover, expenses for the Digital Agenda were up year
on year. Thanks to successful income and cost manage
ment measures, the operating profit was nevertheless
held at the previous year’s level.

Consolidated financial statements

TAKKT drives digitalisation of
business models forward.

EMPLOYEES
Annual average (headcount)
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For the first time, more than half of incoming orders were
attributable to e-commerce in 2018.
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Financial investment
CECONOMY
The earnings contribution for Haniel from
the CECONOMY financial investment in
2018 came in significantly negative at
EUR –707 million. This was due primarily
to impairment losses on the equity interest
that were recognised after an impairment
test following the decline in the quoted
share price. Decreased contributions to
earnings from CECONOMY were also a
contributing factor.

CECONOMY in a year of transformation
CECONOMY developed a revised strategy for transforming
its business in 2018. The central levers in the strategy are
the accelerated expansion of multi-channel and service
offers as well as the reduction of the cost basis in order
to free up resources for investments in IT and logistics.
Furthermore, the organisation shall be simplified and
centralised and CECONOMY intends to focus more clearly
on operating projects that are critical to success. The
introduction of a central system for planning and manag
ing inventories is also planned.
In June 2018, CECONOMY acquired 15 per cent of M.video,
an exchange-listed leading Russian dealer in consumer
electronics, from Safmar. In exchange, the company
turned over the loss-making Russian MediaMarkt business
to the M.video majority shareholder. CECONOMY also
increased its share capital in 2018 by 10 per cent, with
the entire block of shares being sold to freenet AG, the
digital lifestyle provider. As a result of this transaction,
Haniel’s ownership interest declined to 22.71 per cent
of voting rights of CECONOMY AG. In September 2018,
CECONOMY resolved to sell the majority of its shares in
METRO AG, 9 per cent, to EP Global Commerce (EPGC).
After the closing of the transaction, CECONOMY intends
to retain a 1 per cent interest in METRO. By the end of
2018, a 3.6 per cent Metro investment was conveyed to
EPGC in a first step.
CECONOMY in a challenging market environment
At EUR 21,536 million, revenue at CECONOMY in 2018
was organically, i.e., adjusted for currency translation
effects and on a like-for-like basis, at the previous year’s
level. While Turkey, Spain and Italy in particular made
positive contributions to revenue growth, the development

of the over-the-counter business was significantly weaker,
above all in Germany, due to the hot summer. Next
to positive stimuli from successful special sales days
surrounding Black Friday in November, as well as the
World Cup, online revenue of the MediaMarkt and Saturn
sales brands recorded particularly positive development,
as did the service business.
EBIT rose slightly year on year to EUR 400 million. Besides
to the absence of the previous year’s one-off effects, posi
tive impacts here included reduced distribution costs, the
restructuring measures initiated in the previous year, the
effects from the measurement of goods and liabilities, as
well as a legal change to the accounting for gift vouchers.
The repositioning in Italy also contributed to the increase
in EBIT. EBIT was weighed down by the declining business
trend in Germany and Switzerland as well as by project
costs incurred by the Ceconomy holding company.
A write-down on CECONOMY’s 10 per cent equity interest
in METRO AG represented a considerable charge to net
financial income. The sale of the Russian MediaMarkt
activities to the Safmar Group in 2018 resulted in an addi
tional significant negative effect on earnings. The disposal
gain from the sale of the Metro shares to EPGC counter
acted that effect. As a result of this, CECONOMY posted a
significantly negative profit after taxes, which contributed
pro rata to the Haniel investment result.
Impairments reduce earnings contribution for Haniel
Not least the decline in the quoted share price of
Ceconomy shares caused Haniel to test the CECONOMY
financial investment for impairment. This resulted in the
recognition of an impairment loss of EUR 654 million
for the CECONOMY financial investment. In addition to
this impairment loss, the pro-rata earnings contribution
of CECONOMY AG flowed into in the Haniel investment
result. Overall, Haniel’s investment result from the
CECONOMY financial investment amounted to EUR –707
million, following EUR 80 million in the previous year.
In addition to the investment result from the CECONOMY
financial investment, this previous year’s amount still
included the investment result from the METRO financial
investment because the demerger of the METRO GROUP
into the independent CECONOMY and METRO companies
was only completed during the course of 2017.
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Financial investment
METRO

One further objective of METRO’s strategy is to support
its customers in further developing their business –
including in the area of digitalisation. The HoReCa Digital
business unit specialises in developing digitally-oriented
solutions. This also includes the METRO Accelerator
Programmes for Hospitality and Retail to promote innova
tive digital solutions for independent entrepreneurs in the
hotel, restaurant, catering and retail sector. METRO has
offered the support programme for business founders for
nearly four years now.
In September 2018, METRO decided to focus on the
wholesale business going forward and to pull back from
the retail grocery trade. METRO therefore launched a
structured sale process for Real and all related business
activities and classified the Real activities as discontinued
operations.
Metro revenue at previous year’s level,
EBIT increased
In 2018, METRO generated revenue of EUR 29,427 million
in continuing operations, primarily through METRO
Wholesale, which was thus slightly below the previous
year’s level. Organic growth, i.e., adjusted for currency
translation effects and on a like-for-like basis, reached
2 per cent. At METRO Wholesale, business in eastern

EBIT at METRO was EUR 794 million, slightly above the
previous year’s level. This is primarily attributable to the
organic increases in the Wholesale segment in western
Europe and Asia, while business development in Russia
and lower income from property sales had a negative
impact on EBIT.
While METRO’s net financial income and net tax income
improved year on year, the profit or loss from discontinued
operations deteriorated. This also included an impairment
loss on the Real activities. As a result, METRO’s profit
after taxes declined, which contributed pro rata to the
Haniel investment result.
Impairments reduce earnings contribution for Haniel
Not least the decline in the quoted share price of Metro
shares caused Haniel to test the METRO financial invest
ment for impairment. The review resulted in the recogni
tion of an impairment loss of EUR 443 million.
In addition to this impairment loss, both the pro-rata
earnings contribution of the METRO AG financial invest
ment from 2018, as well as the net disposal gain from
the sale of 7.3 per cent of the shares in METRO AG to the
EP Global Commerce GmbH (“EPGC”), flowed into the
Haniel investment result. In the spring of 2018, Haniel
decided to initiate its exit from the METRO financial in
vestment. After signing the contract with EPGC, 7.3 per
cent of the issued ordinary shares of METRO AG were sold
in a first step. EPGC holds a call option giving it the right
to acquire up to 15.2 per cent of the remaining Metro
shares from Haniel.
Overall, Haniel’s investment result from the METRO finan
cial investment amounted to EUR –321 million, following
EUR 80 million in the previous year. The previous year’s
amount still included the investment result from the
CECONOMY financial investment because the demerger
of the METRO GROUP into the independent CECONOMY
and METRO companies was only completed during the
course of 2017.

Consolidated financial statements

METRO initiates sale of Real
In 2018, METRO further advanced its strategic initiatives.
METRO has continually enhanced the delivery business
in the Wholesale segment due to the changing buying
habits of customers in recent years, including through
acquisitions.

 urope and Asia posted positive growth rates. The delivery
E
business developed positively in almost all regions. The
declining trend in Russia had a negative effect.

Group report of the Management Board

The earnings contribution for Haniel from
the METRO financial investment in 2018
came in significantly negative at EUR –321
million. This was due in particular to a
write-down on the Metro investment that
was recognised following an impairment
test as a result of the decline in the quoted
share price. In the spring of 2018, Haniel
decided to initiate the sale of the Metro
shares.
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Report on opportunities and risks

Being a successful entrepreneur means exploiting opportunities that present themselves
and dealing with risk appropriately. The objective is to identify both opportunities and risks
for the Haniel Group’s business development early on, to analyse them in detail and take
measures accordingly.

Exploiting opportunities to increase value
In the Haniel Group, opportunities are viewed as entre
preneurial courses of action that must be leveraged in
order to attain additional profitable growth. Opportunities
are identified primarily by continually observing markets.
To that end, both the Holding Company and the operating
divisions collect and analyse market, trend and competitor
information. As a result, Haniel is in a position to identify
trends and requirements on often fragmented markets
early on and to advance innovations.
Opportunity management is closely integrated into the
process of strategy development. As part of strategic
planning, entrepreneurial options are systematically
evaluated and initiatives are developed in order to use
these options to increase value. In the next step, strategic
initiatives are specified in detail in operational planning
and actions are derived.
The strategy and its implementation are discussed in
depth by the members of Haniel’s Management Board with
the management of the divisions in regularly scheduled
discussions. Over and above that, the Holding Company’s
strategy is continuously reassessed. On that basis the
Holding Company realigns its business portfolio by
making acquisitions and disposals if necessary. To that
end, the Management Board engages in regular dialogue
with the Supervisory Board.

Options for sustainable
and profitable growth
The Haniel Group enjoys a large number of options
for entrepreneurial action. The Holding Company and
divisions continually search for possibilities that secure
sustainable and profitable growth. The opportunities
identified in the Haniel Group are listed below:

Optimisation of business portfolio: Haniel continually
reviews the strategic alignment of its portfolio. The
Haniel investment portfolio will be further developed
in this manner by business acquisitions and disposals
in order to enhance value creation sustainably. New
divisions should be able to make a long-term value con
tribution to the economic success of the Group and be
in accordance with its ecological and social values. The
Holding Company follows two parallel approaches in this
regard to identify suitable acquisition candidates. On the
one hand, it analyses the potential of various sectors
and markets on the basis of global megatrends with the
objective of identifying and contacting attractive compa
nies. On the other hand, the Holding Company reviews
current takeover offers. This approach by the Holding
Company is supplemented at the division level by the
acquisition of companies with similar or supplementary
products, customers or know-how, following a buy&build
approach to further develop the divisions strategically.
International expansion: All Haniel divisions and the
financial investments are widely represented in Europe,
and BekaertDeslee, ELG, Optimar, ROVEMA and TAKKT in
North America as well, and enjoy a strong position there
with their various business models. Haniel sees opportu
nities for further growth by strengthening its presence
in these markets and in the fast-growing economies
throughout the world. These markets include those in
eastern Europe, Latin America and Asia. Opportunities for
expansion can be leveraged by founding new companies
or acquiring existing ones.
Sustainability as a competitive factor: Corporate
Responsibility has a long tradition in the Haniel Group.
It is expressed in its striving to increase economic value
in accordance with ecological and social contributions.
In order to achieve this, the Haniel Holding Company has
anchored Corporate Responsibility into all phases of value
creation: Haniel also assesses acquisition and invest
ment opportunities from a sustainability perspective and
issues guidelines to the divisions. Based on those guide
lines, the divisions develop their own initiatives which
take into account the special considerations relating to
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Multi-channel activities: Continuing digitalisation gives
rise to growth opportunities through the consistent
enhancement of CECONOMY’s retail activities and of
TAKKT’s mail order business into a multi-channel busi
ness. At CECONOMY these growth opportunities reside in
the even greater dovetailing of brick-and-mortar business
with the e-commerce activities and tapping into new and
innovative fields of business. CECONOMY can use this as
a basis for creating true added value for the customer.
Services play an increasingly important role here, for
example, repairs or customer support with smart home

Increasing demand for raw materials: ELG’s core
business is the trading and recycling of raw materials,
in particular for the stainless steel market segment.
Growth opportunities for ELG result from increasing global
demand for stainless steel products that is anticipated
over the medium and long term. It must also be assumed
that ELG Utica Alloys, the superalloys business, will
continue to gain significance. In this sector, ELG recycles
very high-grade materials. These include in particular
titanium scrap and high-alloy, nickel-containing scrap
which are used in, e.g., the aerospace industry and energy
generation. In addition to trading in stainless steel scrap
and superalloys, ELG is active in the nascent business of
recycling carbon fibres, whose areas of application are
steadily expanding.
Increasing standard of living: Demand for mattresses
which promote health and well-being is expected to grow
in markets with a high level of prosperity. The materials
from BekaertDeslee for mattress covers make a signifi
cant contribution here through their design and product
characteristics. For BekaertDeslee medium- and long-term
growth opportunities arise from the increasing demand
for mattresses in developing economies, in particular in
Asia, due to increasing prosperity. ROVEMA will also be
able to benefit in the future from the increasing level
of prosperity in these markets by supplying high-quality
packaging machines: Hygienically flawless, attractive and
consumer-friendly packaging will become increasingly
important in these markets in the medium and long term.
Furthermore, new market opportunities arise through
the use of resource-sparing and compostable materials.
Optimar will have growth opportunities from the greater
importance of fish for the health-conscious nutrition of
the growing global population and increasing automation
in the fishing industry.
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Digitalisation: Digitalisation is profoundly changing the
behaviour of private consumers and business customers.
Buzzwords such as blockchain, Industry 4.0, virtual
reality, big data and smart devices are signs of digital
change. For the Haniel Group, digitalisation offers great
opportunities along the value chain, at the customer
interface and for developing new business models. As a
current example, the settlement process for goods and
services can now be completed automatically without
corresponding delivery notes or invoices using crypto
graphically-related data records: blockchain. The avail
ability of large quantities of data opens opportunities to
redesign value-added chains and improve the offering
to customers. The development and growing range of
solutions based on artificial intelligence open up further
avenues of exploration in this area. Examples include
IT-based applications which improve communication with
target groups and marketing, and can also help to make
processes more efficient. Each of the Haniel divisions
have developed a Digital Agenda that will enable them
to utilise the opportunities presented by digitalisation
even better. This also includes aspects for a cultural and
organisational realignment which results from the digital
transformation. Furthermore, with Schacht One Haniel
has established its own company to act as a platform for
implementing digital projects and a technological centre
of excellence and knowledge hub. The Company’s invest
ments in digitally-oriented venture capital funds also give
it the ability to learn from developments on the start-up
scene and participate in the success of newly created
companies.

solutions. The DYNAMIC initiative by TAKKT, the direct
marketing specialist, has already intensively advanced
the linking of the catalogue, e-commerce/procurement,
telephone marketing and external sales force distribution
channels in recent years. That places TAKKT wherever
customers inform themselves about products and make
purchasing decisions. TAKKT’s Digital Agenda is aimed at
utilising the growth opportunities arising from this broad
presence even better and improving its market position.
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their business and which bolster profitable growth. This
is because customers increasingly decide in favour of
business partners with sustainable business practices,
whose products and services are differentiated from the
competition by resource efficiency and social compati
bility. For example, as a provider of professional hygiene
and workwear solutions, CWS-boco uses energy- and
water-efficient technologies as part of its modernisation
of the laundry network. These technologies cannot only
save resources but reduce costs over the long term as
well. You can find detailed information on the subject
of sustainability in the Haniel Group in the Corporate
Responsibility section starting on page 12.
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Industry 4.0 and automation: The intelligent utilisation
of data and the networking of production processes will
fundamentally change the value chain in many industries
in the future. Optimar and ROVEMA can both benefit from
this by using and further strengthening their expertise as
a systems integrator for production machinery. For example,
service schedules in product lines could be optimised
for customers through the interaction of hardware and
software. Optimar and ROVEMA thus contribute to their
customers’ ability to operate their equipment better and
more efficiently. Optimar and ROVEMA can obtain even
greater customer loyalty with the concomitant expansion
of the services and spare parts business.
From an overall perspective, several opportunities remain
open to the Haniel Group for sustainable and profitable
growth in the future. In particular, the Haniel Holding
Company continues to have sufficient financial resources
available to acquire new, attractive divisions – offering
many new opportunities.

Systematic risk management
The objective of the risk management system at the
Haniel Group is a forward-looking evaluation of risks with
respect to the overriding corporate objectives of value
creation, growth and liquidity. The purpose is to identify
those risks at an early stage that negatively impact the
implementation of strategic and operating initiatives and
hence endanger the realisation of value and growth poten
tial or having adequate liquidity available at all times.
This does not mean avoiding all potential risks. Rather,
risks should be identified early so that rapid and effective
countermeasures can be taken, or conscious decisions
can be made to take on manageable ones – thereby also
to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities.
Haniel’s risk management system is based on an inte
gration concept and accordingly comprises multiple
components. The Holding Company stipulates the scope
of activities for the key components and sets minimum
central requirements which must be implemented at the
discretion of each of the divisions, as suiting the individual
business models.
The organisational structure for risk management is
defined throughout the Group and includes all divisions.
At the level of the divisions, the controlling or Internal
Auditing departments coordinate risk identification and
are responsible for risk assessment as part of corporate
planning. Identified risks are discussed by the Risk Man
agement Board with the participation of the Management
Board, and any need for additional action to manage risks
is examined. Furthermore, there is also a Risk Manage
ment Committee at the Holding Company level in which
the Management Board and the heads of all corporate

and staff departments are represented. This body serves
above all to foster a cross-disciplinary exchange of
information on the risks faced by the Holding Company.
The Risk Management Officer at the Holding Company
level coordinates the risk identification process across
all divisions and is responsible for further developing the
early risk identification system.
In connection with the strategic and operational
p lanning process, material risks and measures for their
mitigation are identified. A risk is defined as the danger
of a negative deviation from the planned or expected
development. The identified risks are systematically
assessed with regard to their probability of occurrence
and amount of damage, with measures for avoiding or
mitigating the risks and provisions already recognised
incorporated as part of the assessment. The identified
risks are discussed in the planning meetings by the
Management Board of the Holding Company and the man
agement of the divisions (Risk Management Committee).
Next to this risk analysis, a risk inventory is conducted at
the Holding Company level. The results are discussed by
the Risk Management Committee. The Haniel Group risk
report is prepared based on the divisions’ risk reports and
the Holding Company’s risk inventory. The members of
the Management Board discuss the findings and inform
the Audit Committee about the Group’s overall risk situa
tion and about significant individual risks.
As part of their reporting of revenue and results
during the period, the divisions submit not only key
financial figures but also company-specific non-financial
figures (KPIs) and issues to the Holding Company so
that undesirable developments can be detected in good
time. This reporting is supplemented by risks that exceed
defined thresholds.
An additional element of risk management is the ongoing
collection and analysis of information on markets,
trends and competitors.
Investment controlling encompasses annual budgeting
as well as the review of the capital spent. Capital spend
ing projects are assessed using uniform discounted cash
flow (DCF) calculations. Minimum risk-adequate rates of
return are specified for each division and each strategic
business unit.

Financial risk reporting and management include
liquidity risks, default risks, risks resulting from changes
in interest and exchange rates, and price fluctuations
in the equity or commodity markets. The objective is to
avoid or limit financial risks. To that end, the Holding
Company has laid out general principles for financial risk
management. These principles are prescribed in guide
lines for the treasury departments of the Holding Com
pany and the divisions. In addition, the Holding Company
has special guidelines for the investment of financial
resources. The management of financial risks is explained
in detail in the notes to the consolidated financial state
ments starting on page 126.

The Internal Auditing departments in the divisions
and the Holding Company are integrated into the risk
management system. They monitor the processes within
the companies of the Haniel Group, in particular from the
perspectives of operating performance, cost-effective
ness and adherence to statutory regulations and internal
guidelines. These efforts also include monitoring the
implementation and effectiveness of the risk manage
ment system, including the internal control system and
the compliance management system. In its risk-based
audit plan, Internal Auditing also takes account of the
information from the risk analysis and examines signifi
cant risk issues where necessary.

The internal control system is designed to ensure that
existing regulations for risk reduction are adhered to at
all levels within the Group. This is intended to ensure the
functionality and cost-effectiveness of business processes
and to counteract impairments of assets. The internal
control system is implemented in the Holding Company
and divisions according to their specific business models
and incorporates both process-integrated and process-
independent control measures. It covers all significant
business processes including the accounting process.

Corporate bylaws and regulations derived from them
ensure that the elements of the risk management system
are adhered to and applied in the intended manner in the
Haniel Group in accordance with statutory provisions.
Newly-acquired divisions are familiarised with the Haniel
standards incrementally as part of their integration.

The compliance management system comprises
preventative measures designed to ensure compliance
with statutory and internal corporate rules and regula
tions. To that end, Haniel has prescribed uniform mini
mum standards throughout the Group. Compliance risks
in the Group are systematically captured and evaluated
as part of the compliance management system, and
discussed between the management of the divisions
and the Management Board of the Holding Company.
A hotline for reporting possible compliance violations
is also a component of the compliance management
system. In addition, training sessions with examinations
are held on compliance issues. Furthermore, the divisions
and the Holding Company each have compliance officers
who serve as employee liaisons to help clarify poten
tial issues.

Besides corporate bylaws and regulations, there are codes
of conduct for the Holding Company and the divisions.
They set forth the fundamental principles of conduct for
employees, based on practised value concepts.
The effectiveness of the risk management system is
monitored regularly and improvements are introduced
where necessary.
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Clearly defined risk fields
A prerequisite of systematic risk management is that
risks are identified in a timely fashion. The central risks
identified as at 31 December 2018, to which the Haniel
Group is anticipated to be exposed to over the shortand medium-term, are listed below. The identified risks
are assigned to ranges in terms of their probability of
occurrence and amount of damage, with the amount
of damage presented as a possible impact on profit per
year. Risk mitigation countermeasures are incorporated
before assigning risks to the ranges. By combining the
two criteria – probability of occurrence and amount of
damage – the individual risks are allocated to the follow
ing categories in the Haniel risk matrix: “significant risks”,
“material risks” and “other risks”. The central, identified
risks are presented below, broken down by these catego
ries, commencing with “significant”:
Investments: Haniel holds significant equity investments
in METRO AG and CECONOMY AG, which are held as
financial investments. Factors that exert an unfavour
able influence on the consolidated profit of METRO or
CECONOMY also have a negative effect on the Haniel
Group’s investment result or could have a negative effect
on the carrying amount of the investments. Given the
size of the companies, the Haniel Group classifies this risk
as significant for both financial investments. Risks that
HANIEL RISK MATRIX
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METRO or CECONOMY are subject to arise in particular
from changes in consumer spending and customer
expectations in the retail market, as well as increasing
competitive pressure from online competitors. If these
companies fail to react appropriately to these challenges
and fail to successfully implement the transformation
projects they have launched, this may have a detrimental
impact on their business development. A deterioration in
overall economic development as well as in the political and
regulatory environment in individual countries could also
have negative effects on business at METRO or CECONOMY.
The task of managing these risks primarily falls to the
management of the company in question. As the largest
shareholder, Haniel supports management in managing
these risks through representation on the Supervisory
Board and by exercising ownership rights in the Annual
General Meeting.
Corporate strategy: Corporate strategy risks can arise
above all from the erroneous assessment of future
developments in the market, technological and competi
tive environment. Erroneous assessments can also relate
to the attractiveness of new regional markets or to the
future feasibility of business models overall. The Haniel
Group counters this risk through intensive analyses of the
markets and competitors and by way of regular strategy
discussions between the Management Board of the Hold
ing Company and the management teams of the divisions.
Furthermore, the diversified portfolio of business fields
helps to mitigate the effects of adverse developments
in individual sectors. However, the high relevance of
strategic decisions to success means that the related
risks in the Haniel Group count among the material risks.
General macroeconomic conditions: The demand for
the services and products of the companies in the Haniel
Group is also impacted by general macroeconomic con
ditions. However, the extent and timing of this economic
dependency varies in the divisions: While ELG’s business is
especially cyclical as a consequence of the commodities
markets, at CWS-boco a weakened economy is reflected
to a comparatively lower extent and with some delay.
This is due to the long-term contracts with customers in
CWS-boco’s core rental business. Overall economic devel
opment represents a material risk even though the diver
sification of the Haniel business portfolio and its presence
in various regions mitigates the effects of economic
fluctuations. The strong market position of the individual
divisions, comprehensive product and service offerings, a
heterogeneous customer base and flexible capacities and
cost structures also mitigate risks.

Business acquisitions and disposals: In order to effectively
counter risks associated with corporate transactions,
investments and divestitures are carefully examined
before their conclusion – including the assistance of
qualified external consultants – and are evaluated using
uniform DCF rate of return calculation methods. An
acquired company is subsequently integrated into the
Haniel Group based on detailed timetables and action
plans as well as clearly defined responsibilities. Addi
tionally, the success of previously executed business
acquisitions is reviewed on a regular basis. If, despite all
diligence, the objectives envisaged with an acquisition
are not or only partially attained, impairment losses on
goodwill and other assets may be necessary. In the case
of business disposals, the resulting commitments remain
ing in the Group are regularly monitored and assessed.
In connection with the disposal of the previous Xella
division, this also includes claims asserted in litigation
arising from allegedly defective sand-lime bricks from
previous Haniel building materials plants. The risks
resulting from business combinations and disposals are
material risks due to the high significance of portfolio
management in the Haniel Group and the inherently
related imponderables.

Human resources: The corporate success of the Haniel
Group is dependent largely on the expertise and com
mitment of its employees. Executives must exhibit the
necessary competence, experience and personality in
order to make and implement correct decisions in the
sense of a value-driven and long-term development of
their departments. Accordingly, the selection of execu
tives who do not meet these requirements and who make
poor decisions can noticeably impair the Company’s
successful development. This applies all the more so in
a rapidly-changing corporate environment characterised
by digitalisation. That is why the Haniel Group strives to
recruit qualified staff, to provide them with continuing
education and to foster their long-term loyalty to the
Company. To that end the Haniel Group offers attractive
compensation models and conducts regular succession
planning aimed at filling jobs which become available
with qualified internal candidates. But above all, the
Haniel Group invests in the continual further education
of its employees: The internal Haniel Academy offers
specialists and managers from the Group seminars and
modular programmes for interdisciplinary continuing
education and to strengthen their leadership skills. The
programmes in the Haniel Leadership Curriculum prepare
emerging management talent, experienced executives
and top managers for future challenges and management
tasks. Detailed information on training and continuing
education at the Haniel Group can be found in the
“Corporate Responsibility” section beginning on page 12.
Overall, risks from human resources are estimated to be
material.
Information technology: Well-functioning IT systems
tailored to strategy represent a necessary precondition for
the Haniel Group’s operating activities and administrative
departments. Insufficient customisability of IT systems
may entail significant competitive disadvantages when
strategic requirements change. The Haniel Holding Com
pany and the divisions therefore review their IT strategy
regularly and modernise or replace systems if required.
In order to counter risks that are inextricably linked with
such projects, systematic and substantiated selection
processes and modern project management methods are
applied when introducing new IT systems. Furthermore,
the ongoing use of IT systems entails the risk of an outage
and the risk of unauthorised data access or manipulation.
Next to heightened security awareness of employees,
professionally organised IT operations prevent such
risks. There are uniform minimum standards throughout
the Group for IT operations. In compliance with these
standards, the Haniel Holding Company and the divi
sions have additional emergency systems available, per
form regular backups of relevant data and ensure that
unauthorised persons cannot access IT systems. Overall,
the risks resulting from information technology in the
Haniel Group are considered material.
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Digitalisation: The digital transformation offers not only
major opportunities for the Haniel Group, but also entails
risks if the Group is not successful in adjusting business
models to changed technological possibilities and market
requirements. All divisions and financial investments are
generally affected by this trend. However, the accelera
tion and intensification of the digital transformation is
especially relevant for TAKKT and CECONOMY. The com
petitive conditions can change by pure online retailers
gaining market share or the increasing significance of
open Internet-based marketplaces, which could result in
heightened pressure on margins and the loss of market
shares. Both TAKKT and CECONOMY have initiated largescale transformation programmes for their companies
and are developing their business models further. This
increasingly also includes services that offer added value
to the customer. In so doing CECONOMY and TAKKT are
focusing even more strongly on customer requirements
and can react to changes more quickly. Nevertheless, the
far-reaching change resulting from digitalisation must be
classified as a material risk for the Haniel Group.
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Commodities prices: The ELG division’s performance in
particular is considerably influenced by the price trend
for commodities – above all for nickel, which is in turn
affected by economic developments in the industry. Price
hedges using derivative financial instruments stabilise
business development at ELG, as does the broad geo
graphic distribution of commodity flows in both procure
ment and distribution. Furthermore, the ELG division is
further expanding the business with superalloys at ELG
Utica Alloys, whose recycling business is less dependent
on prices for commodities. Nevertheless, fluctuations
in prices for commodities remain a material risk in the
Haniel Group due to the business model.
Receivables: Given the nature of the sector in which it
operates, ELG in particular delivers its products to a small
number of very large customers. In some instances, this
can lead to extensive receivables per customer. In order
to limit the risks resulting from non-payment, ELG has a
comprehensive receivables management system, that as
far as possible systematically obtains default insurance
to cover this risk and sells accounts receivables within
the context of forfaiting programmes. Even after factor
ing in these countermeasures, the default on receivables
represents a material risk.
Exchange rates: Because the Haniel Group has business
activities of a considerable scope in countries that do
not use the euro as the local currency, its operating busi
ness and financing transactions are subject to exchange
rate fluctuations, which could have a negative impact
on the Haniel Group’s profit. On the one hand, this con
cerns transaction risks that arise primarily from earning
revenue and incurring the accompanying costs in different
currencies. On the other hand, there are translation risks
that stem from translating income and expenses in other
currencies into euros. While translation risks are generally
not hedged against exchange rate fluctuations, the Group
uses a variety of hedging instruments to limit transaction
risks. These are explained in detail in the notes to the
consolidated financial statements starting on page 128.
In the Haniel Group, exchange rate risks are among the
material risks, in particular regarding the unhedged
translation risks.

Interest rates and financing: Changes from interest
rates can result in higher borrowing costs and thus have
an adverse effect on profits. In this regard, changes in
the market interest rate must be differentiated from
the change in the margin that must be paid in addition
to the market rate. The Group uses a variety of hedging
instruments to limit the risks from fluctuations in market
interest rates. These are explained in detail in the notes
to the consolidated financial statements starting on
page 127. Long-term credit agreements, promissory loan
notes and bonds are appropriate forms of financing for
limiting the volatility of interest margins. In the case of
such financing, the interest margin also depends on the
Holding Company’s rating. This is based on the market
value gearing, that is, the ratio between net financial
liabilities and the market value of the investment port
folio as well as cash flows at the Holding Company level.
Moreover, the number and weight of the individual equity
investments in the Haniel investment portfolio influence
the rating.
Financing requirements for the operating business are
secured in the Haniel Group through equity and debt
capital. When outside financing is used, the Company
seeks to diversify its financing instruments and its circle
of investors in order to be able to respond flexibly to
developments on the capital markets and in the bank
ing sector. In addition to committed bilateral lines of
credit, which are drawn upon only to a limited extent,
the Haniel Holding Company also has secured access to
capital markets, for example via the current commercial
paper programme and the existing external rating. When
financing with borrowed capital, it is of benefit that the
Holding Company and its divisions, both as established
and reliable partners, enjoy a high degree of trust from
banks and other investors. The Haniel Group is thus able
to ensure the continuation of the operating business,
even if for example economic conditions cause declines
in incoming payments from business activities.
When investing financial resources, there is generally the
risk that one counterparty will become insolvent, thus
giving rise to the risk of default on receivables. In order
to counter that risk, Haniel distributes these investments
across a large number of contractual partners and has
set corresponding limits depending on the partners’
creditworthiness. This is documented in a set of guide
lines for investing financial resources, and is subject to
regular monitoring.
In the Haniel Group, risks from interest rates and financ
ing are currently of comparatively minor significance and
thus counted among the other risks.
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No risks jeopardising the going
concern assumption
Considered separately, the risks presented could have
adverse effects on the Haniel Group. With regard to the
overall risk situation however, the diversification of busi
ness models and regions has a positive effect: Many risks
are restricted to individual divisions or regions and are
therefore of comparatively minor significance in relation
to the Group as a whole. Where risks inherently affect all
divisions and the Holding Company it must be assumed
that they do not hit all business units in the same manner
and at the same time.
The Haniel Group’s risk situation has remained largely
stable as compared to the previous year. Only the risk
from the investment in CECONOMY is now classified as
a significant risk due to the challenges facing the com
pany’s business model; in the previous year, CECONOMY
was classified as a material risk. However, from an overall
perspective, the Haniel Group remains robust and well
prepared with respect to recognisable risks.
There are no recognisable individual or aggregate risks
which jeopardise the Group as a going concern, nor are
there any noteworthy future risks beyond the normal
entrepreneurial risk. For Haniel, the risks presented are
also accompanied by numerous opportunities for sustain
able, profitable growth.

The Haniel Group applies an internal control and risk
management system to its accounting processes. The
purpose is to ensure that its financial reporting is reliable
and that the risk of misstatements in the external and
internal Group Reports is minimised. Misstatements are
most likely to originate from complex transactions or
consolidation procedures, mass transactions, the materiality
of individual items of the financial statements, the use
of discretion and estimates, unauthorised access to IT
systems, and inadequately trained employees. Regular
checks are performed to determine the extent to which
these factors can jeopardise the integrity of the consoli
dated financial statements.
In order to counter potential risks, the Haniel Group
has introduced an internal control system that seeks to
ensure the reliability and propriety of the financial report
ing processes, compliance with the relevant statutory and
internal regulations, and the efficiency and effectiveness
of procedures. However, even an appropriate and func
tional internal control system cannot guarantee that all
risks will be identified and avoided.
The existing risk and control structure is systematically
recorded and documented. For this purpose, the
most important risk fields are regularly updated and
checked on the basis of clearly defined qualitative and
quantitative materiality criteria. In the event of changed
or newly emerged accounting-related risks or identified
control weaknesses, it is the divisions’ responsibility, in
coordination with Corporate Accounting, to implement
appropriate control measures at the earliest possible
opportunity. The effectiveness of the defined controls is
checked and documented at regular intervals by means of
self-assessment on the part of the controlling officers or
their supervisors. The results of these self-assessments
are subject to regular validation by independent third
parties. Responsibility for establishing and supervising the
internal control system lies with the Management Board.
Moreover, the Audit Committee monitors the system’s
effectiveness.
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Litigation: Neither Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH nor any of
its current subsidiaries are involved in ongoing or cur
rently foreseeable litigation that could have a significant
impact on the Group’s assets or financial position or
performance.

Monitoring of the accounting processes

Group report of the Management Board

Compliance: The Haniel Group’s business activities are
subject to statutory and internal corporate rules and
regulations. A failure to comply with these rules and
regulations may damage the Company’s reputation and
may jeopardise its economic success. In order to prevent
compliance risks effectively, the Haniel Group has estab
lished a comprehensive compliance management system.
For this reason, compliance risks are classified as other
risks.
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The Haniel Group is distinguished by its clear and
decentralised management and corporate structure. The
local accounting processes are managed by the divisions,
each of which prepares its own subgroup financial state
ments. The management of the entities included in the
subgroups controls and monitors the risks concerning the
operational accounting processes. The Group companies
are responsible for compliance with the guidelines and
procedures that apply throughout the Group. They are
also answerable for the proper and timely flow of their
accounting processes. They are supported in that respect
by Corporate Accounting.
Corporate Accounting prepares the consolidated financial
statements. The Communications Department has lead
responsibility for the Group report of the Management
Board. The relevance of ongoing developments of the
IFRS standards and other applicable statutory provisions
and their impact on the consolidated financial statements
and / or the Group report of the Management Board is
continuously assessed. The Management Board and
Group companies are informed, as necessary, of any con
sequences on consolidated reporting. Financial reporting
is governed by accounting guidelines applicable through
out the Group, a uniform Group chart of accounts, and a
financial statements calendar applicable throughout the
Group. The accounting guidelines are updated annually,
considering relevant changes in the law. There are binding
provisions and uniform instruments for complex issues,
such as goodwill impairment testing and the measure
ment of deferred taxes. External experts are brought in if
required, for example, to measure pension obligations or
to prepare expert opinions on the purchase price alloca
tion for acquisitions.
The Haniel Group’s formal analysis and reporting pro
cess seeks to ensure that the information contained in
the published annual report is reliable and complete.
Corporate Accounting performs analytical checks in order
to identify potential errors in consolidated reporting. The
checks are documented and reviewed according to the
principle of dual control. A detailed timetable and fixed
responsibilities apply for the preparation of accounts.

Standardised and centrally managed IT systems are used
to prepare the consolidated financial statements. This
applies to consolidation at all stages of the Haniel Group
and to the process of preparing the notes to the financial
statements. The closing process is supported by numer
ous validations. The IT systems used in the accounting
department are protected against unauthorised access.
Separations of functions and change management
systems have been established.
As an important element of internal process monitoring
that is independent of the relevant processes, the Internal
Auditing departments are responsible for systematically
auditing and independently assessing the internal control
systems.
As part of the audit of the consolidated financial state
ments, external auditors report on their material audit
findings and any weaknesses in the internal control
system relating to the entities included in the financial
statements.
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GROWTH FORECAST WORLD AND BY REGIONS
%

World
2019

3.3

2018

2018

1.0
1.8

USA
2019
2018

2.6
2.9

China
2019
2018
Source: OECD, Interim Economic Outlook, March 2019

Nevertheless, according to the OECD 2019, the euro zone
is still on a path to moderate growth at 1.0 per cent.
The slightly positive expectations rest on the high level
of employment and robust private consumer sentiment.
Brisk construction activity and more expansive fiscal
policies are providing positive momentum, while political
uncertainty, weaker foreign demand and lower confidence
is likely to weigh down on investments according to
the OECD.
The OECD expects the United States to post lower growth
at 2.6 per cent, which will also be buoyed by the domestic
economy in 2019. According to the OECD, higher tariffs
have also begun to lift costs incurred by companies and
the prices they charge, and growth in corporate invest
ment and exports has weakened. According to the OECD,
however, a positive economic trend requires that there
be no disruptions caused by further escalation of trade
conflicts between the United States and other countries
and regions.

3.6

Euro zone
2019

Italian budget and banks, and continued uncertainty with
respect to the geopolitical situation in other regions. In
addition, the turnaround in interest rate policy means
that exchange rate fluctuations and massive corrections
on the financial markets cannot be ruled out.

6.2
6.6

Trend towards further key rate hikes
In light of the fact that the US economy remains strong,
the Federal Reserve may raise its key rates again in 2019.
On 7 March 2019, the European Central Bank confirmed
that it would leave key interest rates in the euro zone
unchanged at low levels for as long as necessary at least
until the end of 2019. Absent any external effects, such
as the escalation of the risks outlined above, the interest
rate differences between the United States and the euro
zone may therefore continue to widen. Due to global cash
flows, the worldwide trend towards higher long-term
rates is likely to continue in 2019.

Consolidated financial statements

Macroeconomic environment marked
by increasing risks
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment (OECD) expects the global economy to experience
muted year-on-year growth at 3.3 per cent in 2019.
A slower pace of growth is expected for industrialised
nations as well as for emerging and developing economies.
These predictions are based on the assumption that there
is no further rise in protectionism. Further risks include
the uncertainty surrounding Brexit, worries plaguing the

Group report of the Management Board

Haniel believes that the divisions will generally report slight organic revenue growth in financial year 2019. Due to lower prices for the relevant commodities, only ELG is expected to have
significantly lower revenue. Overall, Haniel expects organic consolidated revenue growth to be at
least on par with that of the previous year. Haniel forecasts a tangible increase in operating profit,
which will be fuelled by all divisions. Moreover, it is expected that the investment result from the
financial investments in CECONOMY and METRO will be up significantly year on year. Accordingly,
profit before taxes is also expected to be significantly higher.
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Muted development of prices for relevant commodities
Over the course of 2019, a further deficit is expected in
the balance of supply and demand for the commodities
of relevance to the ELG division’s stainless steel market
segment, particularly with respect to the most important
price driver, nickel. However, it is currently expected that
the supply side will show stronger development than in
the previous years – which is expected to moderate the
price trend. In this context, average stainless steel prices
are likely to be down overall.
Since the various divisions are active internationally, the
results of the Haniel Group also depend on the develop
ment of various exchange rates, particularly the US dollar,
the British pound and the Swiss franc. The development
of the Russian ruble also has a significant influence on
the investment result derived from the METRO financial
investment.
Significant increases in profits expected
Haniel’s Management Board looks confidently to 2019,
although it is conscious of the economic uncertainties
outlined above. However, the previously mentioned risks
could give rise to deviations from the outlined general
economic conditions and thus to revenue and earnings
forecasts.

Overall, Haniel’s Management Board expects the divi
sions – with the exception of ELG – to record slight organic
growth in financial year 2019; i.e., growth that is adjusted
for acquisitions and currency translation effects. Assum
ing lower prices for the relevant commodities, only ELG
is expected to have significantly lower revenue. Overall,
Haniel’s Management Board expects the Haniel Group
to report organic revenue at least at the same level as
that in the previous year. By contrast, operating profit is
expected to rise significantly, buoyed by organic growth
at the divisions. In addition, CWS-boco will continue to
benefit from the positive effects from the successful
integration of Initial’s companies and from efficiency
enhancement measures. Furthermore, non-recurring
expenses are expected to be lower than in the previ
ous year.
The result from financing activities is expected to be
considerably poorer than in 2018 because a gain had
been generated this year on the exchangeable bond
linked to CECONOMY and it is not expected to repeat in
2019. Following the significant impairment losses on the
CECONOMY and METRO financial investments in 2018, it
is assumed that the two companies will once again make
a positive contribution to the investment result in 2019.
Overall, Haniel’s Management Board expects profit
before and after taxes to increase significantly. As a
consequence, the value-oriented KPIs: return on capital
employed (ROCE) and Haniel value added (HVA) will also
be up sharply year on year, as will be the case for Haniel
cash flow, which is expected to benefit from the positive
earnings trend.
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Revenue and profits could deviate from the development
presented due to the acquisition of additional divisions or
supplementary acquisitions by the existing divisions, as
well as the disposal of divisions.
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For the existing business, i.e., excluding business com
binations, Haniel’s Management Board projects that
capital expenditure for property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets will be well above the previous year’s
level. This was due primarily to the first-time application
of the new IFRS standard for lease accounting. Besides
replacement investments and investments in expanded
capacities, primarily for the further modernisation of
IT systems in various divisions, Haniel is investing in the
continued digitalisation of the business models. Further
more, at the level of the Haniel Holding Company – as
well as at the divisions – the focus will continue to
remain on acquisition activities. This will have a material
influence on the volume of capital expenditure.
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6.3
29% Current assets
71% Non-current assets

Equity and liability structure
EUR billion

6.3
19% Current liabilities
23% Non-current liabilities
58% Equity
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Haniel Group
Statement of financial position
ASSETS
EUR million

Note

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Property, plant and equipment

1

728

728

Intangible assets

2

2,570

2,533
2,474

Investments accounted for at equity

3

999

Financial assets

4

40

97

Other non-current assets

5

66

48

Deferred taxes

6

Non-current assets

42

97

4,445

5,977

Inventories

7

617

561

Trade receivables and similar assets

8

553

548

Financial assets

9

279

0

Income tax assets

6

46

52

Cash and cash equivalents

10

116

68

Other current assets

11

197

162

Assets held for sale

3

0

Current assets

1,811

1,391

Total assets

6,256

7,368
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EUR million

Note

Equity of shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Non-controlling interests
Equity

12

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

3,236

4,154

394

345

3,630

4,499

Financial liabilities

13

749

503

Pension provisions

14

375

356

Other non-current provisions

15

71

85

Other non-current liabilities

16

61

78

Deferred taxes

6

Non-current liabilities

164

214

1,420

1,236

Financial liabilities

13

641

992

Current provisions

15

104

108

Trade payables and similar liabilities

17

214

240

6

19

27

18

228

266

Income tax liabilities
Other current liabilities
Current liabilities

1,206

1,633

Total equity and liabilities

6,256

7,368

Consolidated financial statements
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Haniel Group
Income statement
EUR million
Revenue

Note

2018

2017

19

4,683

4,138

Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress
Other own work capitalised

3

–5

21

17
4,150

Gross revenue

4,707

Cost of materials

2,663

2,397

Gross profit

2,044

1,753

Other operating income

20

Total operating income

32

35

2,076

1,788

Personnel expenses

21

900

747

Other operating expenses

22

627

581

EBITDA

549

460

Depreciation and amortisation
(other than of intangible assets from purchase price allocation)

248

198

Impairment of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Operating profit (EBITA)
Amortisation of intangible assets from purchase price allocation
EBIT
Result from investments accounted for at equity

3

Other investment result
Finance costs

23

Other net financial income

24

Net financial income
Profit before taxes
Income tax expenses
Profit after taxes
of which attributable to non-controlling interests
of which attributable to shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

25

0

9

301

253

61

39

240

214

–1,028

80

5

2

56

66

43

5

–1,036

21

–796

235

52

–13

–848

248

64

60

–912

188
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EUR million

Note

Profit after taxes
Remeasurements of defined benefit plans recognised in other comprehensive income
Deferred taxes on remeasurements of defined benefit plans recognised
in other comprehensive income

2018

2017

–848

248

–10

–7

4

2

–6

–5

Pro-rata other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss
from investments accounted for at equity

3

–19

Income and expenses recognised in equity from remeasurement of equity instruments

0

0

Deferred taxes on remeasurement of equity instruments

0

0

Remeasurement of equity instruments

0

0

–3

–24

Income and expenses recognised in equity from remeasurement
of derivative financial instruments

1

0

Reversals recognised in profit or loss

1

2

–1

–1

Remeasurement of derivative financial instruments

1

1

Income and expenses recognised in equity from remeasurement of debt instruments

0

Reversals recognised in profit or loss

0

Deferred taxes on remeasurement of debt instruments

0

Remeasurement of debt instruments

0

Remeasurements of defined benefit plans

Total other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss

Deferred taxes on remeasurement of derivative financial instruments

Income and expenses recognised in equity from remeasurement
of financial assets available for sale

0

Reversals recognised in profit or loss

–4

Deferred taxes on remeasurement of financial assets available for sale

1

Remeasurement of financial assets available for sale

–3

Income and expenses recognised in equity from foreign currency translation

18

Reversals recognised in profit or loss
Currency translation effects
Income and expenses recognised in equity from changes recognised directly in equity of
investments accounted for at equity

–76

0

1

18

–75

–23

–56

Reversals recognised in profit or loss

64

12

Other comprehensive income from investments accounted for at equity

41

–44

Total other comprehensive income to be reclassified to profit or loss
and reversals recognised in profit or loss

60

–121

57

–145

Total other comprehensive income
of which attributable to non-controlling interests
of which attributable to shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Comprehensive income
of which attributable to non-controlling interests
of which attributable to shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

12

5

–18

52

–127

–791

103

69

42

–860

61
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Haniel Group
Statement of changes in equity
CHANGES IN 2018
EUR million

As at 1 Jan. 2018
before adjustments

Subscribed
capital

Capital
reserve

Accumulated
other com
prehensive
income

Retained
earnings

Treasury
shares

Equity of
shareholders
of Franz
Haniel & Cie.
GmbH

Non-con
trolling
interests

Equity

1,000

678

–538

3,033

–19

4,154

345

4,499

–2

8

6

2

8

1,000

678

–540

3,041

–19

4,160

347

4,507

–60

–60

–20

–80

–32

0

Changes in account
ing and valuation
principles
As at 1 Jan. 2018
Dividends
Changes in the scope
of consolidation

32

Changes in shares
in companies already
consolidated

0

Capital measures

0

Changes in
treasury shares

–4

Comprehensive
income

52

of which profit
after taxes
of which other
comprehensive
income
As at 31 Dec. 2018

0

0
–2

–4

–2
–4

–912

–860

69

–791

–912

–912

64

–848

52

52

5

57

3,236

394

3,630

1,000

678

–456

2,037

–23

Subscribed
capital

Capital
reserve

Accumulated
other com
prehensive
income

Retained
earnings

Treasury
shares

Equity of
shareholders
of Franz
Haniel & Cie.
GmbH

Non-con
trolling
interests

Equity

1,000

678

–426

2,753

–15

CHANGES IN 2017
EUR million

As at 1 Jan. 2017
Dividends

3,990

258

4,248

–50

–50

–19

–69

Changes in the scope
of consolidation

10

–10

0

Changes in shares
in companies already
consolidated

5

152

157

Capital measures
Changes in
treasury shares

–4

Comprehensive
income

–127

of which profit
after taxes
of which other
comprehensive
income
As at 31 Dec. 2017

678

–538

64

221

0

0

–4

–4

188

61

42

103

188

188

60

248

–127
1,000

0

3,033

For further explanatory comments concerning equity, see note 12.

–19

–127

–18

–145

4,154

345

4,499
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Haniel Group
Statement of cash flows

Note

Profit after taxes

2018

2017

–848

248

Depreciation and amortisation, impairment losses and reversals on non-current assets

309

246

Change in pension provisions and other non-current provisions

–11

17

–1

–70

1,107

2

Income / expenses from changes in deferred taxes
Non-cash income / expenses and dividends of investments accounted for at equity
Gains / losses from the disposal of non-current assets and consolidated companies
and from remeasurement for changes in shares

–6

–8

Other non-cash income / expenses and other payments

–28

52

Haniel cash flow

522

487

–100

–26

Change in inventories, receivables and similar assets
Change in current non-interest-bearing liabilities, current provisions and similar liabilities

–42

1

Cash flow from operating activities

380

462

Proceeds from the disposal of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and other assets

227

843

Payments for investments in property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and other assets

–284

–252

Proceeds from the disposal of consolidated companies and other business units
Payments for acquisitions of consolidated companies and other business units
Cash flow from investing activities
Proceeds from contributions to equity
Payments to shareholders
Payments from changes in shares in companies already consolidated
Proceeds from issuance of financial liabilities
Repayments of financial liabilities
Cash flow from financing activities

–1

22

–58

–916

–116

–303

0

0

–96

–73

0

0

1,163

1,070

–1,281

–1,350

–214

–353

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

68

265

Increase / decrease in cash and cash equivalents

50

–194

Non-cash increase / decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

30

–2

–3

116

68

The cash flow from operating activities includes dividends received in the amount of EUR 79 million (previous
year: EUR 86 million), interest income of EUR 6 million (previous year: EUR 25 million) and interest payments of
EUR 52 million (previous year: EUR 66 million). EUR 56 million were paid in income taxes (previous year: EUR 67
million).
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Notes to the consolidated
financial statements
A. Segment reporting
2018 BY DIVISION
EUR million

Segment revenue from
external customers

Bekaert
Deslee

CWSboco

ELG

318

1,140

1,811

123

110

1,181
–1

0

318

1,141

1,811

123

110

1,181

0

0

0

–1

4,683

21

140

33

3

11

133

0

0

–40

0

301

–1

–707

–321

17

3

1

6

25

–10

56

1

47

–8

43

104

–117

–796

Segment revenue from trans
actions with other segments
Revenue
Operating profit (EBITA)

Optimar ROVEMA

TAKKT Investment Investment
CECONOMY
METRO

1

Finance costs

8

6

Other net financial income

1

2

Profit before taxes

6

110

15

–7

4

117

22

226

15

8

9

27

Material non-cash income (+)
and expenses (–) other
than depreciation and
amortisation
Total assets
of which carrying
amount of investments
accounted for at equity
of which goodwill
Financial liabilities
Recognised investments
in non-current segment
assets
Average number of
employees (headcount)

Consolidation

Group

4,683

1

Result from investments
accounted for at equity

Depreciation and amortisa
tion of segment assets

Holding
and
other
compa
nies

–707

–321

–1,028

2

309

2

–23

–4

1

3

–15

–672

–356

46

–24

–1,042

557

1,724

857

239

285

1,115

256

734

2,664

–2,175

6,256

1

256

734

144

771

87

103

132

647

183

480

415

77

74

154

0

0

633

–626

1,390

14

202

28

5

5

86

0

0

14

–3

351

2,876

10,585

1,343

422

676

2,718

0

0

204

5

3

999
1,884

18,824

See note 31 for a description of the segments.
2018 BY REGION
EUR million

Belgium

Germany

France

United
Kingdom

Netherlands

Norway

Switzer
land

USA

Other
countries

Total

Segment revenue from external
customers, by location of
company

219

1,167

197

347

536

108

167

1,269

673

4,683

Non-current intangible assets
and property, plant and equip
ment

198

1,628

7

98

132

190

86

526

433

3,298
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2017 BY DIVISION

Segment revenue from
external customers

Bekaert CWS-boco
Deslee

ELG

Optimar

ROVEMA

TAKKT

20

1,115

Operating profit (EBITA)
Result from investments
accounted for at equity
Finance costs

–1

0

337

970

1,696

0

20

1,116

0

0

–1

4,138

38

68

49

0

3

134

0

–39

0

253

–1

80

6

19

36

–13

66

1
10
–2

1
46

30

Depreciation and amortisa
tion of segment assets

24

167

16

of which goodwill
Financial liabilities
Recognised investments
in non-current
segment assets
Average number of
employees (headcount)

4,138

1

16

of which carrying
amount of investments
accounted for at equity

Group

1,696

Other net financial income

Total assets

Consolidation

970

Profit before taxes

Material non-cash
income (+) and expenses (–)
other than depreciation
and amortisation

Holding
and other
companies

337

Segment revenue from
transactions with other
segments
Revenue

Investments
CECONOMY
and METRO

8
0

2

115

1

27

80

80
15

–9

5

29

–83

235

2

237

–3

–35

–30

3

80

13

14

42

554

1,759

770

268

289

1,005

2,467

2,561

–2,305

7,368

1

2,467

138

768

86

101

133

594

170

506

311

72

67

138

0

1,057

–826

1,495

19

1,093

16

196

237

31

0

996

–988

1,600

2,677

10,768

1,240

375

649

2,566

0

206

6

2,474
1,820

18,481

2017 BY REGION
EUR million

Belgium

Germany

France

United
Kingdom

Netherlands

Switzer
land

USA

Other
countries

Total

Segment revenue from external customers,
by location of company

185

966

167

293

536

166

1,216

609

4,138

Non-current intangible assets and property,
plant and equipment

207

1,622

7

78

141

83

505

618

3,261

Consolidated financial statements
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B. General basis of presentation

Accounting principles
The consolidated financial statements of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH for the year ended 31 December 2018 have
been prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) in effect on the re
porting date and adopted by the Commission of the European Union, and in accordance with the supplementary
requirements applicable under section 315e (1) HGB (Handelsgesetzbuch – German Commercial Code). Franz
Haniel & Cie. GmbH is domiciled in Duisburg, Germany, and entered in the commercial register of the Duisburg
Local Court (Amtsgericht) under number HR B 25. These consolidated financial statements were prepared by the
Management Board on 11 March 2019. They were approved by the Supervisory Board at its meeting on 9 April
2019.
The reporting currency is the euro; figures are shown in EUR million. In rare cases, this can give rise to round
ing differences. For enhanced transparency of presentation, certain items in the statement of financial position
and the income statement have been combined. These are explained in the notes. In accordance with IAS 1, the
statement of financial position has been classified into non-current and current items. The income statement
has been prepared using the nature of expense method.
New accounting standards and interpretations
The following standards and interpretations that were revised or newly-issued by the IASB (International
Accounting Standards Board) or the IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC), as adopted by the Commission
of the European Union, were applicable for the first time beginning with the 2018 financial year:
IFRS 9 (2014): “Financial Instruments”
IFRS 15 (2014): “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”
Amendments to IFRS 2 (2016): “Classification and Measurement of Share-based Payment Transactions”
Amendments to IFRS 4 (2016): “Applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts”
Clarifications to IFRS 15 (2016): “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2014–2016 Cycle (2016)
Amendments to IAS 40 (2016): “Transfers of Investment Property”
IFRIC 22 (2016): “Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration”
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IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 became applicable for the first time as at 1 January 2018. The table below presents an
overview of the effects on the consolidated statement of financial position:
EUR million

31 Dec. 2017

Adjustments
IFRS 9

Financial assets

97

–3

Other non-current assets

48

Deferred taxes

97

Adjustments
IFRS 15

1. Jan. 2018

Assets

Inventories

94
16

1

561

64

1

99

1

562

–2

18

–2

Equity of shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

8

4,160

Non-controlling interests

4,154
345

2

347

Deferred taxes

214

4

218

Current provisions

108

–2

106

Trade payables and similar liabilities

240

3

243

Other current liabilities

266

3

269

–2

18

IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”
Compared to the previously applicable IAS 39, IFRS 9 contains new guidelines on the classification and measure
ment of financial assets. In addition, IFRS 9 changes the requirements on the application of hedge accounting
and introduces new disclosure requirements in the notes to the consolidated financial statements. IFRS 9 was
introduced by the Haniel Group retrospectively, without adjustment to prior-year comparative figures. Please
refer to the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017 for information on how prior-year figures
were calculated. The following presents the material effects from the first-time application:
Classification and measurement
The first-time application of IFRS 9 resulted in a change in the classification and subsequent measurement of
financial assets. The assets reported by the Haniel Group as at 31 December 2017 were reclassified on the basis
of a review of the business model within which the financial assets are held and their contractual cash flow
characteristics. The following presents a description of the material reclassifications within the Haniel Group:
Financial assets with a carrying amount of EUR 71 million, which were classified as available-for-sale financial
assets in accordance with IAS 39, with changes in fair value recognised in equity (accumulated other com
prehensive income), are classified as debt instruments measured at amortised cost in accordance with IFRS 9.
This reclassification resulted in the reduction of financial assets by EUR 3 million and equity by EUR 2 million.
The reclassified financial assets were completely derecognised during the financial year.
Financial assets with a carrying amount of EUR 14 million, which have been classified at fair value through profit
or loss under the fair value option provided in IAS 39, are now classified as debt instruments measured at fair
value through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9.

Consolidated financial statements
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Financial assets with a carrying amount of EUR 4 million, which were classified in accordance with IAS 39 as
available-for-sale financial assets, with changes in fair value recognised in equity (accumulated other com
prehensive income), are now classified in accordance with IFRS 9 as equity instruments measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income. When these financial assets are sold in future, the changes in fair value
recognised in equity will not be reclassified to the income statement.
Financial assets with a carrying amount of EUR 8 million, which had been classified as loans and receivables
under IAS 39, are classified under IFRS 9 as debt instruments measured at amortised cost. This did not result in
any adjustments to the measured amounts.
Impairment
Moreover, IFRS 9 introduces the expected credit losses model as the new impairment model for financial
assets. In principle, the credit losses expected to occur (ECL) are taken into account when the financial asset is
recognised for the first time, resulting in an earlier recognition of impairment. The following financial assets in
the Haniel consolidated statement of financial position are generally affected by this new model:
–
–
–
–
–

Trade receivables
Assets from construction contracts
Assets from other contracts with customers
Debt instruments measured at amortised cost
Debt instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income

To determine the expected credit loss for debt instruments subsequently measured at amortised cost, each
financial instrument is assigned a ratings-based likelihood of default and a default ratio which is customary for
the relevant market. There was no change in the expected credit loss as at the date on which the standard was
applied for the first time.
After taking into account EUR 1 million in deferred taxes, the EUR 3 million in total effects from classification,
measurement and impairment resulted in a net reduction of Group equity by EUR 2 million.
Hedge accounting
The IFRS 9-rules relating to hedge accounting have no effect on the Haniel Group.
Overall, IFRS 9 did not result in any material changes to the income statement.
IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”
IFRS 15 combines the previously existing provisions on revenue recognition into a single standard. Starting from
a five-step model, IFRS 15 contains detailed guidelines on the timing and amount of revenue recognition. During
its transition to IFRS 15, Haniel exercised the modified initial application option, whereby cumulative adjust
ments were recognised in retained earnings as at 1 January 2018. No comparative information in accordance with
IFRS 15 is presented. Please refer to the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017 for informa
tion on how prior-year figures were calculated.
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The application of the new standard in the Haniel Group results in only minor changes on an aggregate basis
with respect to the timing and amount of the revenue recognised. The adjustments made in the course of the
first-time application of IFRS 15 affected Group equity as at 1 January 2018 as follows:
In the CWS-boco division, the costs of obtaining a contract, which were previously recognised directly as an
expense, must be recognised as an asset and amortised over the expected contractual term. This resulted in an
increase in Group equity by EUR 12 million as at 1 January 2018.
Furthermore, the CWS-boco division was required to recognise non-refundable fees incurred in relation to the
division’s initial establishment – which had previously been recognised directly in revenue – as liabilities from
other contracts with customers, to be amortised over the term of the contract. This resulted in a decrease in
Group equity by EUR 2 million as at 1 January 2018.

The first-time application of additional new or revised standards did not give rise to any effects on the presenta
tion of the Haniel Group’s net assets, financial position, and results of operations.
The IASB and the IFRS IC have issued new and amended rules whose application is not mandatory for the Haniel
Group until financial year 2019 or later. For these standards to be applicable, the required endorsement by the
Commission of the European Union is still pending in some cases. The relevant Standards and Interpretations are:
Standard / Interpretation

Effective
date

Endorsed by the Commission of the European Union
IFRS 16 (2015): “Leases”

2019

Amendments to IFRS 9 (2017): “Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation”

2019

Amendments to IAS 28 (2017): “Long-term Interests in Associates and Joint Ventures”

2019

IFRIC 23 (2017): “Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments”

2019

Not yet endorsed by the Commission of the European Union
IFRS 14 (2014): “Regulatory Deferral Accounts”

–

IFRS 17 (2017): “Insurance Contracts”

2021

Amendments to IFRS 3 (2018): “Definition of Business”

2020

Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 (2014): “Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint Venture”

–

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015 – 2017 Cycle (2017)

2019

Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 (2018): “Definition of Material”

2020

Amendments to IAS 19 (2018): “Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement”

2019

Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards

2020

The option of early application of standards already issued was not exercised. Currently there are also no plans
to apply any of the standards issued by the IASB early. With the exception of the revised standards described
below, the Haniel Group does not foresee any effects from the initial application of the aforementioned standards
on presentation of the Group’s net assets, financial position, and results of operations.
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Overall, IFRS 15 did not result in any material changes to the income statement.
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Compared to the current IAS 17, in future IFRS 16 will have extensive effects on lease accounting at the lessee.
While the lessee had previously recognised assets only for those lease transactions in which the lessee had the
significant risks and rewards from the lease transaction, henceforth the lessee must generally recognise a rightof-use asset and a corresponding lease liability for all lease transactions. During its transition to IFRS 16 as at
1 January 2019, the Haniel Group applied the modified retrospective method, which offers the practical expedient
under which the right-of-use assets subject to initial recognition are generally recognised at the value of the
corresponding liability. The practical expedients for short-term leases and leases for which the underlying asset
is of low value were applied. Prior-period comparative figures were not restated. In the Haniel Group, this will
result in an increase in property, plant and equipment by EUR 220 million and financial liabilities by EUR 233 million.
It will also result in a reduction on other provisions by EUR 11 million and other liabilities by EUR 2 million.
In the income statement, it will improve the operating profit slightly because a portion of the previous expenses
from operating leases will be recognised as finance costs in net financial income going forward. This is expected
to result in no material effects on profit after taxes. In the statement of cash flows, cash flow from operating
activities will improve, while cash flow from financing activities will decrease. This is because going forward
certain lease payments will be presented as repayments of financial liabilities and only the interest cost will
continue to be classified under cash flow from operating activities. IFRS 16 also imposes new disclosure require
ments in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
Consolidation principles
Subsidiaries directly or indirectly controlled by Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH in accordance with IFRS 10 are fully
consolidated in the consolidated financial statements. Control exists if Haniel has power over another entity,
is exposed to variable returns from its involvement, such as interest or profit sharing, and can use its power to
affect these returns.
Joint ventures as defined by IFRS 11 and associates as defined by IAS 28 are accounted for using the equity
method. In the case of joint ventures, the Haniel Group exercises joint control with partners and has an interest
in the net assets and / or profits of the joint venture. Associates are companies on which significant influence is
exercised. This is normally assumed to be the case with an equity investment of between 20 and 50 per cent.
To the extent the Haniel Group has an interest in a joint operation as a joint operator, the joint operation’s assets
and liabilities as well as income and expenses that relate to Haniel’s interest are recognised in Haniel’s consoli
dated financial statements.
The reporting date for the separate financial statements of the consolidated subsidiaries is identical with the
date for the consolidated financial statements, namely 31 December 2018. The separate financial statements of
the domestic and foreign subsidiaries consolidated are prepared in accordance with uniform accounting policies.
Acquisitions are accounted for using the acquisition method on the basis of the fair values as at the date control
was obtained (IFRS 3). The portion of the consideration that was transferred in expectation of future positive cash
flows from the acquisition and that cannot be allocated to identified or identifiable assets as part of their remea
surement to fair value is reported as goodwill under intangible assets. The full goodwill method was not applied.
Non-controlling interests are therefore measured at the proportionate fair value of the identifiable net assets.
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In accordance with IFRS 3, goodwill is not amortised. Rather, a write-down to the lower recoverable amount is
made if necessary depending on the results of an annual impairment test, or an interim test if there are indica
tions of impairment (triggering events). The recoverable amount corresponds to the higher of the value in use
and the fair value less costs of disposal. Any goodwill impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss.

Intra-Group profits and losses, sales, income and expenses as well as receivables and payables between
companies included in the consolidated financial statements are eliminated. Intercompany profits and losses
contained in non-current assets and inventories from intra-Group transactions are adjusted to the extent that
they are not of minor significance.
Scope of consolidation
Aside from Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, 231 domestic and foreign companies were included in full in the consoli
dated financial statements as at 31 December 2017. In the financial year, the number of subsidiaries changed as
follows:
Additions due to acquisition of shares or obtaining control

2

Additions due to new company formation

3

Disposals due to sale of shares or loss of control
Disposals due to mergers or liquidation

0
18

Accordingly, in addition to Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, a total of 218 subsidiaries are included in the consolidated
financial statements as at 31 December 2018. Of that figure, 30 companies belong to the BekaertDeslee division,
41 to CWS-boco, 46 to ELG, 5 to Optimar, 14 to ROVEMA and 71 to TAKKT. 11 subsidiaries are allocated to the
Holding and other companies segment.
In this connection, one asset leasing company is included in Haniel’s consolidated financial statements as a
subsidiary because, although Haniel does not hold the majority of the voting rights, based on the contractual
provisions it does direct activities that are significant for the amount of the returns and therefore exercises
control within the meaning of IFRS 10.
In addition, the Haniel Group leases real estate from two asset leasing companies. The corresponding agree
ments are accounted for as finance leases in accordance with IAS 17. In these arrangements and based on the
contractual provisions, the Group has neither a legal interest in the companies nor can it direct activities that are
significant for the returns. As at the reporting date, the lease liabilities to these two unconsolidated leasing com
panies presented in financial liabilities totalled EUR 12 million (previous year: EUR 14 million).

Consolidated financial statements

Transactions that change the ownership interest in a subsidiary without resulting in a loss of control are
accounted for as equity transactions. Transactions that result in a loss of control are recognised in profit or loss
as a gain or loss on disposal. If shares continue to be held after the loss of control, the remaining equity interest
is measured at fair value. Any difference between the existing carrying amount of those shares and their fair
value is included in the gain or loss on disposal.
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The Haniel Group also holds equity shares of less than 10 per cent each in venture capital funds. Under the con
tractual provisions, Haniel does not participate in the funds’ investment and disposal decisions that are material
for the returns from these involvements and thus does not exercise any control. As at the reporting date, the
carrying amount of the venture capital funds corresponding to the fair value was EUR 27 million (previous year:
EUR 14 million) and is presented in non-current financial assets. In addition to the amounts already paid-in,
Haniel committed itself to make additional capital contributions of EUR 16 million (previous year: EUR 26 million)
to the venture capital funds, which the fund managers can call in for additional investments by the funds. The
maximum loss exposure for Haniel from the venture capital funds thus corresponds to their carrying amount and
the outstanding capital contributions.
Aside from the fully consolidated subsidiaries, 8 (previous year: 7) associates are accounted for in Haniel’s
consolidated financial statements using the equity method. As in the previous year, no joint ventures are included
in the consolidated financial statements.
Foreign currency translation
Business transactions in foreign currency are translated into the functional currency in the separate financial
statements by applying the spot rate prevailing at the time of the transaction. Gains and losses arising from the
settlement of such transactions and from the translation of foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities as at
the reporting date are recognised in profit or loss.
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH’s reporting currency is the euro. The foreign currency amounts indicated in the finan
cial statements of companies outside the euro zone that are included in the consolidated financial statements
are translated using the concept of functional currency in accordance with IAS 21. Given that the subsidiaries
operate as financially, economically and organisationally independent entities, their respective local currency is
generally the functional currency. The assets and liabilities of companies outside the euro zone are translated at
the closing rate, while their income statement items are translated at average annual exchange rates. Goodwill
resulting from the acquisition of foreign companies is assigned to the acquired company and translated at the
closing rate. All resulting exchange differences are recognised in other comprehensive income. The currencies
that are most relevant for Haniel’s consolidated financial statements are:
2018
Euro

2017
Average
exchange rate

Closing rate

Average
exchange rate

Closing rate

US dollar (USD)

1.1798

1.1450

1.1272

1.1993

UK pound sterling (GBP)

0.8846

0.8945

0.8762

0.8872

Swiss franc (CHF)

1.1546

1.1269

1.1102

1.1702

Norwegian krone (NOK)

9.5962

9.9483

9.3195

9.8403

Since 1 July 2018, Argentina has been classified as a hyperinflationary economy. Therefore, IAS 29 “Financial
Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies” has been applied for Bekaert Textiles Argentina SA. The effects result
ing from this are immaterial for the Haniel Group.
Accounting policies
The consolidated financial statements are generally prepared based on historical cost. A material exception to
that are the (derivative) financial instruments measured at fair value.
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Property, plant and equipment (tangible assets) are recognised at cost less depreciation and, if applicable,
impairment losses. If the reasons for an impairment loss no longer exist, appropriate reversals are recognised,
provided that the resulting carrying amount does not exceed the depreciated cost of the asset. The cost of
internally generated property, plant and equipment includes direct costs as well as directly attributable over
heads. Allocable borrowing costs are recognised in the cost of qualifying assets.

Buildings

5 to 50 years

Technical equipment and machinery

2 to 20 years

Operating and office equipment

2 to 20 years

If, in the context of lease transactions, the Haniel Group, as a lessee, bears all material risks and rewards and is
thus regarded as the beneficial owner, the requirements for finance leases under IAS 17 are met. In these cases,
the relevant assets are capitalised at the lower of their fair value or the present value of the minimum lease pay
ments, and depreciated on a straight-line basis over the shorter of their useful life or the term of the lease. The
present value of the payment obligations resulting from the future lease instalments is recognised under current
and non-current financial liabilities. Call options exist at the end of the basic term of the lease, in line with general
market terms, for the majority of buildings leased under finance lease agreements.
In addition to the finance leases, the Haniel Group has entered into lease agreements under which the lessor
remains the beneficial owner of the leased assets (operating lease). Lease payments are recognised in profit or
loss. The lease agreements contain common rental and pre-emption provisions for the respective items leased.
Purchased intangible assets are recognised at cost less amortisation and, if applicable, impairment losses.
With the exception of goodwill, brand names and works of art with an indefinite life, all useful lives are definite.
An indefinite useful life is attributable to the Company’s intention to continue using the relevant assets.
Intangible assets with finite useful lives are generally amortised over their contractual or estimated useful lives
using the straight-line method. This period is between 2 and 20 years. Internally generated intangible assets
from which the Group is likely to benefit in future, and which can be measured reliably, are stated at their cost
of production. The cost of production includes all costs directly attributable to the development process as well
as appropriate portions of the attributable overheads. Attributable borrowing costs for qualifying assets are
included. Research and development costs are treated as current expenses if the requirements for capitalisation
of development costs under IAS 38 are not met.
In accordance with IAS 36, the carrying amount of goodwill is tested for impairment annually and upon the
occurrence of indications of impairment (triggering events), on the basis of cash-generating units or groups of
units. The Haniel Group performs the regular impairment tests during the fourth quarter of each year. As at the
reporting date, there were a total of 23 cash-generating units within the Haniel Group (previous year: 24). This
reduction was due to the reorganisation of the CWS-boco division into the three segments Hygiene Solutions,
Textile Solutions and Safety. In the context of the impairment tests, the carrying amounts of the individual or
groups of cash-generating units are compared with their recoverable amount, which is equivalent to the higher
of the value in use and the fair value less costs of disposal, determined in a second step if necessary. The fair
value is the best estimate of the amount that an independent third party would pay for the (groups of) cash-
generating units on the reporting date. Any disposal costs that would be incurred according to best estimate are
deducted.
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Property, plant and equipment, with the exception of land, are depreciated over their estimated useful lives using
the straight-line method. Depreciation is based on the following useful lives:
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The value in use is measured based on detailed plans of the future cash flows, on the basis of the cash flows
before interest and taxes, less maintenance and replacement investments and a perpetual annuity for the years
after the detailed planning period. The detailed plans are generally based on five-year financial plans adopted
by the responsible management and are used for internal purposes as well. The underlying sales trend and
the operating profit margin constitute key planning assumptions. The detailed plans are formulated accord
ing to past developments and projected market trends. The perpetual annuity is calculated based on expected
average market growth, while factoring in expected future company growth. The cash flows thus determined are
discounted at a rate reflecting the weighted average cost of capital before taxes (WACC), assigned individually
for each cash-generating unit or group of cash-generating units, to determine the value in use of the cash-
generating unit. The average cost of capital is determined using market inputs as the weighted average of the
costs of equity and debt. The cost of equity used reflects the risk-equivalent return expected from equity inves
tors with respect to the cash-generating units. The calculation also factors in parameters specific to the business
model and country-specific risk premiums that are derived based on external country ratings. The cost of debt
used represents the long-term financing terms of companies with comparable creditworthiness.
If the recoverable amount is less than the carrying amount of the individual cash-generating unit or group
of cash-generating units, an impairment loss with respect to goodwill is recognised in profit or loss and, if
applicable, as well as to other assets of the unit.
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Weighted
average cost
of capital before
taxes

Expected future
company growth
(perpetual
annuity)

Goodwill as at
31 Dec. 2018

%

%

EUR million

BekaertDeslee

7.1 to 9.6

2.0

144

CWS-boco

6.7 to 6.9

1.5

771

of which CWS-boco Hygiene Solutions

6.9

1.5

500

of which CWS-boco Textile Solutions

6.7

1.5

270

10.9 to 12.9

0.0 to 4.0

87

9.3

2.5

103

ELG
Optimar
ROVEMA
TAKKT
of which Ratioform Group

7.3

1.5

132

7.0 to 7.9

1.0 to 2.0

647

7.5

2.0

153

No regular impairment tests were performed for the Optimar and ROVEMA cash-generating units in the previous
year given the short amount of time between the respective acquisition dates and the reporting date. The table
below summarises the parameters applied in the previous year to determine the values in use in the context of
the regular impairment tests for each segment as well as for cash-generating units with significant goodwill:
Weighted
average cost
of capital before
taxes

Expected future
company growth
(perpetual
annuity)

Goodwill as at
31 Dec. 2017

EUR million

%

%

BekaertDeslee

7.3 to 9.6

2.0

138

CWS-boco

7.1 to 9.7

1.5

768

of which CWS-boco Germany

7.9

1.5

492

of which CWS-boco BeNeLux

7.7

1.5

153

10.8 to 12.3

0.0 to 4.0

ELG
Optimar
ROVEMA
TAKKT
of which Packaging Solutions Group

86
101
133

7.7 to 8.6

1.0 to 2.0

594

7.7

2.0

153
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The table below summarises the parameters applied in the financial year to determine the values in use in the
context of the regular impairment tests for each segment as well as for cash-generating units with significant
goodwill:
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In addition to goodwill, the Haniel Group also has EUR 142 million (previous year: EUR 140 million) in other
intangible assets with indefinite useful lives. These relate predominantly to brand names acquired through busi
ness combinations. Their recoverability is reviewed during impairment tests at the level of the cash-generating
units. In relation to the total carrying amount of intangible assets with indefinite useful lives, the BekaertDeslee
Americas and ROVEMA cash-generating units have significant brand names with indefinite useful lives amounting
to EUR 27 million (previous year: EUR 25 million) and EUR 26 million (previous year: EUR 26 million), respectively.
The weighted average cost of capital before taxes is 9.1 per cent (previous year: 9.5 per cent) for BekaertDeslee
Americas and 7.3 per cent for ROVEMA; the expected future company growth rate for the years after the detailed
planning period amounts to 2.0 per cent (previous year: 2.0 per cent) for BekaertDeslee Americas and 1.5
per cent for ROVEMA.
As in the previous year, there was no impairment of goodwill and no impairment losses were recognised on
intangible assets with indefinite useful lives as a result of the regular impairment tests at the level of the
cash-generating units in the financial year based on the value in use determined in accordance with IAS 36.
The evidence for recoverability at all cash-generating units is based on the value in use. The values in use as
determined in the course of the regular impairment tests were checked for plausibility using scenarios relating
to key assumptions. As in the previous year no hypothetical need for an impairment loss resulted from these
analyses, whether due to a 0.5 percentage point increase in the weighted average cost of capital before taxes,
as deemed feasible by the management, or due to a 0.25 percentage point decrease in the expected growth
rates after the detailed planning period. The same applies to a 5 per cent across-the-board reduction in cash
flows before interest and taxes in the perpetual annuity.
Associates and joint ventures are accounted for using the equity method defined in IAS 28 and IFRS 11,
respectively. Based on the acquisition cost of the shares in associates and joint ventures at the date of
acquisition, the carrying amount of the investments is increased or decreased by the Haniel Group’s share of
the post-acquisition profits or losses of the investment and other equity changes in the investment. Goodwill
included in the carrying amount and determined in accordance with the full consolidation principles is not
amortised. An impairment test is conducted if there is objective evidence of a possible impairment of the total
carrying amount of the investment.
Financial assets include in particular investments (equity instruments), securities and loans (debt instruments).
The classification of financial assets upon initial recognition depends on the contractual cash flow characteristics
of the financial assets and the underlying business model according to which they are managed. Since the cash
flow characteristics of equity instruments do not consist exclusively of interest and repayments of outstanding
principal, they must generally be subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss. An exception to this
is made for equity instruments which are not held for trading purposes; upon initial recognition, the Group may
exercise the option to irrevocably classify such instruments as subject to subsequent measurement at fair value
through other comprehensive income. Depending on the underlying business model, debt instruments whose
cash flow characteristics consist exclusively of interest and repayments of outstanding principal are classified as
subsequently measured either at amortised cost (“hold”) or at fair value through other comprehensive income
(“hold and sell”). All remaining debt instruments are subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss,
as is generally the case with equity instruments. The classification is determined at the date of acquisition and
reviewed as of each reporting date. Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value and, provided they are
not subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss, plus transaction costs.
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Debt instruments which are subsequently measured at amortised cost are accounted for using the effective
interest method. In the Haniel Group, this category also includes listed bonds and commercial paper. They are
also subject to the impairment requirements set out in IFRS 9. To determine the expected credit loss for debt
instruments subsequently measured at amortised cost, each financial instrument is assigned a ratings-based
likelihood of default and a default ratio which is customary for the relevant market. The Haniel Group applies
the practical expedient for financial instruments with low credit risk when assessing whether the credit risk
has materially increased since initial recognition. The credit risk allowance to be recognised for these financial
assets is calculated based on the 12-month ECL.

Equity instruments, debt instruments and derivatives measured at fair value through profit or loss are sub
sequently measured at fair value as at the reporting date, with fair value changes recognised in the income
statement in this instance. Any transaction costs are recognised in profit or loss upon posting. Financial assets
in this measurement category are not subject to the impairment requirements of IFRS 9. In the Haniel Group,
mostly venture capital funds and derivatives for which no formal hedge accounting is applied are classified
under this measurement category.
If the option to measure equity instruments which are not held for trading purposes at fair value through other
comprehensive income is irrevocably exercised upon initial recognition, the resulting unrealised gains and losses
and deferred taxes thereon are recognised in other comprehensive income. The changes in value recognised in
other comprehensive income are not reclassified to profit or loss. By contrast, dividend payments are recognised
through profit or loss. Financial assets in this measurement category are not subject to the impairment require
ments of IFRS 9. This option, which is exercised on a case-by-case basis, is exercised by the Haniel Group solely
for non-listed investments in corporations.

Consolidated financial statements

Debt instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income are subsequently measured at
fair value as at the reporting date. Changes in value are reported under other comprehensive income. Financial
assets in this measurement category are subject to the impairment requirements of IFRS 9. The Haniel Group
reports trade receivables eligible for forfaiting under that category.
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Regular way sales and purchases of non-derivative financial assets of all categories are recognised as at the
settlement date.
Financial assets and liabilities are presented at net in the statement of financial position if there is a legal right to
offset at the present time. In addition, there must be an intention to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset
and settle the related liability simultaneously. Otherwise, the financial assets and liabilities are presented at gross
in the statement of financial position.
Inventories are stated at cost in general. In addition to the direct material and production costs, production-
related portions of the required material and production overheads, as well as depreciation of property, plant and
equipment attributable to production, and amortisation of intangible assets are included. Borrowing costs are not
taken into account. If acquisition or production costs exceed the net realisable value at the end of the financial
year, inventories are written down accordingly. Depending on the specific circumstances of each division, different
inventory cost formulas are applied. Normally, the costs of inventories are assigned by using a weighted average
or a first-in, first-out (FIFO) cost formula. In addition, the standard cost method is also applied.
Trade receivables and other current assets are initially recognised at the transaction price, which corresponds
to the consideration paid in exchange for the transfer of goods or rendering of services to a customer. They are
subsequently measured at amortised cost in accordance with the effective interest method. The performance
obligations in relation to assets from construction contracts and assets from other contracts with
c ustomers are satisfied over a certain period. Revenue and profits from long-term contracts are recognised
relative to the percentage of completion of the respective project. The percentage of completion is calculated as
the ratio of the contract costs already incurred up to the end of the financial year to the estimated total project
costs (cost-to-cost method) or the work hours performed up to the end of the financial year and estimated hours
planned. If the cumulative performance per contract (contract costs and contract results) exceeds the prepay
ments received, the construction contracts are reported as assets. If a negative net amount remains after the
prepayments received, this amount is recognised as a liability from construction costs. Losses on long-term
contracts with customers are immediately recognised in full in the financial year in which the loss was identified,
irrespective of the stage of completion. An expected credit loss allowance is recognised immediately upon initial
recognition before any losses are actually incurred. The simplified approach is applied, under which the valuation
allowance is calculated on the basis of the ECL over the entire term of the contract. Allowances are calculated
based on historical experience and current expectations as to credit losses, with adequate methods being applied
to reflect the different business activities of the divisions.
Tax assets and tax liabilities are recognised at the amount expected to be reimbursed from or paid to the
tax authorities.
Derivative financial instruments, such as forward contracts, options and swaps, are generally used for
hedging purposes to minimise exchange rate, interest rate and other market price risks arising from the
operating business and / or from the associated financing requirements. Under IFRS 9, all derivative financial
instruments must be recognised at their fair values, irrespective of the purpose or intention for which they were
concluded. Changes in the fair values of derivative financial instruments to which hedge accounting applies are
reported either in the income statement (fair value hedge) or, in the case of a cash flow hedge, in other compre
hensive income, taking deferred taxes into account. Derivative financial instruments which are not subjected to
hedge accounting are classified as equity instruments, debt instruments and derivatives measured at fair value
through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9.4.1.4.
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Derivatives used to hedge items in the statement of financial position are referred to as fair value hedges. The
gains and losses from the fair value measurement of the hedging instruments are recognised in profit or loss. The
changes in value of the underlyings attributable to the hedged risk are also recognised in profit or loss as adjust
ments to the carrying amounts. Derivatives used to hedge against future cash flow risks from existing or planned
transactions are referred to as cash flow hedges. The changes in fair values of the derivatives attributable to the
effective portion of the hedge are initially reported in other comprehensive income. Prior to 31 December 2017,
a transfer to the income statement was made in accordance with IAS 39 at the time the hedged item impacted
profit or loss. From 1 January 2018 onwards, in accordance with IFRS 9 the treatment of amounts recognised
under other comprehensive income depends on the nature of the underlying hedged item. If the hedged trans
action results in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a non-financial liability, the amount recognised under
other comprehensive income is included in the calculation of the acquisition costs or the carrying amount. For all
other types of hedged items, the amount is reclassified to the income statement at the same time as the impact
of the hedged item on profit or loss. The changes in the fair values of the derivatives attributable to the ineffec
tive portion of the hedge are immediately recognised in the income statement. In cases where hedge accounting
is not applied, the changes in the fair value of derivative financial instruments are immediately recognised in
profit or loss.
Non-current assets and groups of assets are classified as held for sale if their carrying amounts are mainly
derived from their potential sale and not from their ongoing use. This condition is deemed to be fulfilled if,
among other things, the sale is highly probable, the asset or the group of assets is available for immediate sale
and the sale is expected to be completed within one year starting from the time of the classification.
Non-current assets and groups of assets classified as held for sale are no longer depreciated as from the
reclassification date but measured at the lower of the carrying amount and the fair value less costs to sell.
These fair values are normally determined based on concluded purchase contracts or purchase price offers that
are already sufficiently specific. Assets and groups of assets and their respective liabilities (disposal groups) held
for sale are shown separately from other assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position, each as a
separate current item, as from the reclassification date. The previous year’s figures in the statement of financial
position are not adjusted to reflect reclassifications. If the disposal group comprises a material business segment
or operation, the profit or loss after taxes from discontinued operations is reported separately in the income
statement. The previous year’s income statement is adjusted accordingly. The profit after taxes from discontinued
operations comprises the operation’s current earnings, the result of the measurement described above, and the
gain or loss on disposal. In the statement of cash flows, the incoming and outgoing payments of the discontinued
operations are presented together with the corresponding payments of the continuing operations.
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Deferred taxes are recognised for temporary differences between the values in the tax accounts of the individual
companies and the carrying amounts in the consolidated statement of financial position – with the exception of
goodwill that is not deductible for tax purposes – as well as for tax loss carryforwards. Deferred tax assets are
recognised only if their realisation is ensured with reasonable certainty. Deferred taxes are determined on the
basis of the tax rates that will be in effect in future under current legislation. Deferred tax assets and liabilities
are offset in accordance with IAS 12 if there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against
current tax liabilities and the deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to taxes levied by the same tax authority
for the same taxable entity.
In accordance with IAS 19, provisions for pensions and similar obligations are determined using the actuarial
projected unit credit method. In addition to biometric calculation principles, this method primarily takes into
account the current long-term capital market interest rate as well as assumptions about future increases in
salaries and pensions. Remeasurements are recognised directly in other comprehensive income in their full
amount. These amounts are not reclassified to profit or loss. Remeasurements comprise actuarial gains and
losses as well as the difference between the actual return on plan assets and the expected return recognised in
net interest expense. In addition, effects from an asset ceiling may be included in the remeasurement. The net
interest expense presented in the finance costs includes the expense from compounding the present value of
defined benefit obligations and the expected return on plan assets.
With the exception of provisions for personnel calculated in accordance with IAS 19 or IFRS 2, all other
p rovisions are recognised on the basis of IAS 37 if there is a present legal or constructive obligation as a result
of past business transactions or events. The outflow of resources embodying economic benefits required to
settle the obligation must be probable, and it must be possible to estimate the amount reliably. Provisions with
a maturity of more than one year are discounted at market interest rates that are in line with the risk and the
period until settlement.
Financial liabilities, with the exception of derivative financial instruments, contingent consideration from busi
ness combinations, and financial liabilities held for trading, are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction
costs and subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Liabilities under finance leases are
recognised in the amount of the present value of the future lease payments, taking into account the interest rate
that was used as the basis at the time the lease was signed, as well as the repayments on principal made in the
meantime.
Portions of assets and liabilities originally recognised as non-current with a remaining maturity of less than one
year are generally reported under current items in the statement of financial position.
Revenue comprises revenues from contracts with customers, less discounts and rebates. Revenue is generally
recognised when control over the products or services transfers to the customer. This occurs either at a cer
tain point in time or over a certain period of time. A product or service is deemed to be transferred once the
customer has obtained control over such assets. This is the case when the customer has the ability to use the
asset and direct its further use. The Haniel Group manufactures and sells a variety of products and services
through its divisions. While the BekaertDeslee, ELG and TAKKT divisions tend to satisfy their performance obli
gations at a certain point in time, the CWS-boco, Optimar and ROVEMA divisions satisfy their performance obli
gations primarily over a certain period of time. BekaertDeslee generates revenue by producing mattress textiles
and covers; ELG generates revenue through the trading, processing and recycling of stainless steel scrap and
superalloys; and TAKKT generates revenue as a B2B direct marketing specialist that sells business equipment.
CWS-boco generates revenue from services for washroom hygiene and textile solutions, while Optimar and
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ROVEMA manufacture customised fish handling systems and packaging machines and equipment. In general,
input-oriented methods are used to determine the degree of completion for performance obligations satis
fied over a period of time. The various products and services are sold at customary payment terms and do not
comprise any financing components. The consideration received does not comprise any variable purchase price
components. The customers’ rights of return are taken into account through the recognition of an asset from
return claims and the recognition of a reimbursement liability. If amounts are collected as an agent for third
parties, such amounts are not revenue because they do not represent an inflow of economic benefits. Only the
compensation for brokering the business is accounted for as revenue in such transactions.

Dividends are recognised when a legal right to receive payment is established. Interest income and interest
expenses not requiring capitalisation in accordance with IAS 23 are recognised in the proper period using the
effective interest method.
In accordance with IAS 20, government grants are recognised at fair value only if there is reasonable assurance
that the company will comply with the conditions attaching to them and that the grants will be received. Grants
received as compensation for expenses are recognised as income in the same period in which such expenses are
incurred. Grants received for the acquisition or production of assets are deferred as a general rule.
Advertising costs are expensed as soon as there is a right to access the advertising material or services were
received in connection with the advertising activities.
The consolidated financial statements are prepared on the basis of certain assumptions and estimates
which have an effect on the amount and presentation of the reported assets, liabilities, income, expenses and
contingent liabilities. The assumptions and estimates primarily concern the items set forth below.
Goodwill arises in the course of business combinations. All identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities
are measured at fair value upon first-time consolidation. The recognised fair values represent key estimates.
If intangible assets are identified, the fair value is determined by recognised valuation methods depending on
the type of asset. These valuations are closely related to the management’s assumptions concerning the future
development of the assets and the applied discount rates. Similar assumptions are necessary in the accounting
and valuation of investments accounted for at equity.
In addition to the determination of fair values of the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired, the
valuation of contingent consideration for business combinations is based on estimates and assumptions made
by the management regarding the future development of the acquired entity. If the actual development of
the entity in the future deviates from the expected development, this may affect the amount of contingent
consideration and the profit after taxes.
Impairment tests of goodwill, other intangible assets with indefinite useful lives and investments are based on
forward-looking assumptions. Paying due regard to past developments and assumptions concerning the future
development of markets, the test is generally performed on the basis of a five-year planning period. The key
assumptions when assessing impairment are estimated growth rates after the detailed planning period, weighted
average cost of capital and tax rates. Further key planning assumptions relate to the future sales trend and the
operating profit margin. The premises above and the underlying calculation model can significantly influence the
individual values and ultimately the amount of a possible impairment.
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The allowance for expected credit losses in relation to trade receivables is calculated primarily on the basis
of estimates and assumptions. For instance, at every reporting date an analysis of allowances is conducted
to measure the expected credit losses. The rates used to derive the allowances are based on days overdue
for groups of various customer segments with similar loss patterns (i.e., by geographical region, product type,
customer type and rating, and coverage by guarantee credits and similar forms of credit insurance). The
calculation reflects the probability-weighted result, the time value of money and appropriate and supported
information that is available at the reporting date pertaining to past events, current conditions and forecasts of
future economic conditions. Actual cash inflows may deviate from the carrying amounts recognised in respect
of the receivables. In addition, when assessing customer-specific construction contracts, the timing and amount
of revenue and profit recognition depend on assumptions made by the management.
The key assumptions and estimates for the measurement of provisions, especially those for pensions, real estate,
litigations, pending losses, those related to business combinations and disposals and restructuring measures,
concern the probability of the provisions being used, the amount of the obligation and, in the case of non-current
provisions, the interest rates applied. In addition, pension obligations under defined benefit plans require actuarial
assumptions regarding salary growth and pension growth, life expectancies and employee turnover. The actual
development, and hence actual payments due in the future, may deviate from the expected development and the
recognised provisions.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured on the basis of assumptions and estimates made by manage
ment. In addition to the interpretation of the tax regulations applicable to the taxable entity concerned, the key
factor in the calculation of deferred tax assets in respect of temporary differences and tax loss carryforwards
is an assessment of the likelihood that adequate taxable income will be generated in future or that appropriate
tax strategies for utilising tax loss carryforwards will be implemented.
All assumptions and estimates are based on the circumstances prevailing on the reporting date. Future events
and changes in general circumstances often give rise to differences between the actual amounts and the
estimates. This also applies in particular to obligations whose existence, amount and timing of occurrence are
uncertain. In case of differences, the assumptions and, if necessary, the carrying amounts of the assets and
liabilities affected are adjusted accordingly.
At the time the consolidated financial statements were prepared, there was no indication of any material
changes affecting the underlying assumptions and estimates.
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C.	Notes to the statement of
financial position
1 Property, plant and equipment
EUR million

Land, buildings
and similar assets

Technical
equipment and
machinery

Operating
Prepayments
and office and assets under
equipment
construction

547

421

491

12

1,471

548

421

491

12

1,472

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

3

2

Additions to scope of consolidation

2

Total

Cost
Adjustment initial consolidation
As at 1 Jan. 2018

Additions
Reclassifications
Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2018

1

12

1
5
2
21

184

21
–5

238

1

3

1

12

15

136

554

432

540

28

1,554

254

249

239

1

743

2

1

17

32

0
163

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 Jan. 2018
Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Depreciation

3
185

234

Impairments

0

Reversals of impairment losses

0

Reclassifications
Disposals

0
5

14

135

268

268

289

1

826

As at 31 Dec. 2018

286

164

251

27

728

As at 1 Jan. 2018

293

172

252

11

728

As at 31 Dec. 2018

154

Net carrying amounts

Property, plant and equipment includes assets totalling EUR 30 million (previous year: EUR 34 million) recognised
based on finance leases. Of this amount, EUR 27 million (previous year: EUR 30 million) relates to land, build
ings and similar assets, EUR 2 million (previous year: EUR 2 million) to technical equipment and machinery, and
EUR 1 million (previous year: EUR 2 million) to operating and office equipment. As in the previous year, no further
individual non-cash investments were made in property, plant and equipment (finance leases).
Additions to scope of consolidation during the financial year resulted from acquisitions by the TAKKT division.
Business combinations in the financial year are explained under note 29. As in the previous year, the additions
and disposals during the financial year relate primarily to textiles and hand towel dispensers to be rented out by
the CWS-boco division.
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EUR million

Land, buildings
and similar assets

Technical
equipment and
machinery

Operating
Prepayments
and office and assets under
equipment
construction

As at 1 Jan. 2017

528

385

445

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

–15

–12

–4

Additions to scope of consolidation

41

31

89

Additions

10

29

1

14

18

26

203

547

421

491

12

1,471

0

794

Total

Cost

Reclassifications
Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2017

12

1,370

7

168

162

10

211

2

–17

–31

0
247

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 Jan. 2017

252

246

296

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

–7

–6

–3

–16

Depreciation

17

29

141

187

Impairments

1

1

1

Reversals of impairment losses
Reclassifications
Disposals

3
0
0

9

21

195

254

249

239

1

743

As at 31 Dec. 2017

293

172

252

11

728

As at 1 Jan. 2017

276

139

149

12

576

As at 31 Dec. 2017

225

Net carrying amounts

As in the previous year, legally and economically owned property, plant and equipment are not subject to any
restrictions on title. Property, plant and equipment of EUR 3 million (previous year: EUR 3 million) are pledged as
security for own liabilities. Purchase commitments for property, plant and equipment amounted to EUR 3 million
(previous year: EUR 4 million).
The EUR 3 million in impairments recognised in the previous year were mainly connected with optimisation
measures implemented by the CWS-boco division.
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2 Intangible assets
EUR million

Goodwill

Other intangible
assets from
purchase price
allocation

Other intangible
assets

Prepayments

Total

1,857

872

180

46

2,955

872

180

46

2,960

Cost
Adjustment initial consolidation
As at 1 Jan. 2018

5
1,862

5

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

16

8

24

Additions to scope of consolidation

43

15

58

Additions

13

15

Reclassifications

28

–28

Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2018

28
0

108

8

1,921

787

213

33

2,954

37

252

126

7

422

116

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 Jan. 2018
Foreign exchange rate adjustments

3

Depreciation

61

3
14

75

Impairments

0

Reversals of impairment losses

0

Reclassifications

3

Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2018

37

108

8

208

135

–3

0
116

4

384

Net carrying amounts
As at 31 Dec. 2018

1,884

579

78

29

2,570

As at 1 Jan. 2018

1,820

620

54

39

2,533

Additions to scope of consolidation during the financial year resulted from acquisitions by the TAKKT division.
Business combinations in the financial year are explained under note 29.
As in the previous year, the additions to other intangible assets and prepayments resulted primarily from
software.
Other intangible assets from purchase price allocation and other intangible assets include assets with indefinite
useful lives totalling EUR 142 million (previous year: EUR 140 million). These relate predominantly to brand
names acquired through business combinations as well as works of art belonging to the Haniel Holding Company.
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EUR million

Goodwill

Other intangible
assets from
purchase price
allocation

Other intangible
assets

Prepayments

Total

24

1,850

Cost
As at 1 Jan. 2017

1,192

457

177

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

–61

–31

–3

–95

Additions to scope of consolidation

729

446

4

1,179

Additions

6

24

30

Reclassifications

2

–2

0

Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2017

3

6

9

1,857

872

180

46

2,955

40

224

122

2

388

–11

–2

39

11

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 Jan. 2017
Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Depreciation
Impairments

1

–13
50
5

6

Reversals of impairment losses

0

Reclassifications
Disposals
As at 31 Dec. 2017

0
3
37

6
252

126

9
7

422

Net carrying amounts
As at 31 Dec. 2017

1,820

620

54

39

2,533

As at 1 Jan. 2017

1,152

233

55

22

1,462

Impairments recognised in respect of prepayments amounting to EUR 5 million in the previous year were
attributable to the CWS-boco division and related to software. Impairments recognised in respect of other
intangible assets amounting to EUR 1 million in the previous year were primarily attributable to the CWS-boco
division and concerned customer lists.
As in the previous year, legally and economically owned intangible assets are not subject to any restrictions on
title. As in the previous year, no intangible assets have been pledged as security for own liabilities.
As at 31 December 2018, there was a purchase commitment for intangible assets in the amount of EUR 2 million
(previous year: EUR 2 million).
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3 Investments accounted for at equity
EUR million

2018

2017

As at 1 Jan.

2,474

2,538

Foreign exchange rate adjustments

–1

Additions to scope of consolidation
Changes in equity interest recognised in profit or loss
Profit distribution
Changes in equity interest recognised in other comprehensive income
Impairments and reversals of impairments
Disposals and transfers
As at 31 Dec.

4

1

69

80

–79

–82

44

–63

–1,097
–415
999

2,474

Following the demerger of the METRO GROUP in the previous year, investments accounted for at equity
essentially consist of the investments in CECONOMY AG and METRO AG held by Haniel.
On 30 March 2016, the METRO GROUP announced its intention to demerge the METRO GROUP into two
independent, exchange-listed companies. On 6 February 2017, the shareholders of METRO AG approved the
proposal to demerge the company. The demerger entered into effect upon entry into the commercial register
on 12 July 2017. In the course of the demerger, the two sales lines METRO Cash & Carry and Real, as well
as additional associates and business activities such as logistics, IT and real estate were hived off to Metro
Wholesale & Food Specialist AG (operating under the name METRO AG since 18 December 2017). The former
METRO AG now operates under the name CECONOMY AG.
The demerger of the METRO GROUP in the previous year resulted in the carrying amount of the investment,
which is accounted for at equity, being split between CECONOMY AG and METRO AG. The demerger itself
generally had no impact on profit or loss. CECONOMY AG’s 10.00 per cent equity interest in METRO AG
resulted in a reduction of Haniel’s interest in voting shares in METRO AG to 22.50 per cent. In the previous
year, this led to a negative earnings contribution for Haniel amounting to EUR 29 million, which was reported
as a change in equity interest recognised through profit or loss.
Due to the sectors in which they operate, both CECONOMY AG and METRO AG have a financial year that runs
from 1 October to 30 September. However, the investments are included in Haniel’s consolidated financial
statements based on annual reports and published quarterly statements using results from 1 January through
31 December.
CECONOMY AG, with its registered office in Düsseldorf, is the holding company for the leading European platform
of the same name for consumer electronics companies, concepts and brands. It operates the MediaMarkt and
Saturn brand electronics superstores in Europe.
On 29 June 2018, CECONOMY AG announced that it had conducted a capital increase against cash contribu
tions under the exclusion of existing shareholders’ pre-emptive subscription rights, issuing 32.6 million shares
at an issue price of EUR 8.50 per share. The increase in CECONOMY AG’s share capital was entered into the
commercial register on 12 July 2018. This resulted in a reduction in Haniel’s shareholding. Haniel’s interest in
the voting rights of CECONOMY AG fell from 25.00 per cent to 22.71 per cent. Haniel continues to exercise a
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significant influence and measures its investment in accordance with the equity method. In 2015, Haniel issued
an exchangeable bond linked to ordinary shares in the former METRO AG with an original nominal volume of
EUR 500 million and a 5-year term. Therefore, a future reduction of the proportional interest held in CECONOMY
AG is possible.
Due to the permanent drop in CECONOMY AG’s share price over the financial year, the carrying amount of the
investment was tested for impairment. The impairment test is based on planning of future cash flows, a weighted
average cost of capital after taxes of 7.4 per cent (previous year: 7.7 per cent) and a growth rate of 0.3 per cent
(previous year: 0.5 per cent) for the years after the detailed planning period. The test indicated impairment
losses of EUR 654 million (previous year: recovery of EUR 255 million). The primary cause of the impairment lies
in the fact that the underlying corporate planning assumed a weaker future business development for the invest
ment accounted for at equity.
The CECONOMY investment contributed earnings totalling EUR –707 million.
The stock market value of Haniel’s 22.54 per cent interest (previous year: 24.79 per cent) in the ordinary and
preferred shares of CECONOMY AG as at the reporting date amounted to EUR 255 million (previous year:
EUR 1,022 million), valued at a share price of EUR 3.15 per ordinary share (previous year: EUR 12.61 per share).
Material financial information on the IFRS consolidated financial statements of CECONOMY AG as well as a
reconciliation to the carrying amount of the investment reported in Haniel’s consolidated financial statements
are presented below.
EUR million

Revenue
Profit after taxes from continuing operations
Profit after taxes from discontinued operations

2018

2nd half-year
2017

1st half-year
2017

CECONOMY AG

CECONOMY AG

METRO GROUP

21,536

12,199

27,845

94

222

53

–301

576

Other comprehensive income

143

–48

–160

Comprehensive income

–64

750

–107

Dividends received

21

81

The profit after taxes from discontinued operations from the consolidated financial statements of CECONOMY AG
includes the current results of the Russian MediaMarkt business, which was sold on 31 August 2018, as well
as the related gain or loss on disposal. The profit or loss after tax from discontinued operations recognised in
CECONOMY AG’s consolidated financial statements in the previous year included the gains / losses on measure
ment / disposal resulting from the demerger of the METRO GROUP. In Haniel’s view, generally all valuation effects
in the first half of 2017 resulting from the classification as discontinued operations reported in CECONOMY AG’s
consolidated financial statements were not to be included.
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31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

CECONOMY AG

CECONOMY AG

Non-current assets

2,251

2,121

Current assets

8,723

9,327

Non-current liabilities

1,196

1,057

Current liabilities

8,977

9,640

Equity

801

751

Equity attributable to shareholders

783

720

Haniel’s share of equity

176

178

Remaining adjustments from purchase price allocation

734

778

Impairments on investment accounted for at equity

654

Carrying amount of the investment

256

956

In addition, at 30 September 2018 CECONOMY AG had contingent liabilities amounting to EUR 1 million (previous
year: EUR 0 million).
Since the demerger of the METRO GROUP, METRO AG, with its registered office in Düsseldorf, has been the hold
ing company for the leading international specialist of the same name for the wholesale and food service sector.
The sales lines operate wholesale and food service shops (METRO Wholesale) and self-service hypermarkets
(Real).
On 24 August 2018, Haniel signed an agreement to sell 7.30 per cent of ordinary shares in METRO AG to EP
Global Commerce (EPGC), subject to antitrust approval. The agreement was executed on 4 October 2018
following approval from the competent antitrust authorities. Haniel’s interest in the voting rights of METRO AG
fell from 22.50 per cent to 15.20 per cent. Haniel continues to exercise a significant influence and measures its
investment in accordance with the equity method. In addition, having received a call option, the buyer has the
right to acquire up to a further 15.20 per cent of ordinary shares issued by METRO AG from Haniel.
Due to the permanent drop in METRO AG’s share price over the financial year, the carrying amount of the
investment was tested for impairment. The impairment test is based on planning of future cash flows, a weighted
average cost of capital after taxes of 5.6 per cent (previous year: 5.9 per cent) and a growth rate of 0.5 per cent
(previous year: 0.5 per cent) for the years after the detailed planning period. The test indicated impairment
losses of EUR 443 million (previous year: EUR 255 million). The primary cause of the impairment lies in the fact
that the underlying corporate planning assumed a weaker future business development for the investment
accounted for at equity.
The Metro investment contributed earnings totalling EUR –321 million.
The stock market value of Haniel’s 15.07 per cent interest (previous year: 22.31 per cent) in the ordinary and
preferred shares of METRO AG as at the reporting date amounted to EUR 733 million (previous year: EUR 1,349
million), valued at a share price of EUR 13.40 per ordinary share (previous year: EUR 16.65 per share).
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Material financial information on the IFRS consolidated financial statements of METRO AG as well as a reconciliation
to the carrying amount of the investment reported in Haniel’s consolidated financial statements are presented below.
EUR million

Revenue
Profit after taxes from continuing operations

2018

2nd half-year 2017
METRO AG

METRO AG

29,427

19,304

459

326

Profit after taxes from discontinued operations

–140

Other comprehensive income

–137

–106

182

220

Comprehensive income
Dividends received

57

Profit after taxes from discontinued operations as reported in METRO AG’s consolidated financial statements
essentially includes the self-service hypermarket business of Real, which is held for sale.
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

METRO AG

METRO AG

Non-current assets

7,415

9,100

Current assets

8,241

6,776

Non-current liabilities

3,429

4,201

Current liabilities

8,953

8,261

Equity

3,274

3,414

Equity attributable to shareholders

3,236

3,373

Haniel’s share of equity
Remaining adjustments from purchase price allocation

488

753

1,008

1,505

Impairments on investment accounted for at equity

762

747

Carrying amount of the investment

734

1,511

In addition, as at 30 September 2018, METRO AG had contingent liabilities from payment guarantees as well as
rent guarantees and other warranty contracts in the amount of EUR 72 million (previous year: EUR 28 million).
The financial investments in CECONOMY AG and METRO AG contributed a total of EUR –1,028 million to earnings
in the financial year (previous year: EUR 80 million).
In addition to CECONOMY AG and METRO AG, the Haniel Group holds equity interests in other associates.
The carrying amount for these equity interests totalled EUR 9 million (previous year: EUR 7 million). The share
of comprehensive income from these companies attributable to Haniel was EUR 0 million (previous year: EUR 0
million).
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4 Financial Assets

Debt instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

27

Equity instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss

2

Equity instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income

9

Financial assets available for sale

75

Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss

14

Other securities
Loans

5
2

3

40

97

The first-time application of IFRS 9 resulted in a change in the classification and subsequent measurement of
financial assets. Please refer to the statements on pages 79 – 80 for a discussion of the effects. Financial assets
measured at fair value through profit or loss include venture capital funds mainly in the Holding and other
companies segment, which were classified at 1 January 2018 as debt instruments measured at fair value through
profit or loss. Equity instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income include non-listed
equity investments in corporations.
5 Other non-current assets
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Capitalised contract costs

19

Contingent purchase price receivables

13

12

Miscellaneous non-current assets

34

36

66

48

Recognised contract costs relate to expenses for initiating contracts with customers of the CWS-boco division.
The contract costs are amortised on a straight-line basis over the expected terms of the contracts. The amount
amortised each year is recognised under personnel expenses.
6 Current and deferred taxes
The income tax assets totalling EUR 46 million (previous year: EUR 52 million) concern in particular withholding
tax receivables in connection with dividends received. The income tax liabilities of EUR 19 million (previous year:
EUR 27 million) essentially contain the income taxes to be paid for the financial year.
Deferred taxes are calculated using the respective local tax rates. Changes in tax rates that were enacted up
until the reporting date have already been taken into account. The income tax rates applied in the relevant
countries varied between 9.0 per cent and 33.6 per cent (previous year: 9.0 per cent and 34.4 per cent).
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The following deferred tax assets and liabilities exist for temporary differences in the individual items of the
statement of financial position, and for tax loss carryforwards:
31 Dec. 2018
EUR million

31 Dec. 2017

Deferred
tax assets

Deferred tax
liabilities

Deferred
tax assets

Deferred tax
liabilities

Property, plant and equipment

16

70

15

62

Intangible assets

20

233

24

238

4

5

3

2

11

3

14

5

10

1

Miscellaneous non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities

7

Non-current provisions

71

2

71

1

Current provisions

7

3

10

4

Other current liabilities

9

3

7

6

Derivative financial instruments

4

15

3

4

Tax loss carryforwards
Less offsetting

63

49

170

170

109

109

42

164

97

214

Deferred tax assets include EUR 21 million (previous year: EUR 17 million) for companies that were making losses
in the financial year or the previous year. These items are recognised, since future taxable profits are expected
for these companies.
Trade tax loss carryforwards of EUR 832 million (previous year: EUR 921 million) and unused corporate tax and
similar foreign loss carryforwards of EUR 526 million (previous year: EUR 571 million) exist in the Haniel Group,
for which no deferred tax assets were recognised in the statement of financial position, given that the realisation
of the deferred tax assets is not deemed to be sufficiently certain from today’s point of view. Of these tax loss
carryforwards, EUR 21 million (previous year: EUR 20 million) expire within five years and an additional EUR 3 mil
lion (previous year: EUR 3 million) within 15 years. Furthermore interest carryforwards exist that can be taken into
account in determining the tax burden in the next years.
In accordance with IAS 12, no deferred tax liabilities are recognised for retained earnings of subsidiaries and
investments accounted for at equity because the company can control the reversal effect and therefore it is
probable that the temporary differences will not be reversed in the foreseeable future. Therefore no deferred tax
liabilities are recognised for temporary differences from subsidiaries and investments accounted for at equity in
the amount of EUR 151 million (previous year: EUR 161 million).
7 Inventories
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Raw materials and production supplies

68

59

Work and services in progress

13

13

526

469

Finished goods and merchandise
Assets from rights of return
Prepayments

1
9

20

617

561
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The inventories include EUR 117 million (previous year: EUR 97 million) that were written down to the net realisable
value. Write-downs in the amount of EUR 14 million (previous year: EUR 6 million) were made during the financial
year. Reversals of write-downs totalled EUR 4 million (previous year: EUR 4 million). This was due primarily to the
disposal of previously impaired items of inventory.
With the exception of industry-standard restrictions on title, as in the previous year, no inventories were pledged
as security for own liabilities.

EUR million
Trade receivables

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

545

535

Assets from construction contracts

7

Assets from other contracts with customers

1

Receivables from construction contracts

13
553

548

While trade receivables include unconditional claims against customers, assets from construction contracts and
assets from other contracts with customers include conditional claims. Assets from construction contracts relate
to the Optimar and ROVEMA divisions and are settled in the following year after completion.
The ELG division maintains programs for the continual sale of trade receivables to third parties. In accordance
with IFRS 9, these transfers qualify for derecognition of the receivables in question.
As in the previous year, no trade receivables are pledged as security for own liabilities at the reporting date.
Changes in allowances on trade receivables, assets from construction contracts and assets from other contracts
with customers are as follows (previous year: exclusively trade receivables):
EUR million

2018

2017

As at 1 Jan.

14

15

4

1

Additions
Utilisations
Reversals

1
1

2

17

14

Foreign currency, changes in the scope of consolidation and other changes
As at 31 Dec.

1

Allowances are calculated based on a grouping by shared credit risk characteristics, days overdue and adequate
impairment rates.
The additions to and reversals of valuation allowances are reported under other operating expenses. A receivable
is deemed uncollectible if it has been overdue for longer than 12 months. If a receivable has become uncollectible,
it is written off through profit or loss. Subsequent cash inflows in respect of written-off receivables are recognised in
profit or loss.
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In the ELG division, individual receivables against customers are hedged with default insurance policies. Forms of
credit insurance are a component of trade receivables and are factored in when calculating the allowance.
9 Financial assets
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Financial assets available for sale
Other securities and fixed-term deposits
Debt instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income
Debt instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss
Debt instruments measured at amortised cost

279
279

0

Debt instruments measured at amortised cost includes a fully securitised receivable, commercial paper and
corporate bonds held to their scheduled maturity.
10 Cash and cash equivalents
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

90

68

Bank balances
Cash on hand and cheques

1

Money market funds

25
116

68

Bank balances comprise short-term deposits with an original maturity of up to three months.
Cash and cash equivalents amounting to EUR 6 million (previous year: EUR 5 million) are held in countries with
local exchange control regulations.
11 Other current assets
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Receivables from investments

11

2

Derivative financial instruments

12

5

Value added tax receivables and other tax assets

37

29

Prepaid expenses

17

17

Bonuses and discount claims against suppliers

19

15

Miscellaneous current assets

101

94

197

162

The derivative financial instruments serve to hedge interest rate, exchange rate and other price risks and are
described in detail under note 27. As in the previous year, no other current assets are pledged as security for own
liabilities in the financial year.
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Miscellaneous current assets include among other things the assets related to the ELG division’s ferrochrome
transactions. At the reporting date, these assets amounted to EUR 61 million (previous year: EUR 55 million).
12 Equity
As at 31 December 2018, the subscribed capital of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH remained unchanged at EUR 1,000
million. All shares are fully paid-in and held either directly or indirectly by the Haniel family.
Changes in equity are shown in the statement of changes in equity on page 74. The changes in the scope of
consolidation presented there relate to the reduction in the shareholdings in CECONOMY AG and METRO AG.

As part of the acquisition of Initial’s activities in the first half of 2017, the CWS-boco division issued company
shares with a fair value of EUR 305 million to Rentokil Initial. As a result, Rentokil Initial now holds a
17.81 per cent interest in the holding company of the CWS-boco division, CWS-boco International GmbH. The
share of equity attributable to this investment amounted to EUR 148 million and was recognised in non-con
trolling interests. The equity attributable to shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH increased by an amount
equal to the difference (EUR 157 million in total). This amount was recognised in retained earnings and
accumulated other comprehensive income.
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH and CWS-boco International GmbH entered into a profit and loss transfer agreement
in the second half of 2017. Pursuant to this, the present value of the obligation to pay compensation to the
minority shareholder over the minimum contractual term, which amounted to EUR 84 million, was reclassified
from non-controlling interests to other current and non-current liabilities. This resulted in a reduction in non-
controlling interests by EUR 148 million to EUR 64 million. Equity increased by a total of EUR 221 million.
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Treasury shares with a par value of EUR 1 million (previous year: EUR 1 million) were acquired during the
financial year.
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The non-controlling interests in the equity of consolidated subsidiaries relate primarily to the free float at TAKKT
AG, which is domiciled in Stuttgart, and since the previous year, the shares held by Rentokil Initial in CWS-boco
International GmbH, which is domiciled in Duisburg. As at the reporting date, Haniel holds 50.25 per cent (previous
year: 50.25 per cent) in TAKKT AG, the holding company of the TAKKT division, and 82.19 per cent (previous year:
82.19 per cent) in CWS-boco International GmbH, the holding company of the CWS-boco division. The tables
below contain the financial information on the TAKKT and CWS-boco divisions recognised in Haniel’s consolidated
financial statements.
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

CWS-boco
Non-current assets
Current assets

TAKKT

CWS-boco

TAKKT

1,456

837

1,466

769

268

278

293

236

Non-current liabilities

625

234

742

207

Current liabilities

374

156

310

138

Equity

725

725

707

660

88

296

70

263

of which attributable to non-controlling interests

EUR million

Revenue

2018

2017
CWS-boco

TAKKT

CWS-boco

TAKKT

1,141

1,181

970

1,116

Operating profit

140

133

68

134

Profit after taxes

75

88

37

96

17

44

8

48
–30

of which attributable to non-controlling interests
Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income
of which attributable to non-controlling interests

0

11

–5

75

99

32

66

17

49

9

33
103

Cash flow from operating activities

284

100

191

Cash flow from investing activities

–198

–74

–690

–34

Cash flow from financing activities

–101

–25

–513

–68

10

18

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests

18
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The accumulated other comprehensive income of the Haniel Group changed as follows:

Remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Deferred taxes
Other comprehensive income from investments
accounted for at equity
Remeasurement of equity instruments
Other comprehensive income not to
be reclassified to profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments
Remeasurement of debt instruments
Deferred taxes
Currency translation effects
Other comprehensive income from investments
accounted for at equity

As at
1 Jan. 2018
(after adjust
ments IFRS 9)

Other comprehensive
income

Currency
translation
effects

As at
31 Dec. 2018

–157

–10

–1

–168

45

4

49

3

–129

–164

Changes in
the scope of
consolidation

Changes in
shares in
companies
already
consolidated

32

0
–276

0
32

0

–2

–3

–1

2

–248
0

0

0

1

–1

–40

18

–240

41

0
1

–21
–199

Other comprehensive income to be reclassified
to profit or loss

–281

0

0

60

1

–220

Accumulated other comprehensive income

–557

32

0

57

0

–468

of which attributable to
non-controlling interests
of which attributable to shareholders of
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

–17
–540

32

5

–12

52

–456
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EUR million

Remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Deferred taxes

As at
1 Jan. 2017

Changes in
the scope of
consolidation

Other com
prehensive
income

Currency
translation
effects

As at
31 Dec. 2017

–152

–7

2

–157

43

2

45

–19

–164

Other comprehensive income from investments
accounted for at equity

–155

10

Other comprehensive income not
to be reclassified to profit or loss

–264

10

Derivative financial instruments

Changes in
shares in
companies
already
consolidated

0

–24

2

–276

–3

1

7

–4

3

Deferred taxes

–1

1

0

Currency translation effects

37

–75

–196

–44

Financial assets available for sale

Other comprehensive income from investments
accounted for at equity

–2

–2

–40
–240

Other comprehensive income to be reclassified
to profit or loss

–156

0

0

–121

–2

–279

Accumulated other comprehensive income

–420

10

0

–145

0

–555

–5

–18

–17

5

–127

–538

of which attributable to
non-controlling interests
of which attributable to shareholders of
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH

6
–426

10

The accumulated other comprehensive income attributable to the non-controlling interests includes EUR 7 million
(previous year: EUR 1 million) in currency translation effects, EUR –26 million (previous year: EUR –24 million) in
remeasurements of defined benefit plans, and EUR 7 million (previous year: EUR 6 million) in deferred taxes on
remeasurements of defined benefit plans.
Capital management
The aim of the Haniel Group’s capital management is, for one, to safeguard financial flexibility, provide scope for
value-enhancing investments, and maintain sound ratios in the statement of financial position. The Group seeks
to achieve investment-grade credit ratings. Another aim of capital management is to ensure that the capital
employed in the Haniel Group is used to increase value.
The Haniel Group’s net financial position, defined as net financial liabilities less the investment position of the
Haniel Holding Company, can be broken down as follows:
EUR million

2018

2017

Financial liabilities

1,390

1,495

– Cash and cash equivalents
Net financial liabilities

116

68

1,274

1,427

– Investment position Haniel Holding Company

300

96

Net financial position

974

1,331

The investment position of the Haniel Holding Company, which is available for the acquisition of new divisions,
includes non-current and current financial assets and other assets of the Holding and other companies segment.
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EUR million

2018

2017

Equity

3,630

4,499

/ Total assets

6,256

7,368

58.0

61.1

Equity ratio (in %)
Net financial position

974

1,331

/ Equity

3,630

4,499

Gearing

0.3

0.3

301

253

–1,028

80

(Operating profit (EBITA)
+ Result from investments accounted for at equity
+ Other investment result)
/ (Finance costs
– Other net financial income)
Interest cover ratio

5

2

56

66

43

5

–55.5

5.5

(Net financial position

974

1,331

– Net financial liabilities allocated to financial investments)

300

600

/ EBITDA

549

460

Core repayment period

1.2

1.6

The core repayment period is the ratio of EBITDA of the six divisions and the Holding and other companies
segment to the net financial position. Since the financial investments in CECONOMY AG and METRO AG are
accounted for at equity and are thus not included in EBITDA, EUR 300 million (previous year: EUR 600 million)
in net financial liabilities are deducted and allocated to financial investments for the purpose of calculating the
core repayment period.
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interest cover ratio, and the core repayment period.
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In order to manage the capital employed from yield perspectives, the Group uses the Haniel value added (HVA)
and the return on capital employed (ROCE) as value-oriented performance indicators. They show whether the
profits generated with the capital employed cover the cost of capital.
EUR million
Operating profit (EBITA)
– Amortisation of intangible assets from purchase price allocation
+ Result from investments accounted for at equity
+ Other investment result

2018

2017

301

253

61

39

–1,028

80

5

2

+ Other net financial income

43

5

– Income tax expenses

52

–13

–792

314

Return
Total assets

2016

6,256

7,368

– Current provisions

104

108

82

– Trade payables and similar liabilities

214

240

182

– Income tax liabilities
– Other current liabilities
– Deferred tax liabilities

7,066

19

27

24

228

266

224

164

214

130

Capital employed

5,527

6,513

6,424

Average capital employed (current and previous year divided by two)

6,020

6,469

x Weighted average cost of capital (in %)

7.8

7.8

Cost of capital

470

505

Return
– Cost of capital
Haniel value added (HVA)
Return

–792

314

470

505

–1,262

–191

–792

314

/ Average capital employed

6,020

6,469

Return on capital employed (ROCE, in %)

–13.2

4.9

The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) reflects the expected return of equity and debt providers after taxes.
In addition, investment projects are assessed using uniform DCF methods; risk-appropriate minimum rates of
return are specified for each division and each strategic business unit.
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13 Current and non-current financial liabilities
Financial liabilities comprise the interest-bearing obligations of the Haniel Group that existed as at the respective
reporting dates. The different types and maturities of the current and non-current financial liabilities are shown
in the table below:
31 Dec. 2017

Up to 1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Up to 1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Liabilities due to banks

117

442

11

570

163

173

14

350

Bonds, commercial paper and
other securitised debt

455

140

595

757

144

43

77

120

44

80

8

11

11

30

4

13

17

18

55

2

75

24

48

14

86

641

725

24

1,390

992

458

45

1,495

60

125

2

187

66

121

14

201

EUR million

Liabilities to shareholders
Lease liabilities
Other financial liabilities
of which subordinated

901
124
34

The maturities of the liabilities due to banks correspond to the respective financing commitments.
As at the reporting date, the bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt item comprises euro bonds
issued by Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH in the amount of EUR 0 million (previous year: EUR 195 million), the
exchangeable bond linked to ordinary shares of CECONOMY AG in the amount of EUR 451 million (previous year:
EUR 483 million), commercial paper in the amount of EUR 0 million (previous year: EUR 70 million) and promissory
loan notes issued by the divisions in the amount of EUR 144 million (previous year: EUR 153 million). The decline
in securitised debt as compared to the previous year resulted in particular from the maturity of the euro bond
issued by Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH.
The exchangeable bond linked to ordinary shares of CECONOMY AG with an original nominal volume of EUR 500
million has a term until May 2020. The right of the bondholders to exchange the bond for shares is reported
separately from the actual bond under other current liabilities in the statement of financial position as a
derivative financial instrument carried at fair value. In accordance with IAS 1.69(d), the bond itself must be
reported as a current financial liability.
Liabilities to shareholders relate to shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH.
Future finance lease payments and their present values are shown in the table below:
31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Up to 1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Up to 1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Minimum lease payments

9

15

16

40

5

18

22

45

Less interest portion

1

4

5

10

1

5

5

11

Present value

8

11

11

30

4

13

17

34

EUR million
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Financial liabilities include subordinated liabilities in the amount of EUR 187 million (previous year: EUR 201
million). The subordinated financial liabilities are subordinate to all other liabilities. The individual subordinated
financial liabilities are shown in the table below:
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Shareholder loans Haniel family

120

124

Loans of the Haniel Foundation

38

38

Haniel Zerobonds

6

8

Haniel Performance Bonds

8

18

Other financial liabilities
Total

15

13

187

201

14 Pension provisions
Pension provisions are recognised for obligations arising from current pensions as well as from commitments
under old-age, disability and survivors’ pension plans. The benefits paid by the Group vary from country to coun
try, depending on the respective legal, tax and economic circumstances. The Haniel Group’s company pension
schemes comprise both defined contribution plans and defined benefit plans. Other than the payment of the con
tributions, no further obligations exist in respect of the defined contribution plans. The contributions are shown
under personnel expenses and amounted to EUR 27 million (previous year: EUR 27 million) for the statutory pen
sion insurance and EUR 10 million (previous year: EUR 7 million) for other defined contribution plans.
The obligations from defined benefit plans consist primarily of benefit plans based on final salaries with adjust
ments to counter the effect of inflation. They are financed using external pension funds and through provisions.
As part of their investment strategies, the funds invest in various investment classes to avoid risk concentration.
In addition, the maturity profile of the plan assets is adjusted in line with the expected benefit payment dates.
The defined benefit obligations are attributable in particular to Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands
and Switzerland. The characteristics specific to the aforementioned countries are described in greater detail
below.
In Germany the defined benefit obligations are financed through provisions. The obligations are based
either on shop agreements or individual contractual arrangements for executives and other employees. The
commitments essentially contain pension payments, but often disability or death benefits as well. In defined
contribution benefit plans – depending on the pension plan – the pension capital can be paid out in instal
ments or as a one-time payment or annuity. If fixed annuity payments are paid, either a statutorily prescribed
pension adjustment review is made on a 3-year cycle, or for defined contribution plans – depending on the
plan – guaranteed annual pension increases between 1.5 per cent and 2.5 per cent are set. A claim to retire
ment benefits generally exists upon departure. A claim to payment exists upon reaching the age limit, and for
commitments as of 2012, at the earliest upon reaching the age of 62.
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The majority of the defined benefit obligations in the United Kingdom are financed through external funds into
which both the employees and the employer contribute. The investment strategies and minimum allocations are
determined by the trustees or boards of trustees in coordination with company representatives. The commit
ments are made to executives and other employees and encompass benefits for the old-age pension or retire
ment savings capital as well as survivor benefits.

The defined benefit obligations in Switzerland are based on commitments for executives and other employees.
They are financed through employee and employer contributions to pension funds. The commitments also incor
porate benefits in the event of disability or death. The contributions vary depending on salary and age. Pension
increases are factored in depending on the return on plan assets. To cover the pension claims, the plans are sub
ject to minimum funding requirements from which future additional contribution obligations may arise. A claim
to retirement benefits exists upon departure, however, at the earliest upon reaching the age of 64. Depending on
the arrangement / pension plan, the payment can be paid out as an annuity or as a one-time payment.
The defined benefit obligations are measured using the projected unit credit method. This measurement is based
on the following specific parameters for each country:
31 Dec. 2018

%

Germany

31 Dec. 2017
United
Kingdom

Netherlands

Switzer
land

Germany

United
Kingdom

Netherlands

Switzerland

Discount rate

1.9

2.7

1.9

0.9

2.0

2.5

2.0

0.7

Salary growth rate

2.5

2.2

1.5

1.5

2.5

2.2

1.5

1.5

Pension growth rate

1.8

3.1

0.5

0.0

1.5

3.0

0.5

0.5

The discount rate is determined using an interest rate curve approach for each currency area based on the yields
of fixed interest corporate bonds that have a minimum AA rating from at least one respected rating agency.
For the eurozone, the iBoxx™ Corporates AA bonds were used for the first time in the financial year. This did not
result in any material effect on the defined benefit obligations.
The mortality tables used for the corresponding countries are based on publicly accessible data. In Germany,
the measurement is based on the biometric probabilities from the 2018G Heubeck mortality tables (previous
year: 2005G Heubeck mortality tables).
The average duration of the defined benefit plans was 18 years (previous year: 19 years).
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In the Netherlands the defined benefit pension obligations are based on commitments for executives and other
employees. They are financed through employee and employer contributions to insurance policies. The commit
ments also incorporate benefits in the event of disability or death. The contributions vary depending on salary
and age. Pension increases are factored in depending on the return on plan assets. A claim to retirement benefits
exists upon departure, however, at the earliest upon reaching the age of 67. The payment is made as an annuity.
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Pension provisions are presented in the following items of the statement of financial position:
EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

375

356

Pension provisions
Other non-current assets
Net pension provisions

2

2

373

354

2018

2017

530

506

4

–10

20

18

The present value of defined benefit obligations developed as follows in the financial year:
EUR million
Present value of defined benefit obligations as at 1 Jan.
Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Changes in the scope of consolidation and other changes
Current service cost

9

Past service cost
Gains and losses arising from settlements

–16

Interest cost

9

10

Actuarial gains and losses

7

11

–3

–2

of which arising from experience adjustments
of which arising from changes in demographic assumptions

3

of which arising from changes in financial assumptions

7

Employees’ contributions to plan assets
Less current pension payments

13

2

2

28

16

528

530

Less payments in respect of settlements
Present value of defined benefit obligations as at 31 Dec.

The pension payments are expected to be EUR 17 million (previous year: EUR 15 million) in the next financial
year, EUR 68 million in the following 2 to 5 financial years (previous year: EUR 67 million) and EUR 93 million in
the next 6 to 10 financial years (previous year: EUR 91 million).
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The plan assets developed as follows:
EUR million
Fair value of plan assets as at 1 Jan.

2018

2017

176

167

2

–6

3

3

Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Changes in the scope of consolidation and other changes

6

Return on plan assets
Gains and losses arising from settlements

–14

Remeasurements of plan assets

–3

4

7

6

Employer’s contributions to plan assets
Employees’ contributions to plan assets
Less current pension payments out of plan assets

2

2

18

6

155

176

Employer contributions to the plan assets are expected to be EUR 5 million in the coming financial year (previous
year: EUR 6 million).
The table below shows the plan asset portfolio structure as at the reporting date:
2018
EUR million

2017
with active
market

without active
market

Cash and cash equivalents
Equity instruments
Debt instruments
Real estate

with active
market

without active
market

4
6

7

33

35

1

1

5

5

Derivatives
Investment funds
Asset-backed securities
Structured debt
Insurance contracts

110

124

Others
Fair value of plan assets as at 31 Dec.

45

110

52

124

Consolidated financial statements

Less payments in respect of settlements
Fair value of plan assets as at 31 Dec.
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The table below presents the development of the net pension provisions. It corresponds generally to the
difference between the changes to the present value of defined benefit obligations and the fair value of the
plan assets.
EUR million
Net pension provisions as at 1 Jan.
Foreign exchange rate adjustments

2018

2017

354

339

2

–4

20

18

Changes in the scope of consolidation and other changes
Current service cost

3

Past service cost
Gains and losses arising from settlements

–2

Interest cost from compounding the defined benefit obligation

9

Return on plan assets

3

3

Actuarial gains and losses in respect of the defined benefit obligation

7

11

–3

–2

of which arising from experience adjustments
of which arising from changes in demographic assumptions
of which arising from changes in financial assumptions
Remeasurements of plan assets
Employer’s contributions to plan assets
Less current pension payments

10

3
7

13

–3

4

7

6

10

10

373

354

Less payments in respect of settlements
Net pension provisions as at 31 Dec.

A pension plan was settled in the CWS-boco division in the financial year. This resulted in a gain on plan settle
ment amounting to EUR 2 million.
Of the pension expenses for the financial year presented in the income statement, EUR 18 million (previous year:
EUR 18 million) are included in personnel expenses and EUR 6 million (previous year: EUR 7 million) are included
in finance costs.
The table below presents how the present value of defined benefit obligations as at the reporting date would
have changed given variations in isolated significant actuarial parameters.
EUR million

2018

2017

0.5 percentage points increase in the discount rate

–43

–46

0.5 percentage points decrease in the discount rate

51

52

0.5 percentage points increase in the salary growth rate

7

8

0.5 percentage points decrease in the salary growth rate

–5

–8

0.5 percentage points increase in the pension growth rate

22

21

0.5 percentage points decrease in the pension growth rate

–19

–19

One year increase in life expectancy

16

14

One year decrease in life expectancy

–14

–14
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15 Other non-current and current provisions

Provisions for personnel
Provisions for removal

As at First-time
1 Jan. 2018 application
IFRS 15

20

15

Miscellaneous non-
current provisions

42

Other non-current
provisions

85

Provisions for personnel

55

Provisions for litigation

1

Provisions for warranties

4

Miscellaneous current
provisions
Current provisions

Reclassification

Interest
effect

–1

Additions

7

8

Provisions
for restructuring

Provisions
for restructuring

Foreign
Changes
exchange
in the
rate
scope of
adjust consolida
ments
tion

–3

As at
31 Dec.
2018

–4

19

–1
–7
1
0

1

0

7

2

10

–4

–1

3

–4

–12

–1

12
59

1

–2

35

–8

–6

71

–7

–45

63

1

2

–2

19

7

29
108

Reversals Utilisations

7

4
–2

0

0

12

0

–2

–1

1

–16

15

4

–7

–7

23

71

–16

–69

104

The non-current provisions for personnel comprise obligations from performance cash plans, anniversaries and
partial retirement schemes. Current provisions for personnel include bonuses, obligations under social plans and
termination benefits.
Provisions for removal usually result from the construction and redesign of land and buildings (improvements
and reconstruction) whose removal will be necessary in future because of contractual, constructive or legal
obligations. The present value of expected expenses is immediately recognised as a liability and initially corre
sponds to an appropriate increase in the acquisition cost of the relevant tangible asset. Present value adjust
ments resulting during the term from changes in the expected settlement amount or from changes in interest
rates are generally recognised against the carrying amount of the relevant asset.
Provisions for restructuring include all estimated costs for the restructuring of certain companies and / or busi
ness units on the basis of a restructuring plan adopted by the responsible management. As in the previous year,
the majority of provisions for restructuring as at the reporting date related to the CWS-boco division.
Miscellaneous non-current and current provisions primarily contain provisions relating to business combinations
and disposals in the amount of EUR 16 million (previous year: EUR 20 million) and provisions amounting to
EUR 13 million (previous year: EUR 13 million) in connection with sand-lime bricks that were produced in former
Haniel building materials plants using lime substitutes, and which are being settled by Haniel on a goodwill basis.
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The other non-current provisions are expected to be utilised as follows:
31 Dec. 2018
EUR million

31 Dec. 2017

Up to
2 years

2 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Up to
2 years

2 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

8

8

3

19

9

8

3

20

2

5

7

Provisions for personnel
Provisions for removal
Restructuring costs
Miscellaneous non-current provisions

10

8

10

8

8

7

15

7

7

21

35

11

6

25

42

25

17

29

71

28

21

36

85

16 Other non-current liabilities
Other non-current liabilities primarily include the non-current portion of the obligation to pay compensation
to the minority shareholder of CWS-boco International GmbH, amounting to EUR 56 million (previous year:
EUR 74 million).
17 Trade payables and similar liabilities
EUR million
Trade payables

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

176

186

Liabilities from construction contracts

24

Liabilities from other contracts with customers

14

Prepayments received on account of orders

6

Debt from construction contracts

48
214

240

Liabilities from construction contracts and liabilities from other contracts with customers relate to payments
received before the contractual obligations were satisfied.
Prepayments received on account of orders and liabilities from long-term construction contracts have been
reported under liabilities for other contracts with customers and liabilities from construction contracts since the
past financial year due to the first-time application of IFRS 15.
At the beginning of the financial year, revenue amounting to EUR 41 million was recognised under liabilities from
construction contracts or from other contracts with customers.
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EUR million

31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Liabilities for other taxes

44

40

Liabilities for payroll and social security

23

25

109

103

Derivative financial instruments

10

51

Miscellaneous current liabilities

42

47

228

266

Accrued expenses

The accrued expenses include in particular periodic expenses for interest, holiday leave not yet taken, rebates,
bonuses and invoices in transit. Derivative financial instruments are described in detail under note 27. The other
current liabilities item includes liabilities from business combinations amounting to EUR 2 million (previous year:
EUR 5 million) and the current portion of the obligation to pay compensation to the minority shareholder of
CWS-boco International GmbH, amounting to EUR 19 million (previous year: EUR 10 million).
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18 Other current liabilities
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D.	Notes to the income statement

19 Revenue
EUR million

2018

2017

Trade sales

3,614

3,249

Service sales

1,069

889

4,683

4,138

The table below presents a further breakdown of revenue according to essential categories by division:
EUR million

BekaertDeslee

CWS-boco

ELG

2018
Europe

136

Americas

125

Asia / Pacific

57

Total

318

Hygiene Solutions

534

Textile Solutions

606

Total

1,140

Stainless Steel Scrap

1,574

Superalloys

237

Total

1,811

Optimar

123

ROVEMA

TAKKT

110
Germany

267

Europe without Germany

389

USA and Canada

525

Total

1,181

Group

4,683

The divisions Optimar and ROVEMA generate revenues primarily from the sale of automated fish handling
systems for use on ships, on land and for fish farms or from the sale of packaging machines and equipment.
20 Other operating income
EUR million
Income from disposals of non-current assets

2018

2017

7

9

Reversals of valuation allowances on doubtful receivables
Rental and similar income
Miscellaneous operating income

2
2

2

23

22

32

35

Income from disposals of non-current assets related primarily to the sale of an office building in the United
States by the TAKKT division during the financial year.
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Other operating income included income from the on-charging of expenses, income from insurance reimbursements
and income from the sale of certain assets. As in the previous year, no contingent rental income was recognised in
the financial year.
The table below presents the minimum incoming payments for operating leases in the coming years.
2018
EUR million

2017
Up to
1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Up to
1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

1

2

2

5

1

2

2

5

Operating leases

EUR million

2018

2017

Wages and salaries

735

608

Social security

133

111

39

35

–10

–7

Expenses for pensions and other benefits
Reversals of provisions for personnel expenses
Amortisation of capitalised internal contract costs

3
900

747

A breakdown of employees by division is contained in the segment reporting on pages 76 and 77.
22 Other operating expenses
EUR million

2018

Impairment losses and reversals on trade receivables

3

Write off on trade receivables

3

Valuation allowances on and write-offs of receivables
Losses from disposals of non-current assets

2017

6
2

2

Reversals of provisions

–14

–9

Other operating taxes

10

9

Rental and operating lease expenses

82

70

Repairs and maintenance

54

51

Sales freight

18

15

Legal and consulting costs

32

38

IT services

28

23

Personnel leasing

35

28

Energy costs

60

52

104

96

28

21

Advertising costs and similar expenses
Travel and training costs
Restructuring costs
Miscellaneous operating, administrative and sales expenses

9

34

173

145

627

581
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The table below presents the minimum outgoing payments for operating leases in the coming years.
2018
EUR million

Operating leases

2017
Up to
1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Up to
1 year

1 to
5 years

More than
5 years

Total

67

124

65

256

61

115

54

230

The minimum outgoing payments were offset by minimum lease payments from sub-leases amounting to
EUR 1 million (previous year: EUR 0 million).
Miscellaneous operating, administrative and sales expenses comprise numerous operating expenses, includ
ing communication costs, insurance premiums and auditing expenses. Research and development costs in the
amount of EUR 7 million (previous year: EUR 3 million) are also recognised under miscellaneous operating,
administrative and sales expenses.
23 Finance costs
EUR million
Interest and similar expenses

2018

2017

49

55

Interest expenses for provisions

5

9

Interest expenses under finance leases

2

2

56

66

2018

2017

24 Other net financial income
EUR million
Interest and similar income
Miscellaneous financial income

8

9

35

–4

43

5

Changes in the fair value of derivative financial instruments recognised in profit or loss amounted to EUR 36
million in the financial year (previous year: EUR 7 million) and are included in miscellaneous financial income. Ad
ditionally, other financial income includes income from derecognised financial assets amounting to EUR 2 million
(previous year: EUR 0 million).
The net exchange differences amounted to EUR –4 million in the financial year (previous year: EUR –18 million). They
are recognised in the miscellaneous financial income in the amount of EUR –3 million (previous year: EUR –16 mil
lion), and in the other operating expenses in the amount of EUR –1 million (previous year: EUR –2 million).
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25 Income tax expenses
EUR million

2018

2017

Current taxes

53

57

Deferred taxes

–1

–70

52

–13

The current taxes include prior-period tax income amounting to EUR 2 million (previous year: EUR 3 million).

Deferred tax assets on tax loss carryforwards in the amount of EUR 13 million were recognised through profit
or loss in the financial year (previous year: EUR 35 million). EUR 0 million in write-downs on deferred tax
assets (previous year: EUR 0 million) were offset by EUR 3 million in reversals of write-downs (previous year:
EUR 3 million).
The table below shows a reconciliation between the reported and the expected tax expense:
EUR million
Profit before taxes
Expected effective income tax rate
Expected tax expense

2018

2017

–796

235

30.7%

30.7%

–244

72

Deviation due to varying foreign tax rates

–8

–3

Changes in tax rates

–1

–30

Tax portion for tax-exempt income

–5

Tax portion for non-deductible expenses

9

8

Non-recognition, write-downs and utilisation of tax loss carryforwards

–18

–32

Result from investments accounted for at equity

316

–24

Prior-period taxes

1

–5

Other tax effects

2

1

Reported tax expense

52

–13

Reported income tax rate

—

–5.5%

The expected effective income tax rate comprises corporate income tax, the solidarity surcharge and trade tax as
pertinent for German corporations.
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A reduction of tax rates, particularly in the United States and Belgium, resulted in the remeasurement of
deferred tax assets and liabilities in the previous year. This resulted in deferred tax income amounting to
EUR 30 million.
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E. Other notes

26 Financial risk management
In the context of its operating activities, the Haniel Group is exposed to financial risks. These primarily include
liquidity risks, default risks, risks resulting from changes in interest and exchange rates, and price fluctuations
in the stock or commodity markets. The purpose of financial risk management is to reduce the extent of these
financial risks.
The Management Board lays down the basic guidelines for financial risk management and determines the general
procedures to be followed for hedging financial risks. The holding companies of the divisions have their own trea
sury departments, which identify, analyse and assess the financial risks before initiating preventive or mitigating
measures. The Treasury department at the Haniel Holding Company advises the subsidiaries and, in addition
to its own hedging transactions, enters into hedges on their behalf as well. All hedges relate to an underlying
hedged item. No derivative financial instruments are used for speculative purposes.
For financing purposes, the Haniel Group uses a variety of financing instruments in keeping with industry and
commercial practice and subject to customary contractual provisions. No special financial risks arise from this
practice.
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk of being unable to guarantee the Haniel Group’s solvency at all times. Liquidity risk is
managed by financial planning measures taken by the divisions’ holding companies to ensure that the necessary
resources are available to fund the operating business and investments. The financing requirement is determined
according to the financial plans of the subsidiaries and the Haniel Holding Company. In order to cover the financ
ing requirement, the Haniel Holding Company has at its disposal committed, unutilised credit facilities as well as
a commercial paper programme. The liquidity risk is also managed within the divisions, which also have their own
unutilised bilateral short- and long-term credit facilities. The Haniel Group seeks as a general rule to maintain
an appropriate reserve of available credit facilities.
Default risk
The default or credit risk is the risk of the Haniel Group’s contractual partners not fulfilling their obligations.
The Haniel Group is exposed to a default risk both in its operating business and in connection with financial
instruments.
In view of the Haniel Group’s diverse activities and the large number of existing customer relationships, entailing
as a rule minor individual receivables, a concentration of default risks generally does not arise in the divisions
from trade receivables. Only in the ELG division, however, due to its industry are there some significant individual
trade receivables vis-à-vis major customers. These are hedged with default insurance policies. From the Group’s
perspective, the default risk is therefore not significant.
The investment of cash in selected financial products is governed by directives in the Haniel Group. Depending
on the assessment of the counterparty’s creditworthiness, corresponding limits are prescribed and monitored
in order to avoid a concentration of default risks. Based on internal and external ratings, the default risks with
respect to current and non-current financial assets, derivative financial instruments with positive fair values,
as well as cash and cash equivalents may be summarised as follows.
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31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

375

103

Low credit risk
Medium credit risk
Total

72

67

447

170

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk of profit or loss being negatively affected by fluctuating market interest rates. The
interest rate risk is limited with derivative financial instruments, chiefly interest rate swaps. Decisions on the use
of derivative financial instruments are made on the basis of the planned indebtedness, investment position and
interest rate expectations. The interest rate hedging strategy is reviewed and new targets are defined at regular
intervals. The Haniel Group generally seeks to maintain an appropriate hedged interest rate position.
The following interest rate sensitivity analysis illustrates the hypothetical effects on profit before taxes, other
comprehensive income and equity, had the prevailing market interest rates changed on the reporting date. It is
based on the assumptions that the figures as at the reporting date are representative for the whole year, and
that the supposed change in market interest rates could have occurred on the reporting date. Tax effects are
disregarded.
31 Dec. 2018
EUR million

+ 100 basis points

– 100 basis points

Profit
Other
before taxes comprehensive
income

Euro market interest rates

–4

USD market interest rates

–3

1

GBP market interest rates

31 Dec. 2017
EUR million

Profit
Other
before taxes comprehensive
income

–4

4

–2

3

+ 100 basis points

–2
–1

2
0

– 100 basis points

Profit
Other
before taxes comprehensive
income

Euro market interest rates

Equity

4
–1

0

USD market interest rates
GBP market interest rates

Equity

–1

Equity

Profit
Other
before taxes comprehensive
income

–3

2

–1

1

0

1

Equity

3
1
0
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In addition to the carrying amounts of the (derivative) financial instruments with positive fair values recognised
in the statement of financial position, the maximum default risk of the Haniel Group also includes the nominal
volume of the financial guarantee contracts issued. As at the reporting date the nominal volume of financial
guarantee contracts totalled EUR 0 million (previous year: EUR 0 million).
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Exchange rate risk
Exchange rate risks arise from investments and financing measures undertaken in foreign currencies, and from
the operating business in connection with buying and selling merchandise and services in currencies other than
the functional currency. The resulting risk exposure is determined continually and hedged primarily by entering
into forward currency contracts and currency swaps. The majority of exchange rate risks originate from changes
in the USD-EUR, GBP-EUR and since the financial year NOK-EUR rates.
Micro-hedges are among the principal instruments used to hedge exchange rate risks. These entail the direct
hedging of an underlying transaction with a currency derivative. In addition to this type of hedging, currency
risks can also be hedged as part of a portfolio hedging relationship, in which transactions with identical risks are
combined into groups. The overall risk position of such a portfolio represents the hedged item in the hedging
relationship which is hedged through the use of appropriate derivatives.
Currency derivatives are also used to hedge forecast transactions in foreign currencies. In this case, the currency
derivative (or a combination of several derivatives) that best reflects the probability of occurrence and timing of
the forecast transaction is selected.
An exchange rate sensitivity analysis illustrates the theoretical effects on profit before taxes, other compre
hensive income and equity from changes in the exchange rates of the currencies USD, GBP and NOK, which are
significant for the Haniel Group. The impact of the NOK on profit before taxes was not disclosed in the previous
year due to relevance. The exchange rate sensitivity analysis is based on the non-derivative and derivative finan
cial instruments held by the Group companies in non-functional currencies on the reporting date. It assumes that
the exchange rates change by an indicated percentage rate on the reporting date. Movements over time, actual
observed changes in other market parameters and tax effects are disregarded.
The medium- and long-term borrowing is predominantly done by Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, the holding compa
nies of the divisions and the financing companies located in Germany and the Netherlands. Depending on the
borrowing requirements of the individual Group companies, these companies can also obtain loans in currencies
other than the euro for disbursement within the Group. Since these loans are not taken out in the companies’
functional currency, IFRS 7.40 requires that they be taken into account when measuring the exchange rate risk,
even though such a risk does not exist from the perspective of the Group as a whole.
31 Dec. 2018

+10%

EUR million

–10%
Profit
before taxes

Other
comprehensive
income

Equity

Profit
before taxes

Other
comprehensive
income

Equity

USD-EUR exchange rate

21

–1

20

–21

1

–20

GBP-EUR exchange rate

2

2

–2

–2

NOK-EUR exchange rate

6

6

–6

–6

31 Dec. 2017
EUR million

+10%

–10%
Profit
before taxes

Other
comprehensive
income

Equity

Profit
before taxes

Other
comprehensive
income

Equity

USD-EUR exchange rate

29

29

–29

–29

GBP-EUR exchange rate

5

5

–5

–5
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Other price risks
These price risks concern the risks arising from fluctuating commodity prices, especially the price of nickel. The
ELG division continually determines the risk exposures resulting from the purchase and sale of products and
hedges these with respect to nickel primarily through the use of derivative financial instruments (nickel futures).
The sensitivities are measured, taking into account the effect on profit or loss of value changes in the derivative
financial instruments, disregarding the compensating value changes in the hedged items.
A hypothetical increase (decrease) in the nickel price by USD 1,257 per tonne (previous year: USD 1,104 per
tonne) (financial year: 12 per cent; previous year: 9 per cent of the spot nickel price as at the reporting date)
would have reduced (raised) profit before taxes by EUR 10 million (EUR 10 million) (previous year: EUR 9 (9) mil
lion). The assumed change in the nickel price corresponds to the initial margin established by the London Metal
Exchange (LME). This is the amount that must be deposited as margin when entering into a contract.
Hedge accounting
The Haniel Group enters into hedging transactions for the purpose of hedging both the fair values of certain
assets or liabilities and future cash flows. This also includes currency hedges of planned sales and purchases of
merchandise and services, and of investments and divestments.
When accounting for hedges, the hedge accounting rules are sometimes applied. Under the hedge accounting
rules, a derivative is classified either as a hedging instrument in a cash flow hedge if it is used to hedge future
cash flows, as a hedging instrument in a fair value hedge if it is used to hedge the fair values of certain assets
and liabilities, or as a hedging instrument in a hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation if it is used to
hedge an investment recognised in a foreign currency.
Currency derivatives used to hedge existing items of the statement of financial position are usually not subjected
to formal hedge accounting. The changes in the fair values of these derivatives, which, from an economic point
of view, represent effective hedges in the context of the Group strategy, are recognised in profit or loss. Those
changes are generally matched by opposite changes in the fair values of the hedged items.
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Share price risk
Share price risks in Haniel’s consolidated financial statements result primarily from the exchangeable bond
linked to ordinary shares of CECONOMY AG issued in May 2015. Fluctuations in the quoted price of CECONOMY
AG have a direct impact on the measurement of the obligation to deliver. A hypothetical 10 per cent increase
(decrease) in CECONOMY AG’s quoted share price as at 31 December 2018 would lead to a decrease (increase) in
the profit before taxes of EUR 0 million (EUR 0 million) (previous year: EUR 18 million or EUR 14 million). In addi
tion, fluctuations in the share price of METRO AG during the financial year had a slight impact on the value of the
obligation to deliver ordinary shares in connection with the granting of the call option for up to 15.20 per cent of
METRO AG’s issued ordinary shares. Compensating changes in value from the Ceconomy and Metro shares held
are not included in the aforementioned sensitivity analysis due to their treatment as an investment accounted
for at equity in accordance with IFRS 7.3(a).
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Cash flow hedges – interest rate hedging
The Haniel Group obtains financing largely by way of long-term and short-term bilateral credit facilities, bonds,
commercial paper and promissory loan notes. The bilateral credit facilities are generally utilised on a revolv
ing basis with a short-term fixed-rate period. By entering into derivative financial instrument transactions, the
Group hedges against rising market interest rates and thus against future increases in interest expenses. At the
reporting date, the nominal volume of the hedging instruments amounted to EUR 20 million, USD 95 million and
GBP 10 million. EUR 0 million, USD 45 million and GBP 0 million of these instruments mature in financial year
2019, EUR 20 million, USD 50 million and GBP 0 million in financial year 2020, and EUR 0 million, USD 0 million
and GBP 10 million in financial year 2021. In the previous year, the Group had designated hedging instruments
with a nominal volume amounting to EUR 25 million, USD 125 million and GBP 15 million. EUR 5 million,
USD 75 million and GBP 5 million of these instruments mature in financial year 2018, EUR 0 million, USD 0 mil
lion and GBP 0 million in financial year 2019, EUR 20 million, USD 50 million and GBP 0 million in financial year
2020, and EUR 0 million, USD 0 million and GBP 10 million in financial year 2021.
Cash flow hedges – currency hedging
The Haniel Group enters into forward exchange contracts to hedge euro-denominated payments. The designated
hedged items are highly probable payments denominated in various foreign currencies.
The nominal volume of the designated hedging instruments as at 31 December 2018 amounted to EUR 49 million.
EUR 16 million of these instruments mature in the first quarter of 2019, EUR 17 million mature in the second
quarter of 2019, EUR 12 million in the third quarter of 2019, and EUR 4 million in the fourth quarter of 2019.
The nominal volume of the hedging instruments designated as at 31 December 2017 amounted to EUR 39 mil
lion. They matured in the amount of EUR 14 million in the first quarter of 2018, in the amount of EUR 15 million
in the second quarter of 2018, in the amount of EUR 9 million in the third quarter of 2018, and in the amount of
EUR 1 million in the fourth quarter of 2018.
In connection with cash flow hedges, gains of EUR 1 million (previous year: EUR 0 million) were recognised
in other comprehensive income for the financial year. Losses in the amount of EUR 1 million (previous year:
EUR 2 million) were transferred from other comprehensive income to finance costs. Of these amounts,
EUR 0 million were recognised in the financial year (previous year: EUR 0 million) because previously existing
hedges were revoked upon the disposal of the hedged items.
There is an economic connection between the designated underlyings and the hedging instruments since the
terms of the derivative financial instruments are identical to those for the hedged underlyings (i.e., nominal
amount and (expected) payment date). In the Haniel Group, a hedge ratio of 1:1 is generally used for hedges
since the underlying risk of the hedging instruments is identical to the hedged risk. As in the previous year, there
were no significant ineffective portions of cash flow hedges.
Fair value hedge
As in the previous year, fair value hedge accounting was not applied in the financial year.
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Hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation
Non-derivative financial liabilities denominated in foreign currency are used to hedge the net investment in
a foreign operation. As in the previous year, there were no significant ineffective portions of the net investment
hedges.
27 Additional disclosures on financial instruments
In compliance with the hedging strategy pursued by the Haniel Group, the total derivative financial instruments
position is composed as follows:
31 Dec. 2018

31 Dec. 2017

Fair value

of which cash
flow hedges

Fair value

of which cash
flow hedges

Currency instruments

3

1

5

Other derivative financial instruments

9
12

1

5

0

Interest rate instruments

2

2

4

4

Currency instruments

2

Assets
Interest rate instruments

Liabilities

Other derivative financial instruments

1

6
10

46
2

51

4

The other derivative financial instruments are nickel derivatives held by the ELG division and the obligation from
the exchangeable bond to deliver ordinary shares of CECONOMY AG and since the financial year the obligation to
deliver ordinary shares in connection with the granting of the call option for up to 15.20 per cent of METRO AG’s
issued ordinary shares. Please refer to notes 11 and 18 for information on the presentation of derivative financial
instruments designated as hedging instruments.
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The table below shows the contractually agreed, undiscounted payments of interest and principal over time
of the non-derivative financial liabilities, derivative liabilities and financial guarantee contracts existing as at
31 December 2018:
EUR million

Cash flows
2019

Cash flows
2020

Cash flows
from 2021
to 2023

Cash flows
from 2024
to 2028

–7

Cash flows
from 2029
onwards

Non-derivative financial liabilities and financial
guarantee contracts
Liabilities due to banks

–116

–94

–378

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

–466

–102

–41

–48

–40

–52

–1

–9

–3

–12

–7

–54

–13

–40

–2

–22

–19

–38

–891

–271

–561

–17

–9

Derivatives (net settled)

–1

–1

Derivatives (gross settled) inflows

21
0

0

0

Liabilities to shareholders
Lease liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Liabilities from business combinations and
fixed dividends minority shareholder
Trade payables

–9

–176

Financial guarantee contracts
Derivative liabilities
Hedge accounting

Derivatives (gross settled) outflows

–21
–1

–1

Without hedge accounting
Derivatives (net settled)
Derivatives (gross settled) inflows
Derivatives (gross settled) outflows

117
–118
–1

0

0

0

0

–2

–1

0

0

0

The repayments of principal are classified by the earliest period in which the creditors may demand repayment.
For the financial guarantee contracts, the disclosure is made not on the basis of the estimated probable amount,
but in the amount of the agreed maximum guarantee at the earliest possible date.
For purposes of the cash flow analysis, in accordance with IFRS 7.B11A the exchangeable bond linked to ordinary
shares of CECONOMY AG is considered to be a single financial instrument and is presented in total in the line
“bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt”. The obligation to deliver ordinary shares of CECONOMY AG
is not separated.
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The contractually agreed, undiscounted payments of interest and principal over time of the non-derivative
financial liabilities and derivative liabilities and financial guarantee contracts that existed as at 31 December
2017 were as follows:
EUR million

Cash flows
2018

Cash flows
2019

Cash flows
from 2020
to 2022

Cash flows
from 2023
to 2027

Liabilities due to banks

–175

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

–788

–83

–95

–15

–6

–143

–48

–31

–64

–5

–9

–9

–12

–26

–12

–39

–15

–14

–19

–57

–1,242

–160

–407

–2

–1

–1

–1

–1

Cash flows
from 2028
onwards

Non-derivative financial liabilities and financial
guarantee contracts

Other financial liabilities
Liabilities from business combinations
Trade payables

–10

–186

Financial guarantee contracts
–42

–10

0

0

Derivative liabilities
Hedge accounting
Derivatives (net settled)
Derivatives (gross settled) inflows
Derivatives (gross settled) outflows

4
–4
–2

Without hedge accounting
Derivatives (net settled)

–9

Derivatives (gross settled) inflows

87

2

–88

–2

Derivatives (gross settled) outflows

–10

0

0

0

0

–12

–1

–1

0

0

Consolidated financial statements
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Reconciliation of financial instruments to IFRS 9 and IAS 39 categories
ASSETS
EUR million

Carrying
amounts
as at
31 Dec.
2018

Debt- and
Equity
Debt
equity instru instruments instruments
measured
measured
ments and
derivatives at fair value at fair value
measured through other through other
at fair value comprehen comprehen
sive income
sive income
through profit
or loss

Debt instruments measured at
fair value through profit or loss

27

27

Equity instruments measured at
fair value through profit or loss

2

2

Equity instruments measured
at fair value through other
comprehensive income

9

Loans

2

Debt
Contingent
instruments consideration
measured from business
at amortised combinations
cost

No IFRS 9
category

Outside the
scope of
IFRS 7

9
2

Non-current financial assets

40

29

9

0

2

0

0

0

Other non-current assets

66

0

0

0

0

13

0

53

Trade receivables and
similar assets

553

0

0

30

515

0

0

8

Debt instruments measured
at amortised cost

279

Current financial assets

279

0

0

0

279

0

0

0

Cash and cash equivalents

116

25

0

0

91

0

0

0

279

Receivables from investments

11

Derivative financial instruments

12

Value added tax receivables
and other tax assets

37

37

Prepaid expenses

17

17

Bonuses and discount
claims against suppliers

11
11

1

19

19

Miscellaneous current assets

101

3

8

Other current assets

197

11

0

0

120

0

4

62

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Assets held for sale

90
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Carrying
amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2017

Financial assets available
for sale

75

Financial assets measured at
fair value through profit or loss

14

Other securities

5

Loans

3

Financial
assets
designated
as at
fair value

Financial
Contingent
assets consideration
held for from business
trading combinations

Loans and
receivables

Financial
assets
available
for sale

No IAS 39
category

Outside the
scope of
IFRS 7

75
14
5
3

Non-current financial assets

97

14

0

0

8

75

0

0

Other non-current assets

48

0

0

12

0

0

2

34

548

0

0

0

535

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

68

0

0

0

68

0

0

0

Trade receivables
Current financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables from investments

2

Derivative financial instruments

5

2
5

Value added tax receivables
and other tax assets

29

29

Prepaid expenses

17

17

Bonuses and discount
claims against suppliers

15

Miscellaneous current assets

94

Other current assets

162

15
65
0

5

0

82

0

3

26

3

72
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Reconciliation of financial instruments to IFRS 9 and IAS 39 categories
LIABILITIES
EUR million

Carrying
amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2018

Financial
liabilities mea
sured at fair
value through
profit or loss

Contingent
consideration
from business
combinations

Financial
liabilities
measured at
amortised
cost

Liabilities due to banks

453

453

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

140

140
77

Liabilities to shareholders

77

Lease liabilities

22

Other financial liabilities

57

Non-current financial liabilities
Other non-current liabilities

22

749

0

0

727

22

0

61

0

0

59

0

2

Liabilities due to banks

117

117

455

455

43

43

Liabilities to shareholders
Other financial liabilities

Outside
the scope
of IFRS 7

57

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt
Lease liabilities

No IFRS 9
category

8

8
18

18

Current financial liabilities

641

0

0

633

8

0

Trade payables and similar liabilities

214

0

0

176

0

38

Liabilities for other taxes

44

Liabilities for payroll and social security

23

14

9

109

68

41

Accrued expenses
Derivative financial instruments

10

Miscellaneous current liabilities

42

Other current liabilities

228

44

8
8

2
2

35

2

117

5
2

99
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Carrying
amounts as at
31 Dec. 2017

Financial
liabilities held
for trading

Contingent
consideration
from business
combinations

Other
financial
liabilities

Liabilities due to banks

187

187

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

144

144
80

Liabilities to shareholders

80

Lease liabilities

30

Other financial liabilities

62

Non-current financial liabilities
Other non-current liabilities

30

503

0

0

473

30

0

78

0

0

76

0

2

Liabilities due to banks

163

163

757

757

44

44

Liabilities to shareholders
Other financial liabilities

Outside
the scope
of IFRS 7

62

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt
Lease liabilities

No IAS 39
category

4

4
24

24

Current financial liabilities

992

0

0

988

4

0

Trade payables and similar liabilities

240

0

0

186

0

54

Liabilities for other taxes

40

Liabilities for payroll and social security

25

17

8

103

63

40

Accrued expenses
Derivative financial instruments

51

Miscellaneous current liabilities

47

Other current liabilities

266

40

47
47

4
1

44

1

124

2
4

90
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Fair value measurement
The table below shows the assets and liabilities measured at fair value in the statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2018, classified by the following input levels:
Level 1: Quoted prices in active markets for the identical asset or liability
Level 2: 	Quoted prices in active markets for similar assets and liabilities or other valuation techniques for which
all significant inputs are based on observable market data
Level 3: 	Valuation techniques for which significant inputs are not based on observable market data
If assets and liabilities recurrently measured at fair value must be reclassified between the various levels
because, for example, an asset is no longer traded in an active market or is traded for the first time, the reclas
sification is made at the end of the reporting period. No such transfers between Levels 1 and 2 took place
either during the financial year or the previous year.
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EUR million

Total
31 Dec. 2018

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

139

Not measured
at fair value

Assets
Recurring fair value measurement
Non-current financial assets
Debt instruments measured
at fair value through profit or loss

27

27

Equity instruments measured
at fair value through profit or loss

2

2

Equity instruments measured
at fair value through other comprehensive income

9

9

13

13

Other non-current assets
Contingent consideration from business combinations
Debt instruments measured
at fair value through profit or loss

0

Equity instruments measured
at fair value through other comprehensive income

0

Debt instruments measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income

0

Consolidated financial statements

Current financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Money market funds

25

25

Other current assets
Derivative financial instruments
Contingent consideration from business combinations

12

12

0

Non-recurring fair value measurement
Assets held for sale

3

3

Liabilities
Recurring fair value measurement
Other non-current liabilities
Contingent consideration from business combinations

0

Other current liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Contingent consideration from business combinations

10
2

Non-recurring fair value measurement
Liabilities held for sale

0

10
2
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The table below shows the assets and liabilities measured at fair value in the statement of financial position as
at 31 December 2017:
EUR million

Total
31 Dec. 2017

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Financial assets available for sale

75

70

Financial assets measured at fair value
through profit or loss

14

14

12

12

Not measured
at fair value

Assets
Recurring fair value measurement
Non-current financial assets
5

Other non-current assets
Contingent consideration from business combinations
Current financial assets
Financial assets available for sale

0

Cash and cash equivalents
Money market funds

0

Other current assets
Derivative financial instruments

5

5

Liabilities
Recurring fair value measurement
Other non-current liabilities
Contingent consideration from business combinations

0

Other current liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Contingent consideration from business combinations

51
1

51
1

The fair value of financial instruments traded in an active market (Level 1) is based on the quoted prices as at
the reporting date. The fair value of assets and liabilities recurrently measured at fair value within Level 2 is
determined using the DCF method. Expected future cash flows from the financial instruments are discounted
using market interest rates with matching maturities. The creditworthiness of the respective borrower is taken
into account by including risk premiums based on credit ratings and maturities in the discount factors. The risk
premiums are determined using observable market prices from fixed-income securities. The DCF method is also
used for the measurement of contingent consideration from business combinations.
The following table presents a detailed reconciliation of the assets and liabilities recurrently measured at fair
value within Level 3, excluding contingent consideration from business combinations, which are explained in
more detail in note 29. The reconciliation relates to venture capital funds mainly in the Holding and other com
panies segment as well as equity investments in non-listed corporations by the CWS-boco and TAKKT divisions.
The venture capital funds are measured in accordance with the adjusted net asset method. Under this method,
the fair values of the individual investments as determined by the funds on the basis of recognised valuation
methods are aggregated and adjusted by an appropriate illiquidity discount for the overall fund. The value of
non-listed investments in corporations is calculated based on the one hand on additional capital contributions
by investors or on the price at which a third party enters the market in the course of a further financing round
(price of recent investment valuation method). On the other hand, recognised company valuation techniques
(multiples) are also applied.
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EUR million

2018

2017

As at 1 Jan.

19

10

14

10

Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Change in the scope of consolidation
Additions
Fair value changes recognised in profit or loss

5

Disposals

1

Transfers into Level 3
As at 31 Dec.
Unrealised gains or losses recognised in profit or loss relating to those
financial instruments held at the reporting date

38

19

0

0

The table below shows the fair values of the financial instruments as at 31 December 2018 that are not
recognised at fair value in the statement of financial position:
EUR million

Carrying
amounts

Fair value

Level 1

Level 2

Assets
Non-current financial assets
Loans

2

2

Liabilities due to banks

570

570

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

595

602

Liabilities to shareholders

120

124

Lease liabilities

30

35

Other financial liabilities

75

82

59

59

Liabilities
Financial liabilities

Other non-current liabilities
Purchase price liabilities (not contingent)
and fixed dividends minority shareholder

Level 3

Consolidated financial statements

Transfers out of Level 3
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The table below shows the fair values of the financial instruments as at 31 December 2017 that were not
recognised at fair value in the statement of financial position:
EUR million

Carrying
amounts

Fair value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Assets
Non-current financial assets
Other securities

5

5

Loans

3

3

2

2

Other non-current assets
Indemnification claims against previous shareholders
from business combinations
Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Liabilities due to banks

350

Bonds, commercial paper and other securitised debt

901

Liabilities to shareholders

124

128

Lease liabilities

34

38

Other financial liabilities

86

97

76

76

350
196

724

Other non-current liabilities
Purchase price liabilities (not contingent)

The fair value of financial instruments traded in an active market (Level 1) is based on the quoted prices as at
the reporting date. The fair values for Level 2 are measured analogously to the method for assets and liabilities
recurrently measured at fair value using the DCF method. For current financial instruments the book value
represents a reasonable estimate of the fair value due to the short residual maturity.
Offsetting financial assets and liabilities
The tables below provide an overview of the financial assets and liabilities that are offset in the statement
of financial position. It also presents the extent to which there are netting agreements with contractual part
ners that do not result in a net presentation in the statement of financial position because not all conditions
of IAS 32 for a net presentation are met. Global netting arrangements in the Haniel Group relate to derivative
financial instruments, for which, in the event of default, the master agreements with the financial institutions
stipulate offsetting mutual receivables and liabilities existing at that date.
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Concerning assets, the following items in the statement of financial position are affected:
Master netting agreements
EUR million

Financial assets
(gross amounts)

Financial liabil
ities set off in
the statement of
financial position
(gross amounts)

66

65

Financial
liabilities not set
off in the state
ment of financial
position

Financial
assets
presented in
the statement
of financial
position as at
31 Dec. 2018
(net amounts)

Received
collateral

Net amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2018

with netting agreement
without netting agreement

115
181

65

1

1

115

115

116

0

2

2

1

10

10

0

116

Derivative financial instruments
with netting agreement
without netting agreement

12

0

1
10

12

1

0

11

The cash and cash equivalents presented on a net basis in the statement of financial position relate to a cash
pooling arrangement between the BekaertDeslee division and a bank.
Master netting agreements
EUR million

Financial assets
(gross amounts)

Financial liabil
ities set off in
the statement of
financial position
(gross amounts)

with netting agreement

60

59

without netting agreement

67

Financial
Financial
assets liabilities not set
off in the state
presented in
the statement ment of financial
of financial
position
position as at
31 Dec. 2017
(net amounts)

Received
collateral

Net amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2017

Cash and cash equivalents

127

59

1

1

67

67

68

0
1

0

68

Derivative financial instruments
with netting agreement

3

3

without netting agreement

2

2

5

0

5

2
2

1

0

4
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Cash and cash equivalents
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Concerning liabilities, the following items in the statement of financial position are affected:
Master netting agreements
EUR million

Financial
liabilities (gross
amounts)

Financial assets
set off in the
statement of
financial position
(gross amounts)

Financial
liabilities
presented in
the statement
of financial
position as at
31 Dec. 2018
(net amounts)

Financial assets
not set off in the
statement of
financial position

1

Pledged
collateral

Net amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2018

Derivative financial instruments
with netting agreement

1

1

without netting agreement

9

9

10

0

10

0
9

1

0

9

Master netting agreements
EUR million

Financial
liabilities (gross
amounts)

Financial assets
set off in the
statement of
financial position
(gross amounts)

Financial Financial assets
liabilities not set off in the
statement of
presented in
the statement financial position
of financial
position as at
31 Dec. 2017
(net amounts)

Pledged
collateral

Net amounts
as at
31 Dec. 2017

Derivative financial instruments
with netting agreement
without netting agreement

1

1

50

50

51

0

51

1

0
50

1

0

50

Net gains or losses from IFRS 9 and IAS 39 categories
The following table shows the net gains or losses recognised in the income statement by IFRS 9 and IAS 39
categories:
EUR million
Debt- and equity instruments and derivatives measured at fair value through profit or loss
Debt instruments measured at amortised cost
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost / Other financial liabilities

2018

2017

68
–1
–48

–67

Financial assets designated as at fair value

1

Financial assets and liabilities held for trading

–15

Financial assets available for sale

9

Loans and receivables

–2
19

–74

During the financial year, the net gains or losses from equity instruments, debt instruments and derivatives
measured at fair value through profit or loss related to changes in the fair values of these financial instruments.
During the financial year, the net gains or losses from debt instruments measured at amortised cost consist
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 rimarily of interest income and impairments and reversals of impairments on these financial instruments. As
p
in the previous year, the net gains or losses from financial liabilities measured at amortised cost / other financial
liabilities consist primarily of interest expenses and exchange differences arising from the measurement of
non-operating liabilities denominated in foreign currencies.

Interest and similar expenses include EUR 45 million from financial liabilities not measured at fair value during
the financial year (previous year: EUR 51 million). Interest and similar income include interest income from
financial assets not measured at fair value through profit or loss amounting to EUR 7 million in the financial year
(previous year: EUR 9 million).
During the financial year, a disposal gain of EUR 2 million was realised in relation to debt instruments measured
at amortised cost.
28 Contingent liabilities
The Haniel Group’s contingent liabilities amounted to a total of EUR 427 million (previous year: EUR 424 million).
They contain other guarantees in the amount of EUR 419 million (previous year: EUR 416 million) and tax-related
contingent liabilities in the amount of EUR 8 million (previous year: EUR 8 million). As in the previous year the
other guarantees concern the Holding and other companies segment and are related to disposals of companies.
Certain provisions were also recognised in connection with these matters. These are recognised under the
relevant item.
As in the previous year, no contingent receivables exist as at the reporting date.
29 Business combinations and disposals of consolidated companies
During the financial year, the TAKKT division realised 2 business combinations, acquiring one individual company
per combination. A 100 per cent interest was acquired in each of these companies.

Consolidated financial statements

The net gains or losses on financial assets designated as at fair value included the venture capital funds in the
Holding and other companies segment in the previous year. The net gains or losses on financial assets and liabil
ities held for trading purposes included gains and losses from fair value changes of these financial instruments
in the previous year. In the previous year, the net gains or losses on financial assets available for sale included in
particular income and expenses from bonds and investment funds in the Holding and other companies segment
recognised in profit or loss. In the previous year, the net gains or losses from loans and receivables consist pri
marily of interest income and impairments and reversals of impairments on these financial instruments.
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The total assets and liabilities acquired through business combinations in the financial year are comprised
as follows:
EUR million

Fair values

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

2
15

Inventories

1

Trade receivables and similar assets

4

Cash and cash equivalents

8

Other assets

1
31

Liabilities
Deferred taxes

3

Trade payables and similar liabilities

6

Other liabilities

2
11

The gross contractual amount of the acquired trade and other receivables is EUR 4 million. Taking into account
the expectation that EUR 0 million in receivables will not be recoverable, the fair value of the acquired trade and
other receivables amounts to EUR 4 million.
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The consideration transferred for the business combinations and the resulting goodwill are presented in the
table below:
EUR million

Total

Consideration paid

55

Other non-cash consideration
Cash and cash equivalents acquired

63

Net assets acquired

20

Goodwill

43

The reported goodwill essentially represents the future prospects accompanying the business combinations and
the expertise of the workforce acquired. The recognised goodwill is not tax deductible.
The transaction costs incurred in the context of the business combinations totalled EUR 1 million and are included
in other operating expenses.
The companies acquired contributed EUR 57 million to revenue and EUR 3 million to profit after taxes during
the period. The profit after taxes includes expenses from the continuation of the purchase price allocation.
If each of the companies had been acquired with effect from the beginning of the financial year, they would have
contributed EUR 68 million to revenue and EUR 3 million to profit after taxes.
During the financial year, the finalisation of the purchase price allocations for business combinations in the
previous year resulted in minor adjustments to the assets and liabilities added in the previous year. Goodwill,
taking into account deferred taxes, increased by a total of EUR 5 million.
Contingent consideration from business combinations developed as follows in the financial year:
EUR million

Contingent
receivables

Contingent
liabilities

As at 1 Jan.

12

1

Additions
Settlements

1

Foreign exchange rate adjustments
Interest effect

1

Remeasurements
As at 31 Dec.

2
13

2

The fair value of the contingent consideration is determined on the basis of revenue and earnings targets, taking
into account long-term business planning. The possible payments for the contingent consideration as at the
reporting date range between EUR –22 million and EUR 0 million. The value of the contingent consideration is
determined on a regular basis by qualified employees of the relevant units and discussed with the responsible
management.
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Disposals
No companies were sold during the financial year.
30 Notes to the statement of cash flows
The statement of cash flows shows the changes in the Haniel Group’s cash and cash equivalents in the course
of the financial year resulting from cash inflows and outflows. The statement of cash flows is divided into cash
flow from operating, investing and financing activities. The cash and cash equivalents reported at the report
ing date are the total of bank balances with an original maturity of less than three months, cash on hand and
cheques, and money market funds, and are identical to the cash and cash equivalents reported in the statement
of financial position.
The cash flow from operating activities is determined indirectly on the basis of the profit after taxes and essen
tially contains sales-related payments, dividends from investments accounted for at equity, interest paid and
received as well as tax payments. Haniel’s internal cash earnings indicator used for management purposes,
Haniel cash flow, is shown as a separate line item. Haniel cash flow is the profit after taxes, adjusted for all
material non-cash income and expenses, and non-recurring, non-operating income and expenses, plus other cash
components. Haniel cash flow consequently corresponds to the cash flow from operating activities excluding
changes in current net assets. The current net assets contain inventories, trade receivables, and similar assets
as well as current non-interest-bearing liabilities, current provisions, and similar liabilities. The inventories item
included therein changed by EUR 56 million in the financial year (previous year: EUR 14 million), trade receivables
changed by EUR 5 million (previous year: EUR 92 million) and trade payables and similar liabilities changed by
EUR –26 million (previous year: EUR 58 million).
The cash flow from investing activities includes payments for purchases and disposals of individual assets as well
as for consolidated companies and other business units. As in the previous year, the proceeds from the disposal
of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and other assets included in particular proceeds from the
repayment or sale of financial investments held by the Haniel Holding Company.
The cash flow from financing activities comprises payments in connection with shareholder transactions as
well as financial liabilities. The shareholder transactions essentially include payments to shareholders and
payments from changes in shares in companies already consolidated. Payments to shareholders comprise divi
dend payments to the shareholders of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH in the amount of EUR 60 million (previous year:
EUR 50 million) and payments for the purchase of treasury shares in the amount of EUR 4 million (previous year:
EUR 4 million).
The cash flow from financing activities also includes the cash changes in financial liabilities. The repayments of
financial liabilities included the funds used to repay a bond issued by Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH in the amount of
EUR 195 million (previous year: EUR 247 million).
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The tables below present the reconciliation of financial liabilities taking into account the cash and non-cash
changes. The cash changes represent the sum of the proceeds from the issuance of financial liabilities and
repayments of financial liabilities as presented in the statement of cash flows. Financial liabilities have changed
as follows:

Non-cash changes
As of Cash flows
01 Jan.
2018

Liabilities due to banks

350

214

Bonds, commercial paper and other
securitised debt

901

–312

Liabilities to shareholders

124

–4

Lease liabilities

34

–4

Other financial liabilities

86

–12

1,495

–118

Financial liabilities

Changes in
the scope of
consolida
tion

Foreign
 xchange
e
rate adjust
ments

New leases

Other
changes

6

As of
31 Dec.
2018

570
6

595
120
30

0

1

75
1,390

6

0

7

New leases

Other
changes

Non-cash changes
EUR million

Liabilities due to banks
Bonds, commercial paper and other
securitised debt
Liabilities to shareholders
Lease liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Financial liabilities

As of
01 Jan.
2017

Cash flows

Changes in
the scope of
consolida
tion

Foreign
 xchange
e
rate adjust
ments

406

–72

28

–12

1,068

–173

142

–18

34

–3

100

–14

1,750

–280

As of
31 Dec.
2017

350
6

901
124

3

34
86

31

–12

0

6

1,495

31 Notes to segment reporting
As the chief operating decision maker, the Management Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is responsible for
developing the investment portfolio and managing the divisions and financial investments. For segment report
ing purposes, the reportable segments therefore comprise the six divisions, the two financial investments
CECONOMY and METRO, which are accounted for at equity, and the Holding and other companies segment. The
breakdown of the segments reflects the Group structure. It is defined using the management approach, taking
internal monitoring and reporting, as well as the organisational structure, into account.
The same accounting standards are used for segment reporting and for the consolidated financial statements.
The operating profit is the primary management indicator for measuring the operating performance of the divi
sions. During the financial year, the Management Board decided to modify the definition of the KPI operating
profit in order to reflect the increase in acquisition activities. Operating profit is now adjusted to exclude the
amortisation of intangible assets from purchase price allocation because these expenses result from business
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combinations and are therefore not incurred in relation to the Group’s operating activities. The presentation
has been adjusted accordingly. The segment assets comprise the total current and non-current assets, includ
ing the goodwill assigned to the respective segments. Transactions between the segments take place at arm’s
length. The financial liabilities encompass the non-current and current financial liabilities contained in the
statement of financial position. The sum of this amount and the other liabilities recognised in the statement of
financial position is the Group’s total liabilities. Recognised investments in non-current segment assets include
additions to property, plant and equipment, intangible assets, investments accounted for at equity and non-
current financial assets.
BekaertDeslee is a globally leading specialist for the development and manufacturing of woven and knitted
mattress textiles and ready-made mattress covers.
CWS-boco is one of the leading international service providers of hygiene and workwear solutions.
ELG is a global leader in the trading, processing and recycling of raw materials for the stainless steel industry
as well as high performance materials such as superalloys, titanium and carbon fibres.
Optimar is a global leader for automated fish handling systems for use on ships, on land and in aquacultures.
ROVEMA is a global leader in the manufacturing of packaging machines and equipment for a variety of products
and applications.
TAKKT bundles a portfolio of B2B direct marketing specialists for business equipment in Europe and North
America in a single company.
The financial investments concern the investments in CECONOMY AG and METRO AG accounted for at equity,
which are described in greater detail in note 3.
The Holding and other companies segment essentially comprises Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH and its holding,
financing and service companies, excluding the financial investments.
In the financial year, the ELG division generated revenue in the amount of EUR 503 million, and EUR 388 million
(previous year: EUR 469 million and EUR 391 million) with two external customers.
32 Related-party disclosures
The significant related entities of the Haniel Group are associates including their subsidiaries.
Revenue attributable to business with associates in the financial year totalled EUR 13 million (previous year: EUR
13 million). Expenses in connection with transactions with associates amounted to EUR 0 million (previous year:
EUR 1 million). As at the reporting date, trade receivables from and payables to associates amounted to EUR 14
million and EUR 0 million, respectively (previous year: EUR 4 million and EUR 0 million, respectively). All business
relations with associates are governed by contracts and conducted at prices and conditions that would equally
have been agreed with third parties.
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Related persons of the Haniel Group are key management personnel. This includes the members of the Supervi
sory Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH and the members of the top-tier executive group. The top-tier executive
group comprises the members of the Management Board of the Haniel Holding Company as well as the Manage
ment Board members or Managing Directors of the holding companies of the divisions.

Consolidated financial statements

As in the previous year, some of the liabilities to shareholders presented under note 13 are attributable to mem
bers of the Supervisory Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH. Up to and including 2012, Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
had annually offered the executives of the Haniel Group the opportunity to subscribe to registered debt securities
(Haniel Performance Bonds). The bonds bear interest corresponding to the return on total capital of the Haniel
Group before taxes, plus a subordination premium of 3 percentage points. The original maturities ranged from
5 to 10 years. Since 2015, the TAKKT division has offered its executives comparable registered debt securities
with a five-year maturity, the interest on which is based on the performance of the division (TAKKT Performance
Bonds). As at the reporting date, a liability in the total amount of EUR 2 million (previous year: EUR 5 million)
from the registered debt securities subscribed to by members of the top-tier executive group is recognised.
The companies of the Haniel Group have not otherwise entered into reportable transactions with key manage
ment personnel. This also applies to close relatives of this group of persons.
In some cases, key management personnel are members of executive or supervisory bodies of other companies
with which the Haniel Group engages in regular business relations. All transactions with these companies are
conducted at arm’s length.
The table below provides an overview of the remuneration of members of the top-tier executive group.
EUR million
Short-term employee benefits

2018

2017

13

14

Post-employment benefits

3

2

Termination benefits

8

1

–1

2

Share-based payments
Other long-term benefits

1

1

24

20

Share-based payments and other long-term benefits are described in greater detail in the following section.
As at the reporting date, the present value of defined benefit obligations of members of the top-tier executive
group amounted to EUR 19 million (previous year: EUR 16 million). The total remuneration of the members of the
Supervisory Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is presented under note 33. In addition, employee representatives
to the Supervisory Board who work for the Haniel Group received salaries from their employment, which are in
line with the market.
Compensation serving as long-term incentive
For members of the top-tier executive group, the performance compensation comprises performance cash plans
as a variable component. These plans are oriented on the value growth of Haniel or of the respective divisions
and therefore on the sustainability of the Haniel Group’s success.
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The performance cash plans granted during the financial year have a term of four years. The actual payment
from these plans is limited in amount and is made in cash depending on target achievement and the fulfilment of
stipulated requirements, such as being in active employment, at the end of the term.
Target attainment in the BekaertDeslee, CWS-boco, ELG, Optimar and ROVEMA divisions is essentially measured
on the development of the respective Haniel value added. These performance cash plans are therefore presented
as other long-term benefits.
In contrast, target attainment in the performance cash plans for the Management Board of TAKKT AG and Franz
Haniel & Cie. GmbH is based on the development of the share price or market value in the period under consider
ation. Accordingly, the performance cash plans are classified as cash-settled share-based payments as defined in
IFRS 2. The future payment amount is measured at the fair value of the liability taking into account the contrac
tual terms and conditions. At TAKKT AG, a binomial option pricing model is used to determine the share pricebased component. Material measurement assumptions here concern the risk-free interest rate and the applied
volatilities based on historical observable data. The liability is remeasured at each reporting date and at the
date of settlement. Any changes in fair value are recognised in profit or loss. The total expense from cash-settled
share-based payments was EUR –1 million (previous year: EUR 2 million). The provision recognised in this respect
amounted to EUR 7 million as at the reporting date (previous year: EUR 10 million).
33 Disclosures required under national legislation
Disclosure of shareholdings in accordance with section 313 (2) and (3) of the German Commercial Code
The full list of shareholdings of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH as of the end of the financial year, which forms a part
of these notes to the consolidated financial statements, is published in the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger) and
on the www.haniel.de/en website. The shareholdings of TAKKT AG, CECONOMY AG and METRO AG are indicated in
the individual companies’ annual reports and on their websites.
Number of employees in accordance with section 314 (1) no. 4 of the German Commercial Code
The number of employees in the Haniel Group, averaged from quarterly figures, was 18.824 (previous year:
18.481) based on a headcount, and 17.120 (previous year: 16.790) on a full-time basis. A breakdown of employees
by division is contained in the segment reporting on pages 76 and 77.
Compensation paid to the Company’s executive bodies in accordance with section 314 (1) no. 6
of the German Commercial Code
With reference to section 286 (4) of the German Commercial Code, the total remuneration of the Management
Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is not disclosed. The total remuneration of the Supervisory Board was
EUR 0.9 million (previous year: EUR 0.9 million); that of the Advisory Board was EUR 0.2 million (previous year:
EUR 0.2 million). The remuneration of former members of these bodies and of their survivors was EUR 2.0 mil
lion (previous year: EUR 2.2 million). Pension provisions amounting to EUR 25.0 million (previous year:
EUR 24.8 million) were recognised for the former members of the above bodies and their survivors.
Declaration in accordance with section 161 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), issued by the
listed companies included in the consolidated financial statements in accordance with section 314 (1)
no. 8 of the German Commercial Code
The following exchange-listed companies are included in the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December
2018: TAKKT AG (fully consolidated) as well as CECONOMY AG and METRO AG (each accounted for at equity).
Each of these companies has issued the declaration prescribed by section 161 of the German Stock Corporation
Act. These declarations have been made public on the companies’ individual websites (www.takkt.com;
www.ceconomy.de/en; www.metroag.de/en).
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Auditor’s fee in accordance with section 314 (1) no. 9 of the German Commercial Code
The fee paid to the group auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Germany,
for Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH and its subsidiaries was comprised as follows:
EUR million
Audits of financial statements

2018

2017

1.8

1.8

Other certification services

0.1

Tax consultancy
0.2
2.0

Exemption in accordance with sections 264 (3) and 264b of the German Commercial Code
The following companies are exempt from the obligation to publish their annual financial statements in accor
dance with section 264 (3) of the German Commercial Code:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

BlueRise GmbH, Duisburg
BSC Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Dreieich
CWS-boco Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg
CWS-boco International GmbH, Duisburg
CWS-boco Supply Chain Management GmbH, Lauterbach
CWS Complete Washroom Concepts GmbH, Duisburg
CWS Safety GmbH, Duisburg
Haniel Beteiligungs-GmbH, Duisburg
Haniel Finance Deutschland GmbH, Duisburg
Initial Hygieneservice GmbH, Lingen
Initial Textile Holdings GmbH, Lingen
Rentokil Initial Holdings GmbH, Lingen
ROVEMA Asset GmbH, Fernwald
ROVEMA GmbH, Fernwald
ROVEMA International GmbH, Düsseldorf
Schacht One GmbH, Essen
STG Service to go GmbH, Duisburg
TEUTO Brandschutz und Sicherheit GmbH, Bielefeld
Verwaltungsgesellschaft CWS-boco HealthCare mbH, Hamburg
Zahn HiTex GmbH, Mühldorf am Inn

BSC Brandschutz Service Center GmbH & Co. KG, Dreieich, CWS-boco HealthCare GmbH & Co. KG, Warburg, and
Initial Textil Service GmbH & Co. KG, Lingen, are exempt from the obligation to publish their annual financial
statements pursuant to section 264b of the German Commercial Code.

1.9
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34 Events after the reporting date
No reportable events took place after the reporting date.
35 Profit appropriation proposal of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
After deducting appropriate write-downs and recognising adequate valuation allowances and provisions, the
net loss for the financial year reported in the annual financial statements of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, prepared
in accordance with the German Commercial Code, amounts to EUR 781 million as at 31 December 2018. With
EUR 305 million in retained earnings brought forward and a EUR 600 million withdrawal from retained earnings,
this results in retained profit of EUR 124 million.
The Management Board proposes to pay out a dividend of EUR 60 million from retained profit and to carry the
amount of EUR 64 million forward to a new account.
The shareholders will therefore receive a dividend of 6 per cent on the subscribed capital of EUR 1.0 billion. This
represents an amount of EUR 3.00 per EUR 50 ordinary share.

Duisburg, 11 March 2019
The Management Board

Gemkow

Funck

Schmidt
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"INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, Duisburg

Audit Opinions

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, Duisburg, and its subsidiaries (the Group), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December
2018, and the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, consolidated statement of profit or loss,

consolidated statement of changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the financial
year from 1 January to 31 December 2018, and notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a
summary of significant accounting policies. In addition, we have audited the group management report

("Group report of the Management Board") of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH for the financial year from 1 Janport listed in the “Other Information” section of our auditors report in accordance with the German legal
requirements.

In our opinion, on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the audit,
·

·

the accompanying consolidated financial statements comply, in all material respects, with the IFRSs as
adopted by the EU, and the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to § [Article]
315e Abs. [paragraph] 1 HGB [Handelsgesetzbuch: German Commercial Code] and, in compliance with
these requirements, give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, and financial position of the
Group as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance for the financial year from 1 January
to 31 December 2018, and

the accompanying group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the Group's
position. In all material respects, this group management report is consistent with the consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development. Our audit opinion on the group management report does not
cover the content of those parts of the group management report listed in the “Other Information” section.

Pursuant to § 322 Abs. 3 Satz [sentence] 1 HGB, we declare that our audit has not led to any reservations
relating to the legal compliance of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management
report.

Basis for the Audit Opinions

We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report in
accordance with section 317 HGB and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for Fi-

Consolidated financial statements

uary to 31 December 2018. We have not audited the content of those parts of the group management re-
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nancial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer [Institute of Public Auditors in
Germany] (IDW). Our responsibilities under those requirements and principles are further described in
the “Auditors Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements and of the Group

Management Report” section of our auditor’s report. We are independent of the group entities in accordance with the requirements of German commercial and professional law, and we have fulfilled our other
German professional responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions on the
consolidated financial statements and on the group management report.

Other Information

The executive directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
following non-audited parts of the group management report:
·

·

the Corporate Governance Declaration pursuant to § 289f Abs. 4 HGB (disclosures in relation to the
target ratio of female board members) contained in the "Employees" section of the group management
report

the separate non-financial report pursuant to § 315b Abs. 3 HGB

The other information comprises further the remaining parts of the Annual Report – excluding cross-

references to external information – with the exception of the audited consolidated financial statements,
the audited group management report and our auditor's report.

Our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report do not
cover the other information, and consequently we do not express an audit opinion or any other form of
assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in so doing, to consider whether the other information
·
·

is materially inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements, with the group management report or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

Responsibilities of the Executive Directors and the Supervisory Board for the Consolidated Financial
Statements and the Group Management Report

The executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that

comply, in all material respects, with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the additional requirements of Ger-
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man commercial law pursuant to § 315e Abs. 1 HGB and that the consolidated financial statements, in

compliance with these requirements, give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position,

and financial performance of the Group. In addition the executive directors are responsible for such internal control as they have determined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the executive directors are responsible for assessing

the Group's ability to continue as a going concern. They also have the responsibility for disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern. In addition, they are responsible for financial reporting based
on the going concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention to liquidate the Group or to cease
operations, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so.

Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the group management report
that, as a whole, provides an appropriate view of the Group's position and is, in all material respects, consistent with the consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements, and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development. In addition, the executive directors

are responsible for such arrangements and measures (systems) as they have considered necessary to en-

able the preparation of a group management report that is in accordance with the applicable German legal
requirements, and to be able to provide sufficient appropriate evidence for the assertions in the group
management report.

The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the Group's financial reporting process for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report

Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements and of the Group Management Report

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and whether the group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the Group's position and, in all material re-

spects, is consistent with the consolidated financial statements and the knowledge obtained in the audit,
complies with the German legal requirements and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of

future development, as well as to issue an auditor's report that includes our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with § 317 HGB and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial

Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW) will always detect a material

misstatement. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or

4
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in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of these consolidated financial statements and this group management report.

We exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
·

·

·
·

·

·

·

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements and of
the group management report, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal controls.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit of the consolidated financial statements and of arrangements and measures (systems) relevant to the audit of the group management
report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an audit opinion on the effectiveness of these systems.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used by the executive directors and the reasonableness of estimates made by the executive directors and related disclosures.

Conclude on the appropriateness of the executive directors' use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events
or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group's ability to continue as a going concern. If
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in the auditor's report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements and in the group management
report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our respective audit opinions. Our conclusions
are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to be able to continue as a going concern.

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements present the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair
view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of the Group in compliance
with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant
to § 315e Abs. 1 HGB.

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or
business activities within the Group to express audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements
and on the group management report. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinions.
Evaluate the consistency of the group management report with the consolidated financial statements,
its conformity with German law, and the view of the Group's position it provides.
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·

Perform audit procedures on the prospective information presented by the executive directors in the
group management report. On the basis of sufficient appropriate audit evidence we evaluate, in particular, the significant assumptions used by the executive directors as a basis for the prospective information, and evaluate the proper derivation of the prospective information from these assumptions.
We do not express a separate audit opinion on the prospective information and on the assumptions
used as a basis. There is a substantial unavoidable risk that future events will differ materially from
the prospective information.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope

and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit."
Essen, 11 March 2019

PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Granderath
(German Public Auditor)

Böhle
(German Public Auditor)
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Glossary
C

Cost of capital Product of the
cost of capital and the average

Capital employed Difference between total assets
and the non-interest bearing capital provided.

Current net assets essentially comprise trade
receivables and inventories less trade payables. This
is an indicator used to determine the capital needed
to finance operating activities.

Cash flow Balance of cash receipts and cash pay
ments in a reporting period. A measure of a company’s
financial and earning power. For example, operating
cash flow indicates how much of the recognised net
profit for the period is reflected in cash inflows from
operating activities. This cash flow can be used to
finance capital expenditures, repay liabilities or pay
dividends.
Commercial paper Special instruments (money
market paper), usually discount bonds, issued in order
to finance short-term credit needs. As a rule, the
issuer requires an excellent
rating in order to place
and deal in papers of this kind.
Compliance A key element of
corporate governance.
It denotes the observance of relevant laws and internal
guidelines.
Consolidation In the consolidated financial state
ments, the Group, comprising several legally inde
pendent companies, is depicted as if it were a single
business. Consolidation consists of bookkeeping
techniques that eliminate all intra-Group transac
tions. It eliminates the double counting of intra-Group
transactions when consolidated financial statements
are being prepared from the data contained in the
annual financial statements of the individual Group
companies.
Core repayment period A capital management
indicator within the Haniel Group. It is determined by
dividing the
net financial position, reduced by the
debt allocated to the financial investments CECONOMY
AG and METRO AG, by EBITDA.
Corporate governance Rules, statutes, directives
and recommendations pertaining to how a company is
managed and controlled. The principles of corporate
governance at Haniel are described in greater detail in
the corporate governance report on pages 10 to 11.

weighted average
capital employed.

D
DCF – Discounted Cash Flow A method by which
future cash flows from an asset are discounted to
determine the net present value of that asset. The
Haniel Group uses DCF calculations to assess the
profitability of investment projects and business
acquisitions and to determine the
fair value of
non-listed financial instruments.
Deferred taxes Differences between the requirements
under tax law and the accounting and measurement
regulations in accordance with
IFRS give rise to
variances in the amounts recognised for assets and
liabilities. Consequently, the tax burden anticipated
on the basis of the profit before taxes reported in
the consolidated financial statements differs from
the actual amount payable. To allow a corresponding
tax expense to be posted in the income statement,
the effects of these deviations are counterbalanced
by deferrals.
Derivative (derivative financial instrument) A
contract that is dependent on another asset (un
derlying asset). The
fair value of a derivative can
therefore be derived from market values of traditional
underlying assets, such as stocks and commodities, or
from market prices, such as interest rates or exchange
rates. Derivatives exist in a range of different forms,
such as
options,
futures, interest rate caps and
swaps. In the context of Haniel’s financial manage
ment, derivatives are used to hedge risk.
Divisions Various business activities in the Haniel
portfolio.
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E

F

Early risk identification system Systematic
reporting measures designed to detect adverse,
risk-entailing developments in good time with the
help of financial and non-financial company-specific
indicators and factors. The early risk identification
system forms part of
risk management.

Fair value A measurement approach based on market
prices in accordance with
IFRS.

EBIT Earnings before profit and loss from investments,
interest and taxes.
EBITDA Earnings before profit and loss from invest
ments, interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation.
E-commerce The marketing and sale of products and
services via the Internet.
Equity method A method for measuring investments
in companies over whose business and financial policy
Haniel can exert a significant influence or over which
it has joint control (investments accounted for at
equity). Under the equity method, the carrying amount
of the investment is determined by the change in the
investor’s proportionate interest in the investment’s
equity. Thus, the carrying amount is increased or
decreased by the investor’s share in the investment’s
profit or loss for the period. Distributions received from
the investment reduce the carrying amount of the
investment.
Equity ratio A capital management indicator within
the Haniel Group which is calculated by dividing
recognised equity by total assets.
Exchangeable bond An interest-bearing corporate
bond that carries a right to exchange the bond for
a specified number of shares in another company.
Because of this option, exchangeable bonds have a
lower interest rate than normal bonds of the same
maturity.

Family-equity company A holding company owned
by a family which combines the professionalism of
a private equity investor with the values of a family-
owned company.
Financial liabilities The total non-current and current
financial liabilities presented in the consolidated state
ment of financial position.
Free cash flow indicates the cash flows from operating
activities that were not used for capital expenditures.
At Haniel, the free cash flow is the balance of the cash
flow from operating activities and the cash flow from
investing activities.
Full consolidation Procedure for including subsidiaries
in the consolidated financial statements if they are
under the parent company’s control on the basis of
a voting right majority or other means of influence.
The subsidiary’s individual assets and liabilities are
included in full in the consolidated statement of
financial position.
Future A listed
derivative in which two parties agree
to trade a certain quantity of a reference asset, such
as a foreign currency, at a future date at a predeter
mined price.
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G
Gearing A capital management indicator within the
Haniel Group which is calculated by dividing the
net
financial position by the recognised equity.
Goodwill An intangible asset that corresponds to the
amount by which the purchase price for a business
combination exceeds the total
fair value of the
assets and liabilities acquired (net assets). Essen
tially, it represents the favourable future prospects
accompanying the acquisition of the combined busi
ness and the expertise of the assembled workforce.
Goodwill impairment If
goodwill is recognised in
the course of an acquisition, its carrying amount must
be tested at least once a year for indication of im
pairment. If the anticipated future
cash flows from
sales and other income and expenses associated with
the takeover are lower than the carrying amount of
goodwill at the time of the impairment test, the good
will must be written down accordingly.

H
Haniel cash flow An internal indicator at the Haniel
Group that comprises the profit after taxes, adjusted
for all material non-cash income and expenditure, and
non-recurring, non-operating income and expenses,
plus other cash components. In detail, the profit after
taxes is adjusted for non-cash depreciation, amortisa
tion, impairment losses and reversals on non-current
assets, the change in pension provisions and other
non-current provisions, the income and expenses
from changes in deferred taxes, the non-cash income
and expenses and dividends from
investments
accounted for at equity, and the gains and losses from
the disposal of non-current assets and consolidated
companies and from remeasurement for changes in
ownership interests and other non-cash income and
expenses.

Haniel value added (HVA) Value-oriented perfor
mance indicator used by the Haniel Group, calculated
by subtracting
cost of capital from the
return.
Hedging A strategy for managing interest rate, foreign
exchange rate, share price or other market price
risks by means of
derivatives, which limit the risks
associated with the underlying transactions.
HGB – Handelsgesetzbuch (German Commercial Code)
Legal basis for the annual financial statements (sepa
rate financial statements) of all companies registered
in Germany. This is relevant to German corporations in
connection with profit distribution.

I
IAS – International Accounting Standard(s) Finan
cial reporting standard(s) within the
IFRS interna
tional regulatory framework.
IASB – International Accounting Standards Board
An independent, international body which approves
and continuously develops the
International Finan
cial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
ICS – Internal control system Systematic control
measures for monitoring whether existing rules for
reducing risks are being observed. This is intended
to ensure the functionality and cost-effectiveness of
business processes and to counteract impairments
of assets. It covers all material business processes,
including accounting. The purpose of the account
ing-related ICS is to ensure that financial reporting
is reliable and that the risk of misstatements in the
external and internal Group reports is minimised.
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IFRS – International Financial Reporting
Standard(s) An international regulatory framework of
accounting standards and interpretations which are
developed by the
IASB (International Accounting
Standards Board) and ratified by the European Com
mission. These accounting standards are intended to
ensure the internationally comparable preparation
of accounts.
Publicly traded companies registered
in the EU are required to prepare their consolidated
financial statements in accordance with the provisions
of IFRS.

N

IFRS IC – International Financial Reporting S tandards Interpretations Committee An
independent, international body which issues interpre
tations and guidance on issues not specifically covered
by the
IFRS.

Non-controlling interests Interests in the equity of
subsidiaries of the Haniel Group held by third parties.

Interest cover ratio A capital management indicator
within the Haniel Group that is derived as a quotient
from certain items of the income statement. The sum
of the
operating profit,
result from investments
accounted for at equity and other investment result
is divided by the sum of the finance costs and other
net financial income. This indicator states how many
times the interest to be paid to lenders and financial
investors is covered by earnings from the operating
business and investments.
Investment position of the Haniel Holding
C ompany Non-current and current financial assets
and other assets held by the Haniel Holding Company,
excluding cash and cash equivalents, which are avail
able for the acquisition of new divisions.

M
Market value gearing Relationship between
net
financial liabilities at the Haniel Holding Company and
the market value of Haniel’s investment portfolio.
Multi-channel Combination and integration of a variety
of channels to approach customers and to market
offered products and services.

Net financial liabilities Difference between
financial liabilities and cash and cash equivalents
recognised in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
Net financial position Difference between the
net
financial liabilities and
investment position of the
Haniel Holding Company.

O
Operating profit This measure of earnings shows the
profit contribution made in the period by the operating
business, that is to say from the purchase and sale of
goods and the provision of services, after deducting
the associated expenses. The amount recognised in
the income statement is the result before amortisation
of intangible assets from purchase price allocations,
the profit / loss from investments and discontinued
operations, interest and income tax expense.
Option Agreement between two parties granting one
party the right to receive or sell a certain quantity of
an underlying asset, such as a foreign currency, at a
predetermined price at a later date.
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P
Plan assets Comprise assets that are held by a fund
invested for the long term for satisfying payments to
employees as well as qualified insurance contracts.
Publicly traded companies Enterprises that have
issued securities, e.g. shares or bonds, which are
publicly listed and traded (on a stock exchange).
Purchase price allocation Allocation of the purchase
price in a business combination to the individual
assets and liabilities acquired. The acquired assets
and liabilities are measured at
fair value. If the total
purchase price exceeds the net assets acquired, this
gives rise to
goodwill.

R
Rating A credit score given to companies or financial
instruments by agencies, such as Standard & Poor’s,
Moody’s or Scope or banks.
Recognised investments include the acquisition
of non-current assets such as buildings, machinery
or software. Specifically, the acquisition of assets
reported under property, plant and equipment,
intangible assets, investments accounted for at
equity or non-current financial assets.
Result from investments accounted for at equity
Includes the portion of the net profit for the period
attributable to Haniel which is generated by companies
measured in the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with the
equity method.
Operating profit of continuing and discon
Return
tinued operations plus profit / loss from investments
and other net financial income less amortisation of
intangible assets from purchase price allocations and
income tax expenses.

Return on capital employed (ROCE) Value-oriented
performance indicator used within the Haniel Group
that is determined by dividing the
return by the
average
capital employed.
Risk management Systematic procedures for identify
ing and assessing potential risks for the Group, and for
deciding on, implementing and monitoring measures
to avoid risks and / or reduce their possible negative
impact.

S
Scope of consolidation The companies included in
the consolidated financial statements.
Statement of cash flows The statement of cash
flows is used to determine and depict cash inflows
and outflows. It shows the cash that is generated and
expended in a period ( cash flow).
Strategic business unit (SBU) The organisational
level below division. The strategic business units
can be structured according to various criteria, e.g.
regions or product groups. The strategic business units
are frequently depicted in internal controlling and
planning processes for analysis purposes, in order to
illuminate trends in the
divisions.
Sustainability The model of sustainable development
pursues the objective of engaging in business activity
to create not only economic value, but also ecological
and social benefits, without undermining the develop
ment opportunities of future generations (corporate
responsibility – CR).
Swap An agreement between two parties to exchange
commodity or cash flows in the future. In an inter
est rate swap, interest payments are exchanged for
an agreed principal amount on the basis of different
interest rates. Thus, floating interest rates can be
exchanged with fixed interest rates, for example.
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U
United Nations Global Compact (UN Global
C ompact) Initiative of the United Nations under which
companies undertake to align their business activities
and strategies with ten universally accepted principles
relating to human rights, labour standards, environ
mental protection and the fight against corruption.

W
Weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
represents the return demanded by providers of
capital in relation to the
capital employed in the
company. It is defined as the weighted average cost
of equity and debt. The cost of the equity component
corresponds to the return expectations of shareholders,
taking into account business model-specific risks. The
cost of the debt component reflects the company’s
financing conditions.
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